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Abstract

Network-on-Chip (NoC) is emerging as a critical shared architecture for
CMPs (Chip Multi-/Many-Core Processors) running parallel and concurrent
applications. As the core count scales up and the transistor size shrinks, how
to optimize power and performance for NoC open new research challenges.

As it can potentially consume 20–40% of the entire chip power [20, 40, 81],
NoC power efficiency has emerged as one of the main design constraints in
today’s and future high performance CMPs. For NoC power management, we
propose a novel on-chip DVFS technique that is able to adjust per-region NoC
V/F according to voted V/F levels from communicating threads. A thread
periodically votes for a preferred NoC V/F level that best suits its individual
performance interests. The final DVFS decision of each region is adjusted by
a region DVFS controller democratically based on the majority of votes it
receives.

Mutually exclusive locks are pervasive shared memory synchronization
primitives. In advanced locks such as the Linux queue spinlock comprising
a low-overhead spinning phase and a high-overhead sleeping phase, we show
that the lock primitive may create very high competition overhead (COH),
which is the time threads compete with each other for the next critical sec-
tion grant. For performance enhancement, we propose a software-hardware
cooperative mechanism that can opportunistically maximize the chance of a
thread winning critical section in the low-overhead spinning phase and min-
imize the chance of winning critical section in the high-overhead sleeping
phase, so that COH is significantly reduced. Besides, we further observe that
the cache invalidation-acknowledgement round-trip delay between the home
node storing the critical section lock and the cores running competing locks
can heavily downgrade application performance. To reduce such high lock
coherence overhead (LCO), we propose in-network packet generation (iNPG)
to turn passive “normal” NoC routers into active “big” ones that can not only
transmit but also generate packets to perform early invalidation and collect
inv-acks. iNPG effectively shortens the protocol round-trip delay and thus
largely reduces LCO in various locking primitives.

To enhance performance fairness when running multiple multi-threaded
programs on a single CMP, we develop the concept of aggregate flow which
refers to a sequence of associated data and cache coherence flows issued from
the same thread. Based on the aggregate flow concept, we propose three co-
herent mechanisms to efficiently achieve performance isolation: rate profiling,
rate inheritance and flow arbitration. Rate profiling dynamically character-
izes thread performance and communication needs. Rate inheritance allows
a data or coherence reply flow to inherit the characteristics of its associated
data or coherency request flow, so that consistent bandwidth allocation policy
is applied to all sub-flows of the same aggregate flow. Flow arbitration uses
a proven scheduling policy, self-clocked fair queueing (SCFQ) [57], to achieve
rate-proportional arbitration for different aggregate flows. Our approach suc-
cessfully achieves balanced performance isolations with different mixtures of
applications.
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Sammanfattning

Network-on-Chip (NoC) är en avgörande gemensam arkitektur för CMPs
(Chip Multi- / Many Core Processors) som kör parallella och samverkande
applikationer. Allteftersom antalet kärnor ökar och transistorerna minskar
har konsten att optimera effekt och prestanda för NoC fått nya forskningsut-
maningar.

Eftersom det potentiellt kan förbruka 20-40% av datorchippets effekt, har
effektiva NoC:ar blivit en av de viktigaste designbegränsningarna i dagens
och framtidens högpresterande CMPs. Som energisparfunktioner i NoCar, fö-
reslår vi en ny on-chip DVFS-teknik som kan justera varje NoC-regions V/F
enligt framröstade V/F-nivåer från kommunicerande trådar. En tråd röstar
periodiskt för en föredragen NoC V/F nivå som bäst passar dess individuella
prestationsintressen. Det slutgiltiga DVFS-beslutet för varje region justeras
av en regional DVFS controller som demokratiskt röstar enligt majoriteten
av rösterna den mottar.

ömsesidigt oberoende lås (Mutually exclusive locks) är en genomgående
mekanism för minnessynkronisering. I avancerade lås som the Linux queue
spinlock som innefattar både en spinning-fas med låg overhead och en sömn-
fas med hög overhead, visar vi att denna mekanism kan orsaka mycket högt
konkurrensoverhead (competition overhead - COH), vilket är tiden som trå-
darna konkurrerar med varandra inför nästa kritiska sektionsslot.

För att förbättra prestandan föreslår vi en samarbetsmekanism för mjuk-
vara och hårdvara som opportunistiskt kan maximera chansen att tråden får
en kritisk sektion under spinning-fasen med låg overhead istf under sömn-
fasen med hög overhead, så att COG minskas betydligt. Vidare observerar vi
att fördröjningen av cache-invaliditetsbekräftelsen tur och retur mellan hem-
noden som lagrar det kritiska sektionslåset och kärnorna som kör de tävlande
låsen kan kraftigt nedgradera applikationsprestandan.

För att minska denna höga lås-koherenta overhead (lock coherence overhe-
ad - LCO), föreslår vi paketgenerering inom nätverket (In-network Packet Ge-
neration - iNPG) för att slå om passiva “normala” NoC-routrar till aktiva “sto-
ra” ditton, då de inte bara kan sända men även generera paket för att utföra
en tidig invaliditetsbekräftelse och samla in invaliderings-acknowledgements.
iNPG förkortar effektivt protokollets rundresefördröjning (eng. round-trip de-
lay) och reducerar sålunda olika lås-primitivers LCO.

För att förbättra den rättvisa arbitreringsprestandan när flertrådnings-
program körs på en enda CMP, använder vi begreppet Aggregate Flow för
att hänvisa till att en sekvens av associerada data och cache anhopar till ko-
herensflöden som utfärdats av samma tråd. Baserat på begreppet, föreslår
vi tre sammanhängande mekanismer för att effektivt uppnå prestationsiso-
lering: Rate profiling, Rate inheritance and Flow Arbitration. Rate profiling
karaktäriserar trådens dynamiska prestanda och kommunikationsbehov. Ra-
te inheritance tillåter ett data eller koherenssvar att ärva egenskaper för dess
associerade data eller koheherensflöde, så att en konsekvent bandbreddstilldel-
ningspolitik kan tillämpas på alla flöden inom samma Aggregate Flow. Flow
arbitration använder en beprövad schemaläggningspolicy kallad Self-Clocked
Fair Queueing (SCFQ) för att uppnå en proportionell arbitrering för olika
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Aggregate Flow. Tillvägagångssättet lyckas framgångsrikt uppn balanserad
isolering av prestanda vid olika blandningar av applikationer.

Nyckelord: Many-Core Processor, Network-on-Chip, Performance, Po-
wer Management, DVFS, Shared Memory Synchronization, Hardware/Software
Co-Design, Cache Coherency, Performance Isolation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Many-core processor over the last 20 years

By Dennard scaling [39], transistors on a single die were doubled every technology
generations with the same power density. However, although transistor scaling

continues, the frequency of operating the transistors cannot be increased anymore
because of reaching the power limit constrained by the chip cooling capability [19,
47, 6]. Thus, today we have witnessed that the performance of processors has
shifted from increasing single-core frequency (faster transistors, pipelining, etc) to
adding more power efficient cores on chip, and this trend continues.

Skylake 

2015
4 cores

4.0 GHz

14 nm

1.75 Billion

122 mm2

Haswell 

2013
4 cores

3.4 GHz

22 nm

1.4 Billion

177 mm2

Ivy Bridge

2012
4 cores

3.4 GHz

22 nm

1.2 Billion

160 mm2

Sandy Bridge 

2011
4 cores

3.6 GHz

32 nm

995 Million

216 mm2

Wolfdale 

2008
2 cores

3.5 GHz

45 nm

410 Million

107 mm2

Yorkfield 

2008
4 cores

3.5 GHz

45 nm

820 Million

2x107 mm2

Dothan 

2004
1 core

2.3 GHz

90 nm

 140 Million

87 mm2

Willamette

2000
1 core

2.0 GHz

180 nm

 42 Million

112 mm2

Knights Corner

2011
57-61 cores

1.2 GHz

22 nm

5.0 Billion

720 mm2

Knights Landing

2013
64-72 cores

1.5 GHz

14 nm

7.1 Billion

683 mm2

Nearly identical to 

Knights Landing 

but optimized for 

deep learning

Knights Mill

2017
64-72 cores

1.5 GHz

14 nm

TBA

TBA

Coppermine

1999
1 core

1.1 GHz

180 nm

 28 Million

100 mm2

Deschutes

1997
1 core

450 MHz

250 nm

 7.5 MIllion

130 mm2

Single core era Multi-/Many-core era

Kaby Lake

2016
4 cores

4.3 GHz

14 nm

2.16 Billion

126 mm2

Coffee Lake

2017
8 cores

3.6 GHz

14 nm

3.0 Billion

177 mm²

Codename

Core #

Frequency

Technology

Transistor #

Die size

Die photo

Figure 1.1: Intel processor micro-architecture over 20 years (1997-2017).

Figure 1.1 summarizes the processor micro-architecture development trends over
the past 20 years (1997-2017) using Intel processors as examples1. During the single

1Data obtained from the Intel product specification https://ark.intel.com.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

core era (pre 2004), processor evolution has been on core frequency (from 450 MHz
in Deschutes to 2.3 GHz in Dothan). However, from 2004, the development trends
shift from increasing single core frequency to adding more power efficient cores
in the same die. For example, building for the desktop and low-end workstation
platforms, core count increases from 2 in Wolfdale to 8 in Coffee Lake. Although
over certain generations the core counts remain constant (e.g., from Sandy Bridge
to Kaby Lake), the micro-architectures however are more power efficient and more
components (such as integrated graphics) are integrated on the same chip2.

From 2011, Intel introduces the Xeon Phi processor family intended for use
in supercomputers, servers, and high-end workstations. The Xeon Phi processor
family includes three micro-architectures: Knights Corner (2011), Knights Landing
(2014), and Knights Mill (2017). All micro-architectures contain more than 50
“small” cores that operate typically at 1.1-1.5 GHz. The massive core integration
shows that extremely high performance processors favour high number of power
efficient cores instead of a few “big” ones that can run at high frequency. Further,
recent many-cores are adding new features beyond the traditional high performance
computation. For example, the newly announced Knights Mill at Hot Chips 2017
is featured with new instructions for artificial intelligence workloads.

1.1.2 Network-on-chip in recent many-cores
To enable scalability in bandwidth and power, the communication architecture in
many-cores has evolved from conventional buses and crossbars to Networks-on-Chip
(NoCs) since 2000 [73, 29, 11]. Today NoCs have become the de facto communi-
cation infrastructure for general CMP (chip multi-/many-processor) with homoge-
neous cores for high-performance computing and MPSoC (multi-/many-processor
system-on-chip) with heterogeneous cores for application-specific computing.

Before summarizing the challenges in enhancing NoC based many-core, we sur-
vey several NoCs that are used in recent research/commodity many-core chips. In
each case study we first briefly introduce the functionalities of the many-core then
the NoC design specifications. Table 1.1 summarizes the features of the NoCs in
terms of technology (Tech), topology (Top), routing algorithm (Route), flow control
(FC), and target applications.

The Celerity [34]

The Celerity [34] SoC implements and integrates three tiers of cores on the same
chip: 1) The general-purpose tier is a set of OS-capable cores for executing complex
codes like networking, control, and decision making. 2) The specialization tier is
made of highly specialized algorithmic accelerators to target specific computations
with extreme energy-efficiency and performance requirements. 3) The massively

2Ivy Bridge was a die shrink of Sandy Bridge, moving down from a 32 nm process to a 22 nm
process. Haswell continues to use a 22 nm process, but it’s using a new micro-architecture that’s
more power efficient. Kaby Lake adds hardware 4K video decoder than Skylake.
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Table 1.1: NoC in seven research/commodity many-cores

Chip Year Tech Top Route FC Application
Celerity [34]
(UW) 2018 16 nm 31×16

Mesh XY N/A HPC+Deep convolu-
tional neural networks

Eyeriss [27]
(MIT) 2016 65 nm 12×14

Bus Source N/A Deep convolutional
neural networks

Piton [8]
(Princeton) 2015 32 nm 5×5

Mesh X-Y WH General purpose com-
puting

Knights Landing
(Intel [153]) 2015 14 nm 6×6

Mesh XY Slotted
ring HPC

SCORPIO [35]
(MIT) 2014 45 nm 5×5

Mesh XY VC General purpose com-
puting

MPPA-256 [36]
(Kalray) 2013 28 nm 4×4

Torus XY WH HPC+embedded real-
time computing

TILE64 [10]
(Tilera) 2008 90 nm 8×8

Mesh XY WH Embedded signal pro-
cessing

HPC: High performance computing, WH: Wormhole, VC: Virtual channel

Figure 1.2: Celerity [34] chip block diagram.

parallel tier is made of scalable programmable arrays of small, tightly coupled
cores that attain energy efficiency and flexibility for evolving workloads. Each
of the tiers is using five Linux-capable RISC-V cores, a binarized neural network
(BNN) accelerator generated with HLS, and a “GPU-killer” 496-core RISC-V many-
core array, respectively. The prototype SoC is taped out in Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) using 16-nm Fin field-effect transistor (FinFET)
Compact (FFC) with 385 million transistors and 5×5 mm2 chip area.

Figure 1.2 shows the block diagram of the Celerity SoC highlighting the general-
purpose tier in green, the specialization tier in blue, and the massively parallel tier
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in red. To bind these components together, Celerity uses a heterogeneous remote
store programming model to allow core and accelerators to directly write to each
other’s memories through a partitioned global address space.

NoC in Celerity. The massively parallel tier uses a 31×16 mesh NoC for data
transfer. The NoC uses a single physical network without virtual channels. The
network packet is single-flit, and the routing algorithm is X-Y dimension routing.
Neighbour tiles are connected via a 80-bit link operating at 1 GHz. Each core can
access the local memory without NoC communication or the remote memory of
another core via NoC packets.

MIT Eyeriss [27]

Figure 1.3: Die photo and spec of the MIT Eyeriss [27] chip.

The emergence of new classes of applications such as deep learning require mas-
sive parallel processing. The MIT Eyeriss [27] chip is an accelerator dedicated for
deep convolution neural networks (CNNs), which provides orders of magnitude per-
formance and energy benefits for CNN applications compared to general purpose
many-cores. Eyeriss consists of 168 PEs that communicate with one another di-
rectly. As the communication pattern is known as a priori in CNNs, a light-weight
NoC is pre-configured to connect the PEs with a fixed communication pattern.

NoC in Eyeriss. Figure 1.3 shows the die photo of Eyeriss and the correspond-
ing system specifications. The Eyeriss NoC comprises three separate networks. 1)
Global Input Network (GIN). GIN is optimized for a single-cycle multicast from the
SRAM to a group of PEs that receive the same filter, input feature maps (ifmap),
or partial sums (psum). GIN is built using one Y bus and 12 X buses, one per row.
One GIN is implemented for each of the filter, ifmap and psum data type in order
to provide sufficient bandwidth from the SRAM to the PE array. The filter and
psum GIN have a bus width of 64-bit. The ifmap GIN has the data bus width of
16-bit. 2) Global Output Network (GON). GON has the same architecture as GIN,
except that it is used for reading psums from PEs and sending them to the SRAM.
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3) Local Network (LN). LN is a set of point-to-point Y-directional links between
the PEs for transfer of psums.

Princeton OpenPiton [8]

(a) Chip connections via chipsets

(b) Tile architecture

(c) Chipset architecture

Figure 1.4: Princeton OpenPiton [8] architecture.

The Princeton OpenPiton [8] is a tile-based many-core chip that consists of 25
OpenSPARC T1 cores manufactured under 32 nm. As shown in Figure 1.4a, multi-
ple OpenPiton chips can be connected together with chipsets to build large scalable
many-core systems. Figure 1.4b and 1.4c show the tile and chipset architecture,
respectively. Each tile contains 1 OpenSPARC T1 core, 1 distributed L2 cache, 1
floating point unit, 1 OpenSPARC CCX (CPU-Cache Crossbar) arbiter, and 1 NoC
router. Directory-based MESI protocol is implemented to maintain cache coher-
ence. OpenPiton implements the total stall order [77] (TSO) memory consistency
model used by OpenSPARC T1.

NoC in OpenPiton. To avoid protocol deadlock, OpenPiton uses three NoCs
(NoC1, NoC2, NoC3) to transport messages across the various message classes of
the coherence protocol. NoC1 transfers data/coherence request messages, NoC2
response messages, and NoC3 cache write-back messages.

Intel Knights Landing Micro-Architecture [153]

The Intel Knights Landing [153] architecture is released in 2013. It is implemented
in 14 nm with 36 tiles. Figure 1.5 shows the Knights Landing architecture. Each
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(a) Chip architecture (b) Tile architecture

Figure 1.5: Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing [153] architecture.

tile consists of 2 cores, 4 vector processing units (VPUs), and a shared 1-Mbyte L2
cache.

NoC in Knights Landing. The NoC is a 6×6 mesh without VCs. To avoid
protocol deadlock, the NoC contains 4 subnets, each for delivering different types
of traffic. All packets use XY routing. However, because the tile is wider on
the X-direction than in the Y-direction, it takes one cycle for every hop in the Y-
direction, and two cycles for every hop in the X-direction. Router arbitration in the
Knights Landings heritages the rotary arbitration mechanism from its predecessor
the Knights Corner architecture: traffic that is already transferred on the link takes
higher priority over new traffic waiting to enter the network.

MIT SCORPIO [35]

The MIT SCORPIO [35] chip is a research prototype implementing snoopy coher-
ence. It consists of 36 tiles connected as a 6×6 mesh. As shown in Figure 1.6, each
tile contains 1 Freescale e200 Power Architecture core. Each core is connected to
a private L2 cache controller with AMBA AHB interface. Further, the L2 cache
controller is connected to the NoC router via AMBA ACE interface. Two Cadence
DDR2 memory controllers are attached to 4 routers along the chip edge. The mem-
ory controllers are further connected to off-chip DIMM modules via the AMBA AXI
interface.

NoC in SCORPIO. SCORPIO implements sequential consistency by provid-
ing global ordering in the NoC, i.e., it guarantees that snoop requests from cores
are delivered to all destination cores in the exact same order. This is done by us-
ing 2 6×6 NoC subnets: one subnet is a conventional network to deliver the data
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Figure 1.6: MIT SCORPIO [35] architecture.

messages and the other is a latency-aware bufferless broadcast network to transfer
cache coherence messages.

Kalray MPPA-256 Many-Core Processor [36]

(a) MPPA-256 chip featured with 16 com-
pute clusters

(b) Compute cluster architecture

Figure 1.7: MPPA-256 [36] chip and compute cluster architectures.

The Kalray MPPA-256 processor integrates 256 user cores and 16 system cores
on a chip with 28 nm CMOS technology. Each core implements a 32-bit 5-issue
VLIW architecture. The cores are evenly distributed across 16 compute clusters.
Each compute cluster maintains a private memory address space.
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NoC in MPPA-256. The 16 compute clusters are connected by two NoCs
with bi-directional links, one for data (D-NoC), and the other for control (C-NoC).
Both NoCs implements 2D torus topology with wormhole flow control.

TILERA TILE64 [10]

(a) TILE64 chip architecture (b) Tile architecture

Figure 1.8: 64-core TILERA TILE64 [10] architecture.

The Tilera TILE64 [10] is a many-core SoC targeting embedded digital signal
processing applications. It contains 64 tiles connected by a 8×8 mesh NoC called
iMesh. Each tile consists of 1 processor core, 1 private L1 cache, 1 private L2 cache,
and 1 shared L3 cache. The core is a 64-bit VLIW core, which supports symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) Linux.

NoC in TILE64. The iMesh NoC consists of 6 physical subnets: 1) Tile
Dynamic Network (TDN), 2) Memory Dynamic Network (MDN), 3) inValidation
Dynamic Network (VDN), 4) User Dynamic Network (UDN), 5) Static Network
(STN), and 6) I/O Dynamic Network (IDN). To avoid protocol deadlock, TDN
transfers all data request messages and MDN data response as well as cache co-
herence acknowledgement messages. To accelerate coherence protocol, VDN is
dedicated for the coherence invalidation messages. Besides shared memory com-
munication, iMesh also supports thread communication using the message passing
interface (MPI). All thread-to-thread communications are transferred via the UDN.
The STN is dedicated for transferring large streaming data and IDN I/O messages.
UDN, IDN, MDN, TDN, and VDN are packet switching networks implement XY
routing. STN is a circuit switching network: a setup packet first reserves a specific
route, the subsequent message then follows this route to the destination.
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1.2 Motivation

1.2.1 Conventional NoC optimization approaches

Conventional NoC optimizations can be roughly categorized as network-driven ap-
proach or traffic flow-driven approach.

In the network-driven approach, the optimization focuses on the NoC itself with
limited attention on the computing and memory subsystems. By inheriting good
principles and practices from designing off-chip networks such as high-performance
interconnection networks in the High-Performance Computing (HPC), goal of the
network-driven optimization is to improve the overall network efficiency (e.g. trans-
mission latency, bandwidth, throughput, etc) for generic traffic classes so as to
implicitly improve system efficiency.

In the traffic flow-driven approach, the optimization considers traffic charac-
teristics from application or system architecture such as transactions (read, write,
coherence invalidation, etc), packet criticality, traffic patterns, etc. These specific
traffic attributes are either statically analysed from task communication graph or
dynamically profiled at runtime from the system architecture when NoC interacts
with cores, caches, and off-chip DRAM. The information is then used to prioritize
resource allocation, guide power management, perform thermal control, etc. In-
stead of implicitly improving system performance, the traffic flow-driven approach
tackles system efficiency explicitly.

1.2.2 Deficiency of conventional NoC optimization

While the network-driven optimization provides a general means to achieve com-
munication efficiency, the traffic flow-driven optimization makes a step further to
exploit many-core workload specifics and characteristics, opening new opportunities
to enhance system performance and power. For example, in terms of performance,
without information about packet criticality to application, network-driven opti-
mization cannot selectively accelerate critical packets but takes general means to
improve network performance in average packet latency and saturation throughput,
which may or may not improve application performance. In contrast, the traffic
flow-driven approach can more precisely shortening application runtime, because
it can explicitly expedite the stall-time critical memory transactions. In terms
of power, without the notion of packet dependency, network-driven based DVFS
can only pay attention to network activity, e.g., network injection rate or router
buffer occupancy, leading to possibly unnecessary power increase or performance
slowdown.

While the traffic flow-driven optimization seems ideal, it is in fact not. The traf-
fic flow-driven optimization misses information about architecture-independent pro-
gram characteristics such as structure (parallel vs. serial), behaviour (computation,
communication, synchronization), etc. As shown in [80], architecture-independent
workload characteristics often disagree with architecture-dependent characteristics.
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As a result, the traffic flow-driven approach is hard to accurately tackle the perfor-
mance critical path, albeit the notion of criticality is valid. For instance, it is valid
that accelerating read packets is generally preferable than write packets. However,
if the read/write packets stay on the parallel/serialized part of a parallel program,
respectively, the write packets (e.g. for thread synchronization) can be more critical
than read packets (e.g. for data communication).

1.3 Research contributions

By leveraging network perspective to system architecture perspective, the traffic
flow-driven approach enlarges the room for optimization compared to the network-
driven approach. However, because both ways don’t directly explore program be-
haviours, in the thesis, we show that leveraging architecture perspective to program
perspective to optimize many-core NoCs is urgent to further enhance many-core
computing efficiency in system performance and power consumption.

In the thesis we discuss how program behaviours are considered to make efficient
NoC optimization on four topics:

1. Performance characteristics based NoC power management,

2. NoC HW/SW co-design for performance enhancement,

3. In-network packet generation for performance enhancement,

4. NoC bandwidth allocation for performance fairness.

1.3.1 Performance characteristics based NoC power management
As the core count grows rapidly, dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) in
networks-on-chip (NoCs) becomes critical in optimizing energy efficacy in chip
multiprocessors (CMPs). Previously proposed techniques often exploit inherent
network-level metrics to do so. However, such network metrics may contradictorily
reflect application’s performance need, leading to power over/under provisioning.

We propose a novel on-chip DVFS technique for NoCs that is able to adjust per-
region V/F level according to voted V/F levels of communicating threads. Each
region is composed of a few adjacent routers sharing the same V/F level. With a
voting-based approach, threads seek to influence the DVFS decisions independently
by voting for a preferred V/F level that best suits their own performance interest
according to their runtime profiled message generation rate and data sharing char-
acteristics. The vote expressed in a few bits is then carried in the packet header
and spread to the routers on the packet route. The final DVFS decision is made
democratically by a region DVFS controller based on the majority election result of
collected votes from all active threads. To achieve scalable V/F adjustment, each
region works independently, and the voting-based V/F tuning forms a distributed
decision making process.
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We evaluate our technique with detailed GEM5 simulations of a 64-core CMP
running a variety of multi-threaded PARSEC benchmarks. Compared with a net-
work without DVFS and a network metric (router buffer occupancy) based ap-
proach, experimental results show that our voting based DVFS mechanism im-
proves the network energy efficacy measured in MPPJ (million packets per joule)
by about 17.9% and 9.7% on average, respectively, and the system energy efficacy
measured in MIPJ (million instructions per joule) by about 26.3% and 17.1% on
average, respectively.

The research contribution is published in the following paper:

• Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “DVFS for NoCs in CMPs: A Thread Vot-
ing Approach”, in Proceedings of the 22nd IEEE International Symposium
on High Performance Computer Architecture (HPCA 2016), Barcelona, Feb.
2016.

1.3.2 NoC HW/SW co-design for performance enhancement
With the degree of parallelism increasing, performance of multi-threaded shared
variable applications is not only limited by serialized critical section execution, but
also by the serialized competition overhead for threads to get access to critical
section. As the number of concurrent threads grows, such competition overhead
may exceed the time spent in critical section itself, and become the dominating
factor limiting the performance of parallel applications.

In modern operating systems, queue spinlock, which comprises a low-overhead
spinning phase and a high-overhead sleeping phase, is often used to lock critical
sections. In the section, we show that this advanced locking solution may create very
high competition overhead for multithreaded applications executing in NoC-based
CMPs. Then we propose a software-hardware cooperative mechanism that can
opportunistically maximize the chance that a thread wins the critical section access
in the low-overhead spinning phase, thereby reducing the competition overhead. At
the OS primitives level, we monitor the remaining times of retry (RTR) in a thread’s
spinning phase, which reflects in how long the thread must enter into the high-
overhead sleep mode. At the hardware level, we integrate the RTR information
into the packets of locking requests, and let the NoC prioritize locking request
packets according to the RTR information. The principle is that the smaller RTR
a locking request packet carries, the higher priority it gets and thus quicker delivery.

We evaluate our opportunistic competition overhead reduction technique with
cycle-accurate full-system simulations in GEM5 using PARSEC and SPEC OMP2012
benchmarks. Compared to the original queue spinlock implementation, experimen-
tal results show that our method can effectively increase the opportunity of threads
entering the critical section in low-overhead spinning phase, reducing the com-
petition overhead averagely by 39.9% (maximally by 61.8%) and accelerating the
execution of the Region-of-Interest averagely by 14.4% (maximally by 24.5%) across
all 25 benchmark programs.
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The research contribution is published in the following paper:

• Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “Opportunistic Competition Overhead Reduc-
tion for Expediting Critical Section in NoC based CMPs”, in Proceedings of
the 43rd International Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA), Seoul,
Jul. 2016.

1.3.3 In-network packet generation for performance enhancement
As recently studied, serialized competition overhead for entering critical section
is more dominant than critical section execution itself in limiting performance of
multi-threaded shared variable applications on NoC-based many-cores.

We illustrate that the invalidation-acknowledgement delay for cache coherency
between the home node storing the critical section lock and the cores running com-
peting threads is the leading factor to high competition overhead in lock spinning,
which is realized in various spin-lock primitives (such as the ticket lock, ABQL, MCS
lock, etc.) and the spinning phase of queue spin-lock (QSL) in advanced operat-
ing systems. To reduce such high lock coherence overhead, we propose in-network
packet generation (iNPG) to turn passive “normal” NoC routers which only trans-
mit packets into active “big” ones that can generate packets. Instead of perform-
ing all coherence maintenance at the home node, big routers which are deployed
nearer to competing threads can generate packets to perform early invalidation-
acknowledgement for failing threads before their requests reach the home node,
shortening the protocol round-trip delay and thus significantly reducing competi-
tion overhead in various locking primitives.

We evaluate iNPG in GEM5 using PARSEC and SPEC OMP2012 programs
with five different locking primitives. Compared to a state-of-the-art technique
accelerating critical section access, experimental results show that iNPG can effec-
tively reduce lock coherence overhead, expediting critical section access by 1.35× on
average and 2.03× at maximum and consequently improving the program Region-
of-Interest (ROI) runtime by 7.8% on average and 14.7% at maximum.

The research contribution is published in the following paper:

• Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “iNPG: Accelerating Critical Section Access
with In-Network Packet Generation for NoC Based Many-Cores”, in Pro-
ceedings of the 24nd IEEE International Symposium on High Performance
Computer Architecture (HPCA 2018, *Best paper candidate*), Vienna,
Feb. 2018.

1.3.4 NoC bandwidth allocation for performance fairness
Network-on-Chip (NoC) is emerging as a critical shared architecture for CMPs
(Chip Multi/Many-core Processors) running parallel and concurrent applications.
As the core count grows quickly, efficient and fair sharing of communication re-
sources becomes even more urgent in order to provide high application performance
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and Quality-of-Service (QoS) in exploiting application-level parallelism. Broadly
speaking, QoS refers to the overall quality or performance of a system offered to
clients with possibly different requirements. It is a collective attribute offered to
all applications. In general-purpose CMPs, QoS means fairness, i.e., no application
should be privileged for performance when sharing resources because all applica-
tions are of equal importance. As the NoC in CMPs is typically a best-effort
network without specialized often costly interference management schemes based
on exclusive time slots [60] or separate physical/virtual channels [113] etc., imple-
menting QoS in CMPs calls for fair and efficient management of aggregately shared
resources.

In order to continuously keep track of a thread’s traffic characteristics and en-
sure consistent end-to-end resource allocation, we develop the concept of aggregate
flow which refers to a sequence of associated packets with their head flits carry-
ing a thread’s dynamic (`, ρ) values, where ` expresses the packet size and ρ the
packet injection rate. Based on the aggregate flow concept, we propose three co-
herent mechanisms to achieve efficient performance and fair performance isolation.
Specifically, in rate profiling, we conduct runtime traffic rate profiling using a shift-
ing window based characterization and prediction; Rate inheritance allows a data
or coherence reply flow to inherit the rate characteristics of its associated data or
coherency request flow; Flow arbitration directs towards a proven scheduling policy,
self-clocked fair queueing (SCFQ) [57], for rate-proportional latency and through-
put fairness.

We have realized and evaluated our mechanisms in GEM5 with the PARSEC
benchmarks running on a 64-node CMP. Compared to two CMPs, one with round-
robin packet scheduling (p-RR) and the other with stall-time criticality (STC)
based application-aware packet prioritization [32], our proposed approach improves
system IPCs of all benchmark programs running stand-alone by 14.6% and 12.3%
on average, respectively. When co-running two-, four- and eight-program mixtures,
we observe that (1) the respective average weighted speedup is enhanced by 47%,
45% and 35% against p-RR and 19%, 16% and 11% against STC; (2) the respective
average standard deviation of IPC slowdowns (i.e., IPC fairness) is improved by
17×, 15× and 12× against p-RR and 10×, 7× and 6.5× against STC; (3) the
respective IPC fairness is minimized to 0.02, 0.02 and 0.007, approaching to ideal
fairness (zero standard deviation).

The research contribution is published in the following paper:

• Zhonghai Lu and Yuan Yao, “Aggregate Flow-Based Performance Fairness
in CMPs”, in ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization
(TACO, Volume 13 Issue 4), Dec. 2016.

1.4 Thesis organization

The thesis is organized as follows.
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• Chapter 1 introduces the background and research contributions.

• Chapter 2 represents our research contribution on performance characteristics
based NoC power management.

• Chapter 3 shows our idea on NoC HW/SW co-design for performance en-
hancement.

• Chapter 4 summarizes our approach on in-network packet generation for per-
formance enhancement.

• Chapter 5 exhibits our work on NoC bandwidth allocation for performance
fairness.

• Chapter 6 discusses future research directions and concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

Performance characteristics based NoC
power management1

2.1 Introduction

Network-on-Chip is becoming the de-facto main-stream interconnect scheme
for today’s and future high performance CMPs and MPSoCs. As multi-core

computers enjoy consistently performance enhancement with a growing number of
cores, energy/power consumption has emerged as the main constraint for current
chip design. According to the studies [20, 40, 81], on-chip networks can consume a
substantial fraction (which may potentially amount to 30-40%) of the entire chip
power.

An important direction towards increasing the energy efficacy of NoC in multi-
or many-core systems has focused on DVFS. A DVFS mechanism is desired to
co-optimize system-level performance and power, i.e., to obtain as much as perfor-
mance by spending as less power as possible. Conventionally, DVFS mechanisms
in NoC have been designed [26, 167, 5, 117] to utilize network-level performance
metrics, such as network latency, router buffer load or network throughput. These
metrics capture inherent performance characteristics of the network itself, but are
often insufficient to reflect application-level or system-level performance. Specif-
ically, network delay may not be indicative of network-related stall-time at the
processing core [32]. This is because much of the packets’ latency can be hid-
den by various latency-hiding techniques such as read/write buffers. The router
buffer load might not accurately reflect the data criticality to system performance
because it has no knowledge of data dependency among different threads. Given
that the buffer-load is low, it may not always be proper to lower the on-chip volt-
age/frequency (V/F) level since the completion time of one request may affect the

1This section is based on the material from the paper: Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “DVFS
for NoCs in CMPs: A Thread Voting Approach”, in Proceedings of the 22nd IEEE International
Symposium on High Performance Computer Architecture (HPCA 2016), Barcelona, Feb. 2016.
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progress of other data-sharer cores. Relying on network throughput might not be
effective in V/F tuning since CMPs are self-throttling: a core cannot inject new
requests into the network once it fills up all of its miss request buffers. A low
throughput can either indicate an under-saturated network or an over-saturated
network when the request buffers of cores are fully filled. Because of the above
reasons, NoC DVFS mechanisms relying merely on network-level metrics may im-
properly adjust on-chip V/F levels, leading to over- and under-provisioning of power
and thus inferior energy efficacy.

In this section, we propose a novel on-chip DVFS strategy that is able to ad-
just network V/F levels according to a thread’s direct performance indicatives in
terms of message generation rate and data sharing metrics. Like the conventional
network metric based approaches, the injection rate allows to capture a thread’s
communication need. The data sharing characteristics in a cache-coherent multi-
core enable to take data criticality and dependency into consideration. In this way,
our strategy can effectively overcome the power over- and under-provisioning prob-
lems whenever present. In order to achieve a light-weight solution, our technique
allows a thread to vote a preferred V/F level according to its own performance
indicatives, and the V/F votes (a few bits) are carried by packets and spread into
the routers. A region-based V/F controller collects all votes of passing packets and
makes a democratic decision on the final V/F level for its region composed of a few
routers. As such, we call our technique a thread voting approach, which means a
thread’s active participation in influencing the V/F decisions, in sharp contrast to
existing thread data-sharing oblivious V/F adjustment techniques.

Under a multi-threaded programming environment, we evaluate our DVFS mech-
anism with cycle-accurate full-system simulations in GEM5 [14] using PARSEC
benchmarks [13]. We further exploit McPAT [108] for reporting power related
results. In the benchmark experiments, we expose the power over- and under-
provisioning problem of a purely network-metric based DVFS mechanism and show
the problem’s sensitivity to a program’s network utilization and data-sharing char-
acteristics. Furthermore, we observe our approach’s great potential in leveraging
network energy efficacy (up to 21%) and system energy efficacy (up to 35%) in the
experiments.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Chap-
ter 2.2. Chapter 2.3 illustrates power over/under provisioning in a network-metric
based DVFS approach. Chapter 2.4 presents the overview and principles of our
thread voting based DVFS technique. In Chapter 2.5 we detail the thread commu-
nication characterization with vote generation and propagation, as well as the vote
counter organization and region DVFS controller for region V/F adjustment. In
Chapter 2.6 we report experiments and results.
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2.2 Related work

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) has been an important approach
to improve system energy efficacy in many-core systems. In response to dynamic
and diverse workloads, a DVFS mechanism co-optimizes system-level performance
and power, i.e., to obtain as much as performance by spending as less power as
possible. As more cores are integrated, DVFS for many-cores becomes more critical.
State-of-the-art DVFS techniques for many-cores can be roughly categorized as with
power and performance orientation and temperature awareness, each with further
sub-categories focusing on various architectures.

2.2.1 Power and performance oriented DVFS techniques

Overview. As studied in [52], DVFS can be implemented efficiently through on-
chip voltage regulators [96] in which the scaling delay can be reduced to tens of
processor cycles, or in the order of the memory access latency. Such results justify
DVFS for on-chip implementations. In quest for efficient power management, DVFS
in multi-/many-core architectures have been exercised in various ways at different
levels and granularities, such as NoC, uncore including NoC and LLC, core, and
V/F islands. Besides on-line performance measurement based DVFS, power-model
based and thermal-aware DVFS mechanisms have been developed.

NoC DVFS

Research on DVFS in NoCs exploits various NoC-based metrics such as link utiliza-
tion [107, 109], buffer utilization [117, 16], average packet injection rate and delay
[21], network throughput [26], router timing error [5], memory access and cache
coherence traffic transmission [78, 18].

A pioneering work on NoC DVFS for saving power can be found in [107], where
Shang et al. suggest dynamically tuning frequency and voltage levels of individ-
ual links according to historical link and input buffer utilizations. Treating the
entire NoC including all routers and links as a single V/F domain, Guang and
Jantsch propose a rule-based centralized controller to adjust the V/F level such
that the network operates just below the saturation point according to historical
network workload and frequency information [109]. Rather than focusing on links
like [107], Mishra et al. [117] made a fine-grained DVFS case on tuning V/F levels
for individual NoC routers. Based on input buffer occupancy, per-router V/F level
decision is made to improve energy-delay product (EDP). Specifically, they mon-
itor router input queue occupancy, based on which the upstream router changes
its V/F level. When a gather traffic pattern (like all-to-one traffic to a shared
memory) creates a hot spot region in the network, the routers in the region can
adaptively switch to a turbo mode, increasing frequency to accelerate transmitting
packets for performance assurance. When a disperse traffic pattern exists and the
routers enjoy temporarily low buffer loads, the V/F region adaptively decreases the
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V/F level of the routers to low V/F mode for power saving. In [16], Bogdan et
al. observe that computational workloads in multi-cores exhibit fractal characteris-
tics. Based on this observation, a modeling based approach exploiting NoC buffer
utilization is proposed to find optimal NoC frequencies for different applications.
In [21], Casu and Giaccone examine two kinds of NoC DVFS policies: 1) Packet
injection rate-based policies that scale down router frequency and voltage to the
minimum values such that the NoC sustains the maximum packet injection rate
without reaching saturation; 2) Packet delay-based policies in which a closed-loop
control tunes router frequency and voltage such that the NoC average packet delay
satisfies a pre-determined bound. In [26], Chen et al. propose a throughput-driven
DVFS controller and a latency-based PI controller, both with a dynamic reference
point. In particular, the latency considers the uncore latency critical to overall chip
performance. In [5], timing errors in routers are used as DVFS tuning hints. The
basic idea is that when there are no timing errors in NoC routers, routers’ frequen-
cies are decreased for power saving. However, when a router’s voltage becomes
too low and causes timing violations in the router’s pipeline, the router’s voltage
is turned up for timing error elimination. Hesse and Jerger [78] derive specific re-
liable traffic predictions to guide per-router V/F tuning via exploiting predictable
cache-coherence communication properties. Application completion time and NoC
power are used in comparative evaluations with [107] and [117]. In [18], Bokhari
et al. propose to use off-line profiled L1/L2 cache miss rates as indicators to map
applications to cores and routers in the NoC. Applications that have high L1/L2
cache miss rates are mapped to routers that are close to memory controllers. Dur-
ing application runtime, the selected routers are connected with each other, with
all remaining routers switching to low voltage for power saving. A state-space feed-
back control strategy based on router energy consumption model is proposed in
[129], which finds the optimal partitioning of V/F islands for applications so that
minimized NoC energy consumptions are achieved.

While allowing finest power management, per-link or per-router DVFS incurs
largest cross clock-domain overhead. In contrast, per-network DVFS has minimal
overhead but minimizes opportunities to efficiently handle hot-spot or congested
areas. Aiming for a scalable solution, our work considers region-based DVFS where
a few routers and associated links are grouped into one region to share one V/F
domain in order to achieve a good tradeoff between complexity, cost and efficiency.
The proposed thread-voting DVFS adjusts V/F levels for NoC regions, considering
not only network utilization but also inter-thread data-sharing status critical to sys-
tem performance. Furthermore, the role of cores or threads is leveraged in actively
influencing the DVFS decision through sending preferred V/F levels as “votes”
to express their wishes to the region DVFS controllers, which make “democratic”
decisions based on the majority vote for their network regions.
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Uncore DVFS

In multi-/many-core architectures, cores and private L1 caches may be partitioned
and allocated to threads exclusively, but the NoC and Last level Cache (LLC)
(L2 caches in our target architecture) are shared among cores. Treating NoC and
LLC as uncore, DVFS can be applied to the entire uncore as one shared resource.
Uncore DVFS decision needs to rely on system-level performance metrics since
network-level metrics alone are insufficient. Taking the NoC and LLC as one single
V/F domain, Chen et al. introduce an AMAT (Average Memory Access Time)
based centralized PI (Proportional and Integral) controller with a low-overhead
AMAT monitoring technique for the shared uncore system [25]. AMAT captures
the effects of private caches, LLC and off-chip memory besides NoC, reflecting a
more global latency view on application performance. While most DVFS strategies
are reactive, Won et al. [167] propose a proactive ANN (Artificial Neural Network)
based DVFS mechanism for uncore power management in which an ANN detects
program phase patterns exhibited in uncore utilization demands. They combine
an PI controller with ANN such that the PI controller bootstraps the ANN during
the ANN’s initial learning process. The controller shows improved energy-delay
product by 27% without degrading the uncore performance when compared to [26].

Core DVFS

To achieve optimal power-performance efficiency in modern multicore systems with
dynamic power management, Vega et al. demonstrate the importance of orches-
trating multiple power control actuators (or “knobs”) such as DVFS, core folding
(consolidation of work into fewer cores to save power) and per-core power gat-
ing, and propose a robust multi-knob power management protocol to coordinate
DVFS with core folding and per-core power gating to maximize performance-power
efficiency [165]. In [90], a DVFS scheme targeting latency-critical workloads is
proposed, which adjusts on-chip V/F levels at sub-millisecond granularity to save
power while still meeting the application’s tail latency requirement. To reduce cost
and enable fine-grain voltage scaling, architecture-level modeling is used in [56] to
explore a new DVFS controller which enables improving performance and energy
efficiency at similar average power for multi-threaded applications with activity im-
balance. They also use circuit-level modeling to explore various ways to organize
on-chip voltage regulators, including reconfigurable power distribution networks.
In [115], Miftakhutdinov et al. propose a DVFS performance predictor under vari-
able memory access latency observed in realistic memory systems. The leading
load model directed DVFS mechanisms are proposed in [91, 50, 143]. The leading
load model computes the non-scaling component in multi-threaded applications by
predicting the latency of the leading load miss in a burst of load misses. Cores that
are waiting for the finish of leading loads are then switched to low V/F level for
power saving.
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Island DVFS

Applying per-region NoC DVFS to the entire chip, we obtain a general case where
the entire chip is partitioned into multiple or many regular/irregular V/F domains
called V/F Islands (VFIs). In [138], Rahimi et al. partitions a multi-core chip
into multiple V/F islands. They then propose a rule-based DVFS control for each
island according to both link utilization and router queue occupancy. Based on
a state-space model using inter-domain queue utilization information, Ogras et al.
[128] present an adaptive feedback control methodology for NoC architecture with
multiple V/F domains. The methodology achieves a robust dynamic control on the
speed of each V/F domain in the presence of parameter and workload variations.
The evaluation is performed for an NoC-based MPEG-2 encoder hardware design,
showing 40% of energy savings. Since the linear control models such as the state-
space model in [128] cannot capture the fractal characteristics of computational
workloads in multicore architectures, Bogdan et al. [17] illustrates that computa-
tional workloads in multicores are highly complex and exhibit fractal characteristics.
A fractal model is developed on the basis of the queue utilization dynamics and
fractional differential equations, providing a solid basis for formulating an optimal
frequency control problem for the multiple V/F domains of NoC architectures. The
evaluation is conducted for power consumption, showing 70% of achievable power
savings across a variety of benchmark applications.

Power-model based DVFS

While DVFS decision-making can be based on dynamic performance measurements,
power models can also be utilized to quickly guide DVFS adjustments for power-
efficient or thermal-safe many-core architectures. In [104], a configurable General-
Purpose GPU (GPGPU) power model capable of cycle-level calculations is pro-
posed and comprehensively validated against real commercial products (GTX 480
and Quadro FX5600). The power model, which can accurately track the power con-
sumption trend over time, is integrated with the cycle-level simulator GPGPU-Sim
and used to demonstrate the energy savings by utilizing DVFS and clock gating.
To optimize the performance of a multi-core microprocessor within a power bud-
get, a model-based highly scalable power control solution considering DVFS effects
is developed in [112]. This technique features a layered power-budgeting strategy
at the chip, group and core levels to maximize overall processor performance and
shorten completion time in mixed single-threaded and multi-threaded applications.

2.2.2 Temperature-aware DVFS techniques
Overview. Hanson et al. [69] investigate and characterize the thermal response
of an Intel Pentium M processor to different DVFS policies, showing that DVFS
can be a viable solution for on-chip thermal management. As recent industry prac-
tices, in Intel’s Sandy Bridge architecture [142], the Package Control Unit (PCU)
is responsible for the on-chip thermal-aware DVFS control. A power-management
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link connects the PCU to different cores and functional blocks on die via power
management agents (PMAs). PMAs collect per-core power consumption and tem-
perature, which are reported to the PCU. The PCU runs firmware that monitors
the received power and thermal information, based on which power-management
decisions are made. In AMD’s “Trinity” APU [126], each functional block on-chip
is a “thermal entity (TE)”. Firmware runs on an additional management processor
calculates per TE temperature based on a chip thermal RC model. TEs are then
throttled or boosted with DVFS according to the thermal RC model calculation
results.

Next, we review representative thermal-aware DVFS techniques for general-
purpose CMPs, embedded processors, and warehouse-scale computers.

Temperature-aware DVFS for CMPs

Temperature-aware DVFS has also been studied for CMPs from different angles,
though few assume a tiled architecture. Recently, Kong et al. [97] give an excel-
lent survey on pioneering thermal management techniques. Related works can be
roughly categorized into on-chip thermal modelling, dynamic thermal management
(DTM), and temperature-aware micro-architecture design.

Thermal modelling. Thermal modelling with thermal registance and capac-
itance (TC) model for multi-core architectures are comprehensively discussed in
[148, 150, 149, 151, 83]. Recently, Kadin and Reda [88] characterize the influences
of variations in clock frequency and voltage on multi-core temperature. With the
characterization model, thermal constrained V/F selecting schemes are examined:
(1) different cores with the same V/F setting, (2) per-core static V/F setting,
(3) per-core varied V/F settings according to dynamic thread priority. Lee et al.
[103] develop a linear regression model by using performance counters to predict
the on-chip temperature for a dual-core processor. Huang et al. [82] necessitate
temperature-modelling and temperature-awareness in early processor design. Liu
et al. [110] take heat radiation among neighbour cores into consideration for ther-
mal modelling and task migration guidance towards maximum system throughput
under peak temperature constraint. Pagani et al. [131] propose Thermal Safe
Power (TSP), which provides safe power constraints as a function of the number
of simultaneously operating cores on dark silicon. Being different to conventional
Thermal Design Power (TDP), TSP operates cores with consideration of thermal
safety, allowing the CMP to avoid performance penalty from DTM.

Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM). Gomma et al. [58] propose a
“heat-and-run” scheme to migrate threads from overheated cores to cooler ones
while still maintaining system throughput. Donald and Martonosi [41] propose a
software/hardware co-operative DTM mechanism, where a migration controller in
the operating system migrates threads according to core temperatures and a har-
ware PI controller is responsible for fine-grained per-core V/F adjustment based on
thread activity. Mukherjee and Memik [120] consider thermal radiation among ad-
jacent cores in their DTM mechanism, aiming to minimize the performance impact
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of frequency scaling. Soteriou et al. [156] propose a compiler-directed power man-
agement algorithm for network-on-chip which inserts software DVFS directives at
compiling time. The mechanism consists of three phases. In phase 1, during com-
pilation, network link utilization is estimated based on the software-level packet
sending and receiving primitives. In phase 2, using the per-link utilization estima-
tion from phase 1, DVFS directive instructions are inserted for tuning per-link V/F
according to its utilization. In phase 3, queuing theory is exploited to estimate
per router buffer load and set a pre-determined threshold. When short-term router
buffer load exceeds the threshold, link power management is temporarily stopped
to accelerate packet transmission. Given a task graph, works in [136, 71, 72] find
the best V/F respecting on-chip thermal safety for each core on MP-SoC. While
the former solves the multi-objective problem among performance, power and ther-
mal with Nash Equilibrium, the latter two address the problem using power and
thermal models. A DTM mechanism named Microvisor [92] is implemented as a
runtime software guardian to cater the computational demands of multi-threaded
application. Microvisor predicts the temperature of each thread and takes pre-
emptive actions to keep all cores saturated around the temperature threshold for
maximizing application performance while under thermal constraints. Shen et al.
[146] exploit a reinforcement Q-learning algorithm to dynamically learn the rela-
tionship of core energy, temperature and performance, enabling to set two of the
measurements as constraints and optimize the third one.

Temperature-aware micro-architecture design. Kadin et al. [89] propose
a distributive controller that adjusts core V/F to reduce thermal and timing error
violations for multi-cores. The controller is tuned towards maximum throughput
under thermal constraints, exhibiting better performance compared to its central-
ized counterpart. An agent-based power distribution approach (TAPE) is proposed
in [43], which aims to balance the power consumption for multi/many-core archi-
tecture in a pro-active manner. TAPE assigns a hardware agent for each core.
Different agents nigotiate with each other to “buy” or “sell” additional power bud-
gets through local trades, i.e. trading only with their neighbors. Further in [54],
a DTM mechanism is proposed to use software agent to achieve thermal-aware
runtime application mapping. Recently, dark silicon, in which low-activity cores
can be powered off for energy saving, has been exploited to achieve temperature-
aware computation. Computational sprinting [137] enables dark silicon cores to
work intensively during a short period of time. It permits cores to briefly surpass
system power limit for improving application responsiveness and then enter idle
mode, maintaining a sustainable long-term average power budget. Khdr et al. [94]
propose DsRem to maximize throughput for Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)
and Thread Level Parallelism (TLP) programs. For a multi-threaded application,
DsRem finds the optimal number of cores considering per-core power consumption.
It then considers inter-core heat conductance to allocate active cores on a CMP chip
so that thermal violation is reduced. Henkel et al. [76] summarize recent trends in
dark silicon from a thermal perspective. They show that it is not the chip’s total
power budget, e.g. Thermal Design Power (TDP), that leads to silent cores, but
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instead it is the power density and the related thermal effects. The paper motivates
Thermal Safe Power (TSP) as a more rational power budget. Influences of Near-
Threshold Computing (NTC) and Boosting techniques have also been compared
in terms of Giga Instructions per Second (GIPS) and power consumption (Watt).
Recently, Agrawal et al. [3] create die regions of higher vertical thermal conduction
by inserting pillars of high thermal conduction between the processor die and the
heat sink. Khatamifard et al. [93] propose ThermoGater to reduce on-chip thermal
emergencies caused by voltage regulators.

Temperature-aware DVFS in embedded processors

Bao et al. [9] develop a core DVFS mechanism with frequency/temperature de-
pendency awareness. It consists of two parts: an off-line temperature-aware V/F
selection respecting task deadlines and an on-line dynamic V/F adjustment based
on temperature sensor readings. Zhang and Chatha [172] develop a heuristic based
approach to maximize the throughput of embedded multi-cores with DVFS ca-
pabilities by sequencing the execution of tasks with different power and thermal
characteristics. Hanumaiah and Vrudhula [70] propose a DVFS scheme for hard
real-time applications, meeting their deadline with consideration of on-chip tem-
perature constraints. Kim et al. [95] develop a DTM algorithm for mobile devices
which can alleviate the frequency variation problem occuring in conventional em-
bedded DTM scheme. The idea is to adjust chip V/F based on the average V/F
history from the past several DVFS windows. Experimental results indicate that for
mobile processing cores, running with average V/F consumes less power compared
to running with varied frequencies while achieving similar performance. Egilmez
et al. [7] present a model for predicting skin and screen temperature for mobile
devices using on-device thermal sensors. Based on the run-time predictor, they fur-
ther develop a User-specific Skin Temperature-Aware (USTA) DVFS mechanism to
control the skin and screen temperature.

Temperature-aware DVFS in warehouse-scale computers (WSCs)

With advantages such as quieter operation, shatter proof, and faster reaction to
thermal emergency, thermoelectric cooling (TEC) is utilized [15] for hot-spot re-
duction in datacenter processors. With a TEC layer being placed between the heat
spreader and the processor die, applying current selectively to the coolers over the
hot regions can more effectively reduce thermal hot-spots than conventional air
conditioner based cooling mechanisms. Recently, thermal time shifting [147] is pro-
posed to use phase changing materials (PCMs) to buffer thermal load in datacenter
servers. The idea is to use PCMs to temporarily store heat generated by servers
during peak loads, which are later cooled down when server peak load diminishes
and excessive cooling capacity is available.
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2.3 Motivation

We illustrate the power over/under provisioning problems observable in network-
metric based DVFS mechanisms. To be specific, we exemplify the phenomenons
using a router buffer load based DVFS technique. In this section, we also motivate
the selection of region-based DVFS.

2.3.1 Target CMP architecture
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Figure 2.1: The target CMP architecture (NI: Network Interface and R: Router)

We first introduce the target CMP architecture we exploit through all experi-
ments. Figure 2.1 shows a typical architecture for a 64-core CMP, where the NoC
interconnects processor nodes (a CPU core with its private L1 cache), secondary
on-chip shared L2 cache banks, and on-chip memory controllers together. Routers
are organized in a popular mesh topology on which the XY dimensional routing
algorithm is implemented to achieve simplicity and deadlock-free resource alloca-
tion. There are 8 memory controllers, which are connected to the central 4 nodes
of the first and last row for architectural symmetry. In the figure we only illus-
trate 1 memory controller in the first and last row due to space limitation. For
maintaining data consistency, a directory based MOESI cache coherence protocol
is implemented. On the target CMP, once a core issues a memory request, first
the local L1/L2 is checked for the presence of the requested data. If this fails, the
request is forwarded to the corresponding remote L2/DRAM via the NoC.
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2.3.2 Power over/under provisioning scenarios

Power over provisioning. We define power over provisioning as the circumstance
in which the on-chip V/F level is highly increased but the application-level perfor-
mance improvement is marginal. As illustrated in Figure 2.1a, assume that core 1,
2,..., 7, 8 periodically issues write requests to different data blocks within the same
L2 cache bank A (such gather traffic pattern frequently occurs in multiplication
of different partitions of a matrix). Assume further that the write requests are all
exclusive and have no data sharer threads. In this case, the issuing cores can hide
the write miss delay with write-buffers, and the return time of the request can be
relaxed. Under this circumstance, although the traffic pattern forms a hot-spot in
the highlighted router column, it may not always be appropriate to increase the
routers’ V/F level once their buffer load goes high, since the core can tolerate part
of the network delay without loss of performance. However, in buffer load based
DVFS, the frequency of routers in the highlighted column will be highly increased
due to the hotspot traffic but the performance improvement can be very limited.

Power under provisioning. We define power under provisioning as the cir-
cumstance in which the on-chip V/F is slightly decreased but the application-level
performance degradation is very notable. As illustrated in Figure 2.1b, assume
that core 1, 2,..., 7, 8 periodically issues write requests to L2 cache banks A, B,...,
G, H, respectively. Assume further that each of the issuing thread has multiple
data-sharer threads (such traffic frequently occurs in for example multiple threads
competing to lock on shared variables). In order to maintain memory consistency,
successive requests issued by the data-sharer threads to the same data address are
prohibited from returning the newly written value until all duplicated cache copies
have acknowledged the receipt of the invalidation or update messages. Under this
circumstance, even though the traffic pattern is dispersed and each passing router
may have light buffer load, it may not be proper to lower the router’s V/F level,
since the completion time of the ongoing write request affects both the issuing and
data-sharer threads’ progress. In router buffer load based DVFS, the frequency of
the passing routers in Figure 2.1b will be improperly decreased due to low buffer
load, which may sacrifice considerable application performance for limited power
saving gains.

2.3.3 DVFS tuning granularity

The NoC DVFS control can be implemented in different granularity, such as in the
entire NoC chip [26, 167], in coarse-grained V/F island [5, 55], or in fine-grained
per-router micro-architecture [117]. Although the chip-wide approach offers small
inter-domain interfacing overhead and is often cheaper to implement, the recent
trend towards CMPs executing multi-threaded workloads motivates the need for
finer-grained DVFS mechanism [52, 117]. However, having each router in a separate
voltage domain requires bridging of such domains on every single link, which will
introduce 2-3 cycles of additional delay for each link [52]. Facing this dilemma, our
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approach tends to seek a hybrid solution to balance hardware complexity and DVFS
tuning effectiveness: region based DVFS tuning, where several adjacent routers on
the chip forms a DVFS region and share the same V/F level. Being different from
the V/F island approach where V/F islands are formed dynamically over time, our
approach adopts pre-defined static V/F regions for lower hardware complexity.

2.4 Thread voting based DVFS mechanism

Design overview

As the motivational examples show, adjusting DVFS merely according to network
metrics may lead to power over/under provisioning. What is equally important is
to take data-sharing situations into consideration. With this in mind, we develop a
DVFS mechanism exploiting both network utilization and data-sharing character-
istics according to a program’s runtime behavior. On the way to seek for a scalable
solution, we develop a thread voting approach which, in contrast to thread-passive
V/F turning, allows a thread to actively vote a V/F level to suit its own perfor-
mance interest, and then a region-based DVFS controller makes V/F decision by
the collected votes of involved threads.

Ê

Communication
Characterization

Steps:
V/F Vote
Generation

& Propagation

Ë Ì
Regional
DVFS
Decision

Figure 2.2: The three-step DVFS tuning mechanism

Technically, our voting based on-chip DVFS approach requires solving three
essential problems: 1) How to capture a thread’s communication characteristics
reflecting both network utilization and data sharing? 2) How to generate and
propagate the V/F vote into the NoC efficiently? and 3) How to make an effective
DVFS decision according to the votes received? Figure 2.2 shows our technique
which comprises three steps, with each step addressing one of the problems.

• Step 1 Communication characterization conducts a step window based
thread communication demand characterization. Since per-thread communi-
cation characteristics are reflected by a thread’s own message generation rate
as well as its data sharing relations with other threads, we suggest a (γ, s)
model where γ represents message generation rate and s level of data sharing.

• Step 2 V/F vote generation and propagation performs vote generating
according to the profiled (γ, s) values. We treat votes from different threads
with the same weight. In order to achieve a fair voting scheme, the total
amount of votes a thread generates should be proportional to its network
utilization level. Under this consideration, we use network packets to carry
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and propagate the votes into the network routers. The more packets a thread
injects, the more votes the thread spreads and thus the more influence the
thread has on the V/F election results.

• Step 3 Region DVFS decision making: each V/F region makes its own
DVFS decision in favor of the majority based on the collection of received
votes.

2.4.1 Per-thread characterization using the (γ, s) model
The (γ, s) model. In the target CMP described in Figure 2.1, one key challenge
lies in that threads running on core processors do not explicitly specify their on-chip
communication demand. To adequately capture per-thread communication demand
on the NoC, we define a (γ, s) model which can indicate not only a thread’s own
network utilization but also its data sharing relations with other threads. Specifi-
cally, γ is the message generation rate capturing the average number of outstanding
L1/L2 misses in miss status holding registers (MSHRs) per epoch, and s is the aver-
age number of data sharers per data request per epoch as a thread’s communication
characteristic parameters. Because a core’s L1/L2 misses must be encapsulated
into packets and forwarded to the corresponding L2 or DRAM via the network, γ
is indicative of the average network access intensity of the thread. Additionally, s
reflects the criticality of a thread’s data request with respect to other data-sharer
threads. The more data sharers a thread has, the more critical the thread’s data
requests likely become, since the requests’ finish time may influence the progress of
the data-sharing threads.

Communication characterization. We profile per-thread (γ, s) values for
each core at runtime. To obtain the γ value, we develop a communication char-
acterizer within network interface (NI) to monitor the network requests from a
thread, as shown in Figure 2.3a. Note that, since γ is defined to profile a thread’s
utilization of the NoC, only those cache behaviors that incur network messages are
counted. Second, we use s to reflect the degree of a thread’s data sharing status
through characterizing the average number of data copies per epoch each thread
has. Given a directory based cache coherence protocol, characterizing on s is done
by checking the number of data sharers in the directory on outgoing network re-
quests. Note that in order to allow continuously characterizing (γ, s) with a proper
time granularity, we adopt a step-window based data sampling approach, where the
(γ, s) values are computed on a per time interval basis. To ensure characterization
continuity, adjacent windows may be overlapped.

2.4.2 Vote generation and delivery
As shown in Figure 2.3a, in Step 2 each thread votes for a preferred V/F level
according to its profiled communication needs and then delivers its votes into the
network for region V/F adjustment.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the thread voting based DVFS mechanism. (a) Steps 1
and 2 conduct per-thread communication demand characterization and vote gener-
ation/delivery. (b) Step 3 sketches the region based DVFS decision making.

Vote generation. After characterizing the (γ, s) values, a thread votes for
a preferred V/F level by mapping the obtained (γ, s) values to a proper DVFS
configuration vote. For generality, we adopt a look-up table based approach for
the mapping function, which is shown in Table 2.1. We divide the whole γ and
s value span into, e.g., three intervals: high, middle, and low. We also pre-
define, e.g. three V/F levels per region, which are denoted as Configuration A, B,
and C, where Conf.A operates routers in a V/F region at maximum V/F, Conf.B
87.5% of maximum V/F, and Conf.C 75% of maximum V/F. As shown in the
table, the combination of γ and s uniquely indexes a V/F configuration and thus
a vote. For a fair voting scheme, the total amount of votes a thread generates
should be proportional to its network utilization level. In general, one V/F vote
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Table 2.1: Mapping table from (γ, s) to a V/F vote

γ
high mid low

read Conf.A Conf.B Conf.C

write s
high Conf.A Conf.A Conf.B
mid Conf.A Conf.B Conf.B
low Conf.B Conf.B Conf.C

can be generated on every nth read/write message from a thread. Note that, as
shown in the table, since read accesses to shared data blocks do not affect data-
sharing threads’ progress, only γ is considered during the vote mapping on a read
request. The intuition of the mapping rules in Table 2.1 is directed towards avoiding
both power over and under provisioning. A proper V/F configuration is decided
considering not only traffic metric γ but also data-sharing status s.

Light-weight vote delivery. The per-thread generated V/F votes have to be
spread into the network in order to guide the region V/F adjustment. Although a
centralized vote delivery approach is conceptually simple to design, it has limited
scalability, i.e., the design overhead cannot be paid off when the system size enlarges
to a certain degree. To amend this problem, we propose a distributed light-weight
vote-delivery approach as follows. We treat the vote as payload, part of the head
flit of a network packet. As shown in Figure 2.3a, specific bits in the header-
flit are added for the vote. The number of the vote-bits depends on the number
of supported V/F configurations. More added bits means finer V/F adjustment
granularity, but also implies higher design complexity. With three candidate V/F
configuration levels, we use 2 bits. We further illustrate the vote delivery progress
in Figure 2.3a, where thread T1 spreads its votes to router R1, R2, R4 along the
packet route.

2.4.3 Region DVFS decision making

In our mechanism, each region realizes the DVFS adjustment process in two phases:
a vote receiving phase and aDVFS decision making phase. During the vote receiving
phase, as packets are continuously routed through routers in a V/F region, the
passing routers record the carried votes upon receiving the packet headers, and
re-direct the votes to the Region DVFS Controller (RDC) for vote counting. When
the vote receiving phase ends, the RDC begins the DVFS decision making phase,
where the final DVFS adjustment decision is made in favor of the majority based
on the number of votes received. The final DVFS decision is then input to the V/F
setting logic for V/F level tuning.

In Step 3, the RDC consolidates the final DVFS decision from the collective
statistics of the received votes. We maintain three counters, one for each V/F level,
within each RDC to count the number of votes each candidate V/F level receives.
In the DVFS decision making phase, the RDC compares the vote counters and sets
the region V/F to the level denoted by the maximum counter, which represents
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the most elected V/F level by passing packets. Figure 2.3b shows Step 3, where
two adjacent regions (each contains a 2×2 router mesh) are configured to two
different V/F levels. Communication through different V/F regions are bridged by
an asynchronous communication interface (ACI), which brings 2 cycles overhead.
In an 8× 8 mesh NoC with X-Y routing, the worst-case delay caused by the ACI is
limited to at most 12 cycles since the longest path (network diameter) of the NoC
consists of 7 different V/F regions.

In Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, we will introduce the design details of the thread
communication demand characterization and the region-based DVFS adjustment,
respectively.

2.5 Design details

2.5.1 Characterization and vote generation
Our proposed DVFS mechanism relies on thread network access demand char-
acterization for V/F vote generation and delivery. Figure 2.4 shows the micro-
architecture of a modified network interface where a characterizer, a vote genera-
tion table (VGT) and a message sender work cooperatively for this purpose. The
characterizer monitors and profiles the network access demand of a thread periodi-
cally and profiles the (γ, s) values. The vote generation table generates V/F votes
based on the profiled (γ, s) values and the message sender encapsulates the votes
into outgoing packets.

Step-window based characterization. To allow continuously characterize
the (γ, s) parameters with a proper time granularity, we adopt a step-window
approach for the characterization. We design two windows: 1) the sampling window
with length Ts, in which the parameters are sampled and characterized, and 2) the
step window with length Tp, which controls the advancing step of the sampling
window. To allow sampling continuity, Tp ≤ Ts. The step window enables a
flexible characterization scheme because one can adjust Ts and Tp to achieve quality-
complexity trade-off. Specifically, let the ratio λ = Ts/Tp defines the degree of
overlapping among consecutive sampling windows. Indeed, a larger λ brings higher
continuity of the consecutively characterized results but with higher computational
complexity. To reduce computation complexity, we also set Ts = 2n, where n is a
natural.

Characterization of γ. To characterize the γ value, we have to examine
how data messages are generated from a thread over time. In cache-based CMPs,
network data message producing is always indicated by cache read/write misses. In
state-of-the-art non-blocking/lock-up free caches, when an L1/L2 cache miss occurs,
an access request to the L2/DRAM is created by firstly allocating an MSHR entry.
The higher the number of outstanding misses in MSHRs for a thread, the more
frequently the thread’s data exchange occurs and the higher its data communication
demand on NoC. Thus, the number of MSHR entries allocated by a thread directly
reflects the traffic intensity of a thread from the NoC perspective.
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Figure 2.4: Modifications of the network interface, which conduct (1) communica-
tion demand characterization and (2) DVFS vote generation.

For implementation efficiency, we keep the calculation of γ simple. At each
sampling window Ts, two counters, namely c1 and c2, which are reset to 0 at the
beginning of each sampling window, are maintained to record the total number
of the MSHR entries for L1/L2 misses, respectively. When a new MSHR entry is
allocated due to L1 or L2 miss, c1 or c2 increases by 1, respectively. At the end
of each sampling window, γL1 is computed for L1 cache miss rate by c1/Ts, γL2
for L2 cache miss rate by c2/Ts, and γ for total cache miss rate by γ = γL1 + γL2.
To continuously characterize γ, the sampling window slides forward with a step
length Tp after each characterization. Then the above procedure repeats through
the system execution.

Characterization of s. The s profiling involves finding a thread’s data sharing
density, i.e., the average number of data sharers. This is done by performing a data-
sharer number check on critical message mc during a sampling window Ts, where
the issuing time t(mc) of mc satisfies t(mc) ∈ [0, Ts]. A message is considered
critical if it is a message accessing to a shared data block and its delay may affect
the progress of other data-sharing threads. Such message can either be a cache
miss or hit message, since in the write hit case the issuing thread must inform
other data-sharing threads about the modification of a shared data block, and
those data-sharing threads must wait for the completion of the write operation for
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memory consistency maintenance.
To profile s, we use a counter, namely cs, to incrementally count the number

of data sharers from each critical message. At the start of a sampling window, cs
is reset to 0. As time advances, the critical message check is performed at each
message. If a critical message is detected, cs is increased by s′, which is the number
of data-sharers associated with the critical message. Obtaining s′ can be achieved
by checking the coherence directory in a directory based cache coherence protocol,
or by setting the s′ value to the number of all destinations in a broadcast/multi-cast
based protocol. In directory-based cache coherence protocol, the original request
issuer is responsible for obtaining the number of sharers for critical messages. This
requires that the request issuer fetches the number of data sharers from the directory
controller that may exist in another node of the NoC. At the end of the sampling
window, s is calculated by s = cs

Ts
, which denotes the average number of data

sharers a thread has during the past sampling window.
V/F vote generation and delivery. As introduced in Section 2.4.2, after

profiling the (γ, s) values, a thread generates votes for a preferred DVFS configu-
ration by looking up the Vote Generation Table (VGT, as shown in Table 2.1 and
Figure 2.4). New V/F votes are generated every nth critical cache read/write or
coherence request transactions. For reply transactions, the reply packet follows the
same vote of the corresponding request packet. This ensures that both the request
and reply packets have consistent impact on the per-region DVFS decision making
progress. To control the V/F adjustment sensitivity to (γ, s) values, we divide the
γ and s value span into several levels, with each level denoting one candidate V/F
configuration. Votes of a different V/F configuration start to generate only when
γ or s shifts into a different level. The generated votes then get encapsulated into
the packet header by the packet sender and spread into the network.

2.5.2 Region-based V/F adjustment
We now introduce the design details of the region-based V/F adjustment in two
parts. We first discuss vote counter organization and then present the architecture
of the Region DVFS Controller (RDC).

Vote counter organization and configuration. The vote counters within
a V/F region record the number of votes each candidate V/F level receives. Figure
2.5 shows two vote counter organizations: the distributed organization and the
centralized organization. In the distributed organization shown in Figure 2.5a, each
router maintains its own vote counters. As packets are routed through the region,
each router counts the received votes. At the beginning of the DVFS decision
making phase, a 2-stage comparison is performed to find the maximum counter
value. The first-stage comparison is performed locally in each router, then the
local maximum values are output to the RDC for the second-stage comparison,
based on which the final DVFS decision is made. Finally, the region DVFS setting
logic adjusts the region V/F level based on the final DVFS decision. Although this
approach keeps the RDC simple when the V/F region scales up, maintaining vote
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Figure 2.5: Distributed vs. centralized counter organization, where RDC refers to
region DVFS controller.

counters within each router adds however considerable hardware overhead.
Figure 2.5b shows the region-centralized counter organization, where centralized

vote counters in the RDC count all the votes received by routers in the region. In
the DVFS decision making phase, only a one-stage comparison is needed to find the
regional maximum counter value. In our current implementation (each V/F region
contains a 2 × 2 router mesh), we choose the centralized counter organization as it
brings about most hardware implementation efficiency with fast counter comparison
speed.

Region DVFS Controller (RDC) architecture. Figure 2.6 sketches the
RDC architecture and its connection to one of the routers (Router 3) in region. As
the figure shows, one RDC consists of four vote counting logic (VCL, one for each
router), a set of centralized vote counters (one for each candidate V/F level), and a
DVFS decision making logic, which work cooperatively to achieve the region based
V/F adjustment. The router is a 2-stage speculative router [134] in which the first
stage performs Route Computation (RC), Virtual Channel (VC) Allocation (VA),
and Switch Allocation (SA) in parallel and the second stage is Switch Traversal
(ST). In order to operate at different V/F levels, different V/F regions should
be able to communicate asynchronously with each other. This is enabled by the
asynchronous communication interface (ACI) on the boundary of the V/F region.
We utilize the dual clock I/O buffer from [117] for the ACI implementation, which
maintains independent read and write clock signals.

Figure 2.7 draws the schematic of the RDC. For space restriction, we only show
the VCL for Router 3 and its connection to the three centralized counters with
counter.H counting high V/F level votes, counter.M middle V/F level votes, and
counter.L low V/F level votes. The DVFS tuning procedure can be divided into
two consecutive phases: a vote receiving phase and a DVFS decision making phase.
Each router in the V/F region connects to the RDC through a VCL, which acts as
the vote receiving interface. During the vote receiving phase, a router passes the
received votes for a V/F level through VCL to the counter that counts votes for that
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Figure 2.6: Router and region DVFS controller architectures

V/F candidate. At the DVFS decision making phase, the DVFS decision making
logic compares the vote counters and finds the maximum one. Then the region
DVFS setting logic updates the region V/F to the level denoted by the maximum
vote counter.

To increase the comparison efficiency and reduce delay in the DVFS decision
phase, we design two thresholds: an absolute threshold θ1 and a relative threshold
θ2, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The absolute threshold θ1 determines the eligibility
of a counter. The intuition is straightforward: if a V/F level is seldom voted, it
can be ignored in the final DVFS decision making progress. As shown in the figure,
since very few packets vote the V/F level represented by counter B, we denote
it as ineligible and only consider counters A and C during the DVFS decision
making phase. The relative threshold θ2 ensures that two counters are different
only if their difference exceeds θ2, which avoids comparing two close values and also
enables flexible design trade-offs. For example, as shown in Figure 2.8, counter A
(representing high V/F level) and C (representing low V/F level) satisfy |a−c| < θ2.
The final DVFS policy can then be either biased towards high V/F level for better
performance or towards low V/F level for better power saving, depending on the
system running mode.

The pseudo code for the DVFS decision making logic is shown in Algorithm 1.
Given that the DVFS tuning frame is W cycles, the maximum number of votes a
region can receive during a time frame can then be determined by N×P×W , where
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N is the number of routers in the region and P is the number of input ports per
router. During the vote receiving phase, if a counter excesses dN×P×W+θ2

2 e, then
no other V/F levels can receive more votes during the same DVFS tuning frame.
The DVFS decision making logic records the V/F level as the majority selected
one and disables the vote receiving signal (as shown in Figure 2.5b) to inform each
router in the region to stop the vote receiving process. Otherwise, if no counter
excesses dN×P×W+θ2

2 e, the DVFS decision logic searches for the maximum counter
value before making the DVFS decision, during which two threshold θ1 (absolute
threshold) and θ2 (relative threshold) guides the searching progress as described in
Section 2.4.

As shown in Figure 2.7, both the VCL and the centralized counters can be imple-
mented with limited hardware resources. After synthesizing with Synopsis Design
Compiler using 45 nm technology, one RDC consumes 697.7 standard NAND gates,
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Algorithm 1 V/F decision making
1: Input: centralized counters array cnt_array
2: Initialization: max_cnt← 0,max_cnt_recorded← False
3: Output: Updated region V/F level
4: if at vote receiving phase then
5: if any cnt in cnt_array satisfies cnt ≥ dN×P×W+θ2

2 e then
6: max_cnt← cnt
7: max_cnt_recorded← True
8: Exit vote receiving progress
9: if at DVFS decision making phase then
10: if max_cnt_recorded 6= True then
11: for each cnt in cnt_array do
12: if cnt > θ1 and max_cnt < cnt− θ2 then
13: max_cnt← cnt

14: win_counter ← the corresponding counter with value max_cnt
15: Update region V/F to the V/F level represented by win_counter

which is about 3% area overhead averaged to each router. The power comsumption
of RDC under 1.7 V/2.0 GHz condition is about 642.1 µW, with 634.2 µW dynamic
power and 7.9 µW leakage power.

2.6 Experiments

2.6.1 Methodology

Experimental setup. Our DVFS mechanism is evaluated with well accepted
simulators and benchmarks. We implement and integrate our design with the
cycle-accurate full-system simulator GEM5 [14], in which the embedded network
GARNET [2] is enhanced with our thread voting based DVFS mechanism. Further,
we exploit McPAT [108] as the power measuring tool, in which the default system
architecture is tailored to the configuration in GEM5, and the default technology
is set to 45 nm. The details of the simulation platform setup are shown in Table
2.2. In the experiments, we divide the 64 routers into 16 DVFS regions, with each
region consisting of 4 adjacent routers organized into a 2× 2 mesh.

To count the additional power/area cost brought by the thread characterizer
and the RDC, we synthesis our design with Synopsis Design Compiler (using 45
nm technology) under the three V/F levels in Table 2.2. The synthesis report shows
that 64 characterizers and 16 RDCs consume additional power, which is 13.1 mW
in 2.0 GHz, 12.5 mW in 1.75 GHz and 10.8 mW in 1.5 GHz, with 3% (11162.7
standard NAND gates) additional network area.

DVFS tuning window configuration. The length of the DVFS tuning win-
dow determines for how long a DVFS configuration is valid. In general, the shorter
the tuning window is, the faster the DVFS adjustment becomes. However, the
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Table 2.2: Simulation platform configuration

Item Amount Description

Processor 64
cores

Alpha based 2.0 GHz out-of-order processors. 32-entry instruction queue, 64-
entry load queue, 64-entry store queue, 128-entry reorder buffer (ROB).

L1-
Cache

64
banks

Private, 32 KB per-core, 4-way set associative, 128 B block size, 2-cycles
latency, split I/D caches, 32 MSHRs.

L2-
Cache

64
banks

Chip-wide shared, 1 MB per-bank, 16-way set associative, 128 B block size,
6-cycles latency, 32 MSHRs.

Memory 8 ranks 4 GB DRAM, 512 MB per-rank, up to 16 outstanding requests for each pro-
cessor, 8 memory controllers.

NoC 64
nodes

8×8 mesh network. Each node consists of 1 router, 1 network interface (NI),
1 core, 1 private L1 cache, and 1 shared L2 cache. 4 routers form a DVFS
region, in which a region DVFS controller implements the proposed DVFS
policy and tunes the V/F level on a per time frame basis. X-Y dimensional
routing. Router is 2-stage pipelined, 6 VCs per port, 4 flits per VC. 128-bit
datapath. Directory based MOESI cache coherence protocol. One cache block
consists of 1 packet, which consists of 8 flits. One coherence control message
consists of 1 single-flit packet.

Thread
char.

1/NI 65,536 (216) cycles of sampling window, 16,384 (214) cycles of step window.
Overlapping ratio λ = 4.

DVFS
ctrl.

1/region
16,384 (214) cycles of tuning window (the same size of a thread characteri-
zation step window). 3 supported V/F levels: 1.5V/1.5GHz, 1.6V/1.75GHz,
1.7V/2.0GHz.

Table 2.3: PARSEC benchmarks and characteristics

Application Problem size (all simlarge)
Characteristics

Network
Util.

Data
Sharing

blackscholes 65,536 options low low
bodytrack 4 frames, 4,000 particles low high
canneal 400,000 netlist elements high high
dedup 184MB data low high
facesim 80,598 particles, 372,126 tetrahedra high low
ferret 256 queries, 34,973 images high high
fluidanimate 5 frames, 300,000 particles high low
freqmine 990,000 click streams low high
streamcluster 16,384 points, 128 point dimension high low
swaptions 64 swaps, 20,000 simulations high low
vips 2,662×5,500 pixels high low
x264 128 frames, 640×360 pixels high high

total system-level power saving may reduce due to frequent charge and discharge
of voltage regulators. In this work, we use a pre-determined static tuning window,
which is the same length as the thread behavior characterization window (as shown
in Table 2.2) for lower complexity.

PARSEC configuration. To scale the PARSEC benchmarks well to 64 cores,
we choose large input sets (simlarge) for all programs. Table 2.3 summarizes
the problem size of the benchmarks. For data validity, we only report results
obtained from the parallel execution phase (called as region-of-interest, ROI) in
the experiments. Table 2.3 also shows the characteristics of PARSEC in terms of
network utilization and data sharing degree among threads based on the data in
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[13]. As can be observed, four programs (blackscholes, canneal, ferret and x264 )
show consistent characteristics (both low or both high) in network utilization and
data sharing, while the eight other programs exhibit inconsistent (one low one high
or one high one low) characteristics in network utilization and data sharing.

Comparison study. For comparison purpose, we implement two baseline
cases. The first case, which we denote AHV (Always High V/F), does not consider
a DVFS mechanism and always operates the NoC at highest V/F level. The second
case implements a router Buffer-Load based DVFS mechanism, denoted BLD, in
which the NoC allows per-region V/F adaption by monitoring the averaged router
buffer load in a region. Just like our Thread Voting based DVFS scheme (denoted
TVD), BLD uses the same three (high, middle, low) V/F levels. When a gather
traffic pattern (such as the case illustrated in Figure 2.1a) creates a hop spot in the
network, the routers in the corresponding V/F region can adaptively switch to high
V/F mode, increasing frequency to accelerate transmitting packets for performance
assurance. When a disperse traffic pattern exists and the routers enjoy temporarily
low buffer loads, the V/F region adaptively decreases the V/F level of the routers
to low V/F mode for power saving. Refer to the configuration in Table 2.2, in our
experiments the maximum buffer capacity of a virtual channel is 16 flits/cycle. If
the region-wide average buffer load exceeds 12 flits/cycle (75% of maximum buffer
load), BLD decides that the local congestion is high, and operates the routers in
the region with high V/F level. If the region-wide average buffer load is below 4
flits/cycle (25% of maximum buffer load), BLD decides that the local routers are
less loaded, and operates the routers in low V/F level. Otherwise, (with region-wide
average buffer load goes between 4 to 12 flits/cycle), routers in the region operate
in middle V/F level.

2.6.2 Experimental results
We report experimental results, first with detailed illustration of power over/under
provisioning cases in PARSEC benchmarks and then the network and system energy
efficacy improvements brought by our technique.

Power over/under provisioning in PARSEC

According to Table 2.3, we analyze possible power over/under provisioning to the
benchmark programs by BLD. For swaptions, the BLD mechanism tends to create
power over provisioning problem because the benchmark’s network utilization level
is high but the data sharing degree among different threads is low. The same
goes for four other programs facesim, fluidanimate, streamcluster, and vips. For
bodytrack, the BLD mechanism tends to create power under provisioning problem
because the benchmark’s network utilization level is low but the data sharing degree
is high. The same goes for two other programs dedup and freqmine. In the following,
we closely look into swaptions for power over-provisioning and bodytrack for power
under-provisioning.
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Figure 2.9: Power over provisioning example in swaptions. (a) Network-metric
based DVFS tuning results. (b) The proposed DVFS tuning results. (c) Average
router buffer load and ratio between packets accessing to shared and non-shared
data block.

Power over-provisioning. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the occurrence of power
over provisioning in swaptions, where the results are averaged over four consecutive
V/F tuning windows (the same length as a sampling step window for thread char-
acterization) in order to show stabilized V/F tuning effects. We number different
V/F regions according to router coordinates and annotate the V/F regions where
power over provisioning happens with red borders. As the figure shows, in the
inspected DVFS windows, power over provisioning has occurred in 12 out of the 16
V/F regions. Figure 2.9a shows the effects of BLD, where the passing routers in
the annotated V/F regions all boost to nearly maximum V/F level to accelerate
packet transmission. Figure 2.9b shows the effects of our TVD, where routers in
the annotated regions operate averagely at 85% of maximum frequency.

Figure 2.9c illustratively reveals 1) average router buffer load and the ratio
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Figure 2.10: Power under provisioning example in bodytrack. (a) Network-metric
based DVFS tuning results. (b) The proposed DVFS tuning results. (c) Average
router buffer load and ratio between packets accessing to shared and non-shared
data block.

between packets passing through routers in Region 1 (4 routers with coordinates
(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1) and (2, 2)) and Region 2 (4 routers with coordinates (3, 1),
(3, 2), (4, 1) and (4, 2)) to access shared data blocks and non-shared data blocks,
2) relative system-level ROI finish time in both BLD and TV D mechanisms. As
the figure shows, all routers in region 1 and 2 suffer temporary high buffer load.
However, most of the packets are accessing to non-shared data blocks. Thus they
are non-critical and their delay can be tolerated by the issuing cores with several
memory latency tolerance techniques such as read/write buffers [77, 68]. Figure 2.9c
also shows that in terms of system-level performance, although the V/F levels in
the 12 annotated regions are decreased by 15%, our TV D mechanism still achieves
good system performance (only 4% slowdown in ROI finish time than BLD).

Power under-provisioning. Figure 2.10 shows the occurrence of power under
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Figure 2.11: Network-level power consumption and packet injection rate results.

provisioning in benchmark bodytrack, where the results are also obtained over four
consecutive DVFS tuning windows. As the figure shows, power under provision-
ing has happened in 14 out of the 16 V/F regions in the inspected DVFS windows.
Similar to Figure 2.9, we annotate the V/F regions where power under-provisioning
occurs with blue borders. Figure 2.10a shows the effects of BLD, where the routers
in the annotated regions averagely reduce to 85% of maximum frequency for power
saving. Figure 2.10b shows the effects of our TV D, where routers in the anno-
tated regions averagely boost to 95% of maximum frequency to accelerate packet
transmission.

Figure 2.10c illustratively reveals the average router buffer load and ratio be-
tween packets accessing to shared data blocks and non-shared data blocks through
V/F Regions 11 and 15. As the figure shows, all routers in Regions 11 and 15 enjoy
temporary lower buffer load. However, most of the packets are accessing to shared
data blocks, and their delay can further affect the progress of other data-sharer
threads. Figure 2.10c also shows that in terms of system-level performance, al-
though the V/F levels in the 14 annotated regions are increased by 10%, our TV D
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improves the system-level ROI finish time by 27% than the BLD approach.

Network power and performance

Before presenting the energy efficacy results, we compare the three schemes, i.e.
AHV , BLD and TV D, in terms of network power consumption and network access
rate.

Network power consumption. Figure 2.11a shows the network power con-
sumption for the three comparison cases. In each benchmark, the results are nor-
malized with respect to AHV , which consumes the most power due to constant high
router V/F. In terms of network power consumption, BLD and TV D spend less
power than AHV across all the PARSEC benchmarks, showing the power saving
gains brought by DVFS mechanisms. However, the power saving of TV D against
BLD depends on the network utilization and data-sharing characteristics of the
benchmarks.

• In blackscholes, canneal, ferret and x264, both the network utilization and
data sharing degree have the same characteristics (both are high or low). In
this case, power over/under provisioning seldom occur, and BLD and TV D
achieve similar power saving results.

• In facesim, fluidanimate, streamcluster, swaptions and vips, each benchmark’s
network utilization level is high but the data sharing degree among different
threads is low. In this case, BLD tends to create power over provisioning
problem since it increases on-chip V/F on high buffer load even if the on-going
packets are accessing to non-shared data blocks. However, TV D alleviates
this problem by providing lower V/F level and thus consumes averagely 20.0%
less power.

• In bodytrack, dedup, and freqmine, each benchmark’s network utilization level
is low but the data sharing degree among different threads is high. In this
case, BLD tends to create power under provisioning problem since it lowers
on-chip V/F on low buffer load even if the on-going packets are accessing to
shared data blocks. As the figure shows, as an expense of alleviating this
problem, TVD consumes averagely 10.9% more network power than BLD.

Network packet injection rate. Figure 2.11b shows the network access rate
results in the benchmarks. Since the NoC is self-throttling (a core cannot inject
new requests into the network once it fills up all of its miss request buffers), the
network packet injection rate directly correlates to the service speed of a core’s
miss requests and thus a core’s performance. In each benchmark, the results are
normalized with respect to AHV , which achieves the fastest network access rate
across all benchmarks due to constant high V/F level. The figure also illustrates
that in benchmarks where power over/under provisioning seldom occurs (blacksc-
holes, canneal, ferret and x264 ), BLD and TV D achieve similar network access
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Figure 2.12: Network energy efficacy for all programs

rate. In benchmarks where power over provisioning frequently occurs (facesim,
fluidanimate, streamcluster, swaptions and vips), BLD achieves averagely 5.5%
higher packet injection rate than TV D. Comparing with the additional (20.0%
more) power BLD consumes, the improvement in packet injection rate is limited.
In benchmarks where power under provisioning frequently occurs (bodytrack, dedup,
and freqmine), TV D gains averagely 21.5% higher packet injection rate than BLD
with 10.9% extra power.

Network and system energy efficacy

Network Energy Efficacy (NEE). Figure 2.12 depicts the relative network en-
ergy efficacy results measured in MPPJ (Million Packets Per Joule), which reflects
the network’s energy efficacy on serving packets from cores. As the figure shows,
in blackscholes, canneal, ferret and x264, TV D behaves similarly to BLD since
the power over/under provisioning problem is insignificant. However, TV D con-
sistently achieves better NEE results than AHV and BLD in the remaining 8 out
of 12 benchmarks, where the average improvement is 19.6% than AHV and 14.6%
than BLD.

System Energy Efficacy (SEE). Figure 2.13a presents the relative system
energy efficacy results in MIPJ (Million Instructions Per Joule), which measures
the amount of energy expended by the CMP for executed instructions [64]. As
can be seen, since DVFS increases the NoC power efficiency, both BLD and TV D
increase the SEE against AHV across all benchmarks, where the average improve-
ment in BLD against AHV is 8.4%, in TV D against AHV is 26.3%. Moreover,
TV D avoids power over/under provisioning and constantly gives better SEE than
BLD in all benchmarks. This reveals that both AHV and BLD consume more
power than TV D for the same improvements in system-level performance.

Figure 2.13b and Figure 2.13c further illustrate SEE results in two benchmarks
bodytrack and swaptions over different V/F tuning windows. As the figures show,
the SEE curve of TV D lies above AHV and BLD. Since BLD tends to cause
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Figure 2.13: System energy efficacy results in million instructions per Joule (MIPJ)

power under provisioning in bodytrack and over provisioning in swaptions, the SEE
curve of BLD swings between that of BLD and TV D across different V/F tuning
windows. This is not the case in both AHV and TV D. In AHV , the router V/F
level remains constant. In TV D, power over/under provisioning are both effectively
alleviated.

Summary of energy-efficacy results

Table 2.4 illustrates the likelihood of power over/under provisioning in all bench-
marks according to their network utilization and data-sharing characteristics. In 4
out of the 12 benchmarks where network utilization and data sharing degree among
different threads have the same characteristics (both are low or high), there is little
opportunity for TVD to outperform BLD because neither over- nor under- provi-
sioning of power often occurs. Thus, we call these benchmarks as non-opportunistic
benchmarks. However, the remaining 8 benchmarks are opportunistic where net-
work utilization and data sharing degree have different characteristics (one low the
other high or one high the other low). For these programs, TVD constantly de-
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livers better energy efficacy in terms of MPPJ and MIPJ. As summarized in the
table, the average improvements of TVD over BLD across all benchmarks is 9.7% in
terms of MPPJ and 17.1% in terms of MIPJ. As expected, for those opportunistic
benchmarks where power over or under provisioning problem frequently occurs, the
average improvements of TVD against BLD increase to 14.6% in terms of MPPJ
and 25.0% in terms of MIPJ, and the maximum improvement of TVD against BLD
is 21% in terms of MPPJ and 35% in terms of MIPJ.

Table 2.4: Summary of energy-efficacy results

PARSEC
App.

Characteristics
Net.
Util.

Data
Share

Problem
OP UP

Improve.(%)
MPPJ MIPJ

blackscholes low low (non-op.) 1% 2%
canneal high high (non-op.) 0% 0%
ferret high high (non-op.) 0% 2%
x264 high high (non-op.) 2% 1%
facesim high low 4 17% 28%
fluidanimate high low 4 21% 33%
streamcluster high low 4 20% 30%
swaptions high low 4 15% 35%
vips high low 4 19% 30%
bodytrack low high 4 10% 14%
dedup low high 4 7% 19%
freqmine low high 4 10% 10%
Avg. of all PARSEC benchmarks 9.7% 17.1%
Avg. of opportunistic PARSEC benchmarks 14.6% 25.0%





Chapter 3

NoC Hardware/Software co-design for
performance enhancement1

3.1 Introduction

For multi-threaded shared variable applications, entering and executing critical
section that contains shared data need to be synchronized and must be mutu-

ally exclusive, meaning that only one thread can get access to a critical section at
a time. As shown in previous studies [160, 86, 87, 119, 162, 45, 164, 100], the time
spent in accessing/synchronizing shared data among different threads is usually the
most significant source of serialization in parallel applications. As such, reducing
the time a thread spends in accessing critical section is thus of critical importance
for increasing the performance of multi-threaded programs.

Modern state-of-the-art operating systems such as Linux 4.2 and Unix BSD
4.4 provide an advanced solution to lock critical sections by queue spinlock. This
solution combines the advantages of both spinlock and queuing lock. It works as
follows: If a thread cannot lock the critical section for the first try, instead of going
into a sleep mode immediately, the queue spinlock will spin for a few more times.
Only if the critical section has still not been obtained after a certain times of retry,
the thread’s critical section request is sent to a request queue, and the thread is put
into the sleep mode until being woken up and securing the lock when the critical
section is unlocked by the holding thread.

The queue spinlock is an architecture-oblivious solution for critical section ac-
cess. In general it improves locking performance over spinlock or queuing lock alone.
However, when running multi-threaded PARSEC and SPEC OMP2012 programs
in NoC-based CMPs, we observe that it incurs considerable competition overhead

1This section is based on the material from the paper: Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “Oppor-
tunistic Competition Overhead Reduction for Expediting Critical Section in NoC based CMPs”,
in Proceedings of the 43rd International Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA), Seoul,
Jul. 2016.

47
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(COH) for threads to gain access to critical sections, contributing significantly to
the sequential execution time of applications. Compared to the critical section
execution itself which incurs small time, it is the competition overhead which dom-
inates the critical section performance in the CMPs. This is the motivation of our
solution in developing an effective technique to reduce the competition overhead
for multi-threaded applications running on NoC-based multi/many-cores.

Being different from previous works, our technique focuses on reducing the
blocking time spent by threads competing with each other to enter into critical
section, instead of accelerating the critical section execution itself. To achieve such
a goal, we propose a software-hardware cooperative mechanism that can oppor-
tunistically maximize the chance that a thread enters the critical section in the
low-overhead spinning phase. At the OS software level, we modify the queue spin-
lock primitives by monitoring the Remaining Times of Retry (RTR) in a thread’s
low-overhead spinning phase. At the hardware level, we integrate the RTR informa-
tion into the critical section locking requests of threads, and the routers prioritize
locking requests from different threads according to their RTR values. The principle
is that the smaller RTR a thread has, the higher priority its locking requests get,
because the thread is about to enter into the sleep mode sooner. However, when a
thread has already entered into the sleep mode, it should get the critical section at
a later time, since waking the thread up will introduce considerable overhead and
it is thus preferable to allow threads in the low-overhead spinning phase to win the
critical section access.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in
Chapter 3.2. Chapter 3.3 precisely defines the competition overhead and quanti-
tatively illustrates its criticality in comparison with the critical section execution
itself. Chapter 3.4 analyzes the competition overhead in queue spinlock and de-
scribes our design principle. Chapter 3.5 gives design details from both OS software
and hardware perspectives. In Chapter 3.6 we report experiments and results.

3.2 Related work

Previously proposed techniques in expediting parallel application execution empha-
size on accelerating serialized critical section execution. This involves finding the
serialized part of parallel applications, and then accelerating its execution by ex-
ploiting various mechanisms such as running serialized codes on the fat cores in an
asymmetric CMP ([160, 86, 87, 119, 162]), or by predicting and prioritizing threads
that are executing serialized sections [45, 164, 100].

3.2.1 Identifying and analyzing critical threads
Amdahl’s law is exploited with the notion of critical section in [51]. An analytic
model is proposed to show that critical section which requires mutual excluded
execution leads to serialization and puts a fundamental limit on parallel programs’
performance. In [24], contention probability and hot critical section are used to
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evaluate the impact of critical sections on multi-threaded applications. Work in [48]
proposes speedup stack, which quantifies the impact of various scaling delimiters on
multi-threaded applications such as LLC, memory subsystem interference, workload
imbalance and cache coherency, etc. In [42], a metric for assessing thread criticality,
which considers both how much time a thread is performing useful work and how
many co-running threads are waiting, is proposed. Further, the proposed metric
is exploited to create criticality stacks that break the total execution time of a
thread into criticality-related components, allowing accelerating critical threads
using voltage/frequency scaling to improve performances.

3.2.2 Accelerating critical section execution

In [160], the authors propose a mechanism to accelerate critical section execution,
in which selected critical sections are executed on the large core of an asymmet-
ric CMP. Further, a mechanism called “Selective Acceleration of Critical Sections”
is proposed to reduce false serialization in workloads. If different critical sections
frequently appear at the same time, they are not sent to the large core for false seri-
alization prevention. [86] proposes a cooperative software-hardware mechanism to
identify and accelerate the most critical bottlenecks, which can be critical sections,
barrier, or software pipelines, in multi-threaded programs executing on CMPs. The
rationale is to measure the number of cycles spent by threads waiting for each bot-
tleneck, and the one that keeps CPUs waiting for the longest time is the critical
bottleneck. In [87], utility-based acceleration of multi-threaded applications is pro-
posed, which relies on a new utility of acceleration metric that can both identify
and accelerate the most critical code segments from multi-threaded applications.
The mechanism is based on the observation that two types of code segments that
can become performance limits: 1) Threads that take longer to execute than other
threads because of load imbalance. 2) Code segments, like contended critical sec-
tions, that make other threads wait. A memory-interference induced application
slowdown estimation (MISE) model is introduced in [158], which can be utilized
to achieve both QoS guarantee and system fairness enhancement in CMPs. It is
shown in the work that performance of memory-intensive (memory-bound) applica-
tion is roughly proportional to memory request service rate. The faster its memory
requests are served, the faster the application’s progress is. An application expe-
riences little memory-level interference when its memory requests get the highest
propriety. This observation is used to calculate an important factor called applica-
tion’s alone-request-service-rate in the MISE model. In [116], a dual voltage supply
technique is exploited to speed up threads that hold locks.

In contrast to the above studies [160, 86, 87, 119, 162, 45, 164, 100]) which focus
on accelerating critical section execution, our technique concentrates on reducing
the competition overhead in multi/many-core when the queue spinlock in modern
operating systems is used for locking critical sections in multi-threaded programs.
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3.3 Background and motivation

3.3.1 Critical section and competition overhead

Thread θ1
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Part

Critical
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Figure 3.1: Execution of a parallel program with mutex synchronization illustrat-
ing thread block time (BT ), critical section execution time (CS) and competition
overhead (COH)

Figure 3.1 shows the typical execution of a multithreaded program. After an
initial serial part, N threads start parallel executions and encounter a synchroniza-
tion point where each thread competes to get access to a critical section. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the threads enter the critical section in the order
θ1, θ2, · · · , θN . As the figure shows, the blocking time BTi of thread i (i ∈ [1, N ])
comprises other earlier entering threads’ critical section completion time plus the
COH, which is caused by either thread spin interval or thread wake-up time (see
detailed illustrations in Section 3.4.2). For example, the blocking time BT2 of
thread θ2 can be modeled as: BT2 = BT1 + CS1 + COH2, where BT1 = 0 by our
assumption. Recursively applying the model, one can get the blocking time BTi
for thread i as:

BTi = BTi−1 + CSi−1 + COHi =
i−1∑
j=1

CSj +
i∑

j=1
COHj (3.1)

Equation 3.1 shows that the performance of a parallel program is not only
limited by the critical section execution time (

∑
CS), but also fundamentally by

the competition overhead (
∑
COH) when threads compete to get access to critical

section.

3.3.2 Queue spinlock in operating systems
OS provides primitive functions to support critical section synchronization for con-
current programs. Traditionally, queuing lock and spinlock are two methods.
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Figure 3.2: Criticality of competition overhead

In queuing lock, when a thread tries to lock a variable protecting a critical
section and does not succeed, it will store its locking request into a lock queue and
go to the sleep mode, allowing another thread to run on the same core. The thread
will continue to sleep until being woken up when the critical section is unlocked
by the holding thread. Although queuing lock can increase the core utilization,
putting a thread to sleep and waking it up are both expensive operations, which
incur considerable context switching overhead.

In spinlock, when a thread tries to lock a variable protecting a critical section
and does not succeed, it will continuously re-try locking it usually after a short spin
interval, until success. During the OS runtime quantum (usually in the order of
hundreds of milliseconds) of the spinning thread, it will not allow another thread to
use the core, leading to a waste of core processing time. However, with persistent
polling on a lock variable, the spinlock can be quickly successful once the lock is
released, and this is achieved with a small polling interval overhead and without
large context switching overhead.

Due to their pros and cons, neither a programmer nor an OS kernel can know
in advance whether queuing lock or spinlock will perform better on a particular
hardware architecture. Most modern OSes such as Linux 4.2 and Unix BSD 4.4
adopt an advanced queue spinlock scheme, which combines the advantages of both
methods. Queue spinlock behaves as a spinlock at first and then a queuing lock. If
a thread cannot lock the critical section, it won’t go to the sleep mode immediately,
hoping that the critical section might get unlocked soon. Instead the queue spinlock
will first behave exactly like a spinlock. Only if the critical section has still not been
obtained after a certain times of retry, the thread’s request is sent to a lock queue
and the thread is put into the sleep mode.

3.3.3 Criticality of competition overhead
To examine the performance of queue spinlock used in parallel programs running
on a NoC-based multicore, we experiment with a 64-core full-system simulation
architecture in GEM5 (Section 3.6 describes our experimental setup.), with each
application running alone in 64 concurrent threads. Figure 3.2 shows the per-
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Figure 3.3: A 64-core 8-by-8 CMP architecture

centage of program ROI (Region of Interest) finish time spent in critical sections
(CS) and competition overheads (COH) in two PARSEC benchmarks bodytrack
(memory non-intensive) and canneal (memory intensive) and two SPEC OMP2012
benchmarks imag (memory non-intensive) and ilbdc (memory intensive). As the
figure shows, in the two memory non-intensive benchmarks bodytrack and imag,
critical section consumes about 3.8% and 1.1% of total application ROI finish time.
However, the time spent in competition overhead is nearly 35.1% and 27.4% of total
application ROI finish time, respectively. In memory intensive benchmarks canneal
and ilbdc, the same phenomenon has been consistently observed. While the execu-
tion of critical section itself takes about 9.3% and 13.3%, the competition overhead
consumes 38.6% and 39.7% of application ROI finish time, respectively. The results
highlight that the competition overhead can be much larger than the critical section
execution time and thus become the bottleneck of serialized execution.

3.4 Opportunistic COH reduction: principle and effect

3.4.1 Target CMP architecture
We first introduce the target CMP architecture we exploit through all experiments.
Figure 3.3 shows a typical architecture for a 64-core CMP, where the NoC in-
terconnects processor nodes (a CPU core with its private L1 cache), secondary
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Figure 3.4: Operation of queue spinlock under cache coherence, where in Figure
3.4a thread θ2 is in the low-overhead spinning phase, and in Figure 3.4b the high-
overhead sleeping phase.

on-chip shared L2 cache banks, and on-chip memory controllers together. Routers
are organized in a popular mesh topology on which the XY routing algorithm is
implemented to achieve simplicity and deadlock-free. There are eight memory con-
trollers, which are connected to the middle four nodes on the top and bottom rows
for architectural symmetry. To support cache coherency, a directory based MOESI
cache coherence protocol is implemented. On the target CMP, once a core issues
a memory request, the private L1 is first checked for the presence of the requested
data. If this fails, depends on the location of the data block, the request is then
forwarded to the local shared L2 or via the NoC to remote shared L2/DRAM.

3.4.2 Competition overhead in queue spinlock
Queue spinlock incurs different competition overhead in its spinning and sleeping
phases. To illustrate the difference, Figure 3.4 shows its operation under cache
coherence, in which we assume that thread 2’s core is a sharer of the lock variable
at time T1.

Figure 3.4a shows that thread θ2 is in the spinning phase. At time T1, assume
that two threads θ1 and θ2 compete to lock the same critical section and the lock
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variable is stored in the Home node. At time T2, request from θ1 reaches the home
node before thread θ2, and the critical section is thus granted to thread θ1. An
invalidation is then sent from the home node to thread θ2 to notify it that its locking
request is failed. Because thread θ2 is in the spinning phase, it retries to lock the
critical section at time T5 and T7. At time T5, locking retry from θ2 fails because
θ1 is still inside the critical section. However, at time T7, the locking retry from θ2
succeeds since the critical section is released by thread θ1.

Figure 3.4b shows that thread θ2 is in the sleeping phase. At time T3, when
thread θ2 receives the invalidation from the home node, instead of continuously
polling on the lock variable, θ2 will directly go to the sleep mode. When the critical
section is released at time T7, the home node will wake up thread θ2, which will
then enter into the critical section after a successful locking request.

Comparing Figure 3.4a to Figure 3.4b, we can observe that, due to intensive
retries with short interval and large wakeup overhead, competition overhead in the
spinning phase can be much lower than that in the sleeping phase.

3.4.3 The basic principle

When locking requests are sent to the location where the lock variable is stored,
the arrival order of the atomic locking requests directly affects the order of threads
entering into the critical section. Since the locking requests experience contention
for physical/virtual channels in the network, it is important to expedite those lock-
ing requests critical to the competition overhead. Thus it is desirable that the NoC
delivers more critical requests faster.

The basic principle of our technique contains two aspects. First, when a thread is
in the low-overhead spinning phase, we maximize the opportunity that the thread
gets the critical section. Second, when a thread already enters into the sleeping
phase, we minimize the opportunity that the thread enters the critical section. The
consideration is that an already slept thread should get the critical section at a later
time, since waking it up will introduce considerable overhead and thus granting
the access right to another competing thread in its spinning phase is preferred.
To realize this scheme, our technique involves both software-level and hardware-
level mechanisms. In the software level, we check the remaining times of retry
(RTR) in a thread’s spinning phase. This is done by modifying the implementation
of queue spinlock function of the OSes. In the hardware level, we integrate the
RTR information into the network packets of threads’ locking requests, and let
the NoC prioritize these requests from different threads based on the RTR they
carry. Because RTR reflects in how long a thread must enter into the sleep mode,
the smaller RTR a request packet carries, the higher priority it gets. Finally, the
wakeup requests sent from the home node to sleeping threads are assigned with
lowest priority.
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Figure 3.5: Locking success scenarios with different competition overheads. (a)
Granting a thread with lower RTR earlier leads to a fast scenario; (b) Granting a
sleeping thread later leads to a fast scenario.

3.4.4 Effect on competition overhead reduction

Figure 3.5 shows the effects of our opportunistic competition overhead reduction
technique. Assume that each critical section takes two time units to finish, each
thread spins for three times in the spinning phase (with each retry interval 1 time
unit), and both the sleep-preparation and wake-up procedures of a thread consume
4 time units each.
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As Figure 3.5a shows, three threads, θ1, θ2 and θ3 compete to lock on a critical
section. After one time unit in the spinning phase, θ1 gets the lock and enters into
the critical section, which lasts for 2 time units. At time 4, thread θ1 releases the
critical section, and θ2 and θ3 compete to get the lock. As shown in the figure,
because θ2 has retried once in the spinning phase, its RTR value is 2 (3-1=2) at
time 4. Similarly, because thread θ3 has spent two time units in the spinning
phase, its RTR value is 1 (3-2=1). At time 4, two scenarios can happen. In the
slow scenario, as shown in Figure 3.5a(1), thread θ2 gets the critical section before
thread θ3, which will force θ3 to enter into the sleeping phase. However, θ3 does
not actually sleep for any time since the critical section is released at time 6, and
θ3 is still performing the preparation procedure for putting thread into the sleep
mode. Thus, θ3 wakes up right away at time 9 because the critical section has been
released. Hence, most of the application run time is wasted on the procedures of
sleep-preparation and wake-up. In the fast scenario, as shown in Figure 3.5a(2), at
time 4, the critical section is granted to thread θ3 instead of thread θ2, based on
the fact that θ3 has a smaller RTR value than θ2. Thus, no thread has entered into
the sleep mode, and the competition overhead is reduced.

Figure 3.5b shows that our technique can also be beneficial by having an already
slept thread get the critical section at a later time. In the figure, four threads, θ1,
θ2, θ3 and θ4 compete to get access to a critical section, and θ1 first gets the access
right. In both cases, we suppose that θ3 has been in the sleep mode before time
1, and θ2 will get the critical section when θ1 releases the lock at time 4. In our
mechanism, since θ3 has already entered into the sleep mode when θ2 releases the
critical section, we give higher priority to the locking request from θ4 at time 6,
which will achieve the fast scenario in Figure 3.5b(2). Otherwise, prioritizing θ3
over θ4 when thread θ2 releases the critical section will cause thread θ4 to go to
the sleeping phase, thus incurring additional larger overhead, as shown in the slow
scenario in Figure 3.5b(1).

In essence, our technique aims to maximize the likelihood that the fast scenarios
in Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b happen so as to effectively shrink the competition
overhead.

3.5 Design details

3.5.1 Software support in OS
To support our scheme, we need to pass the RTR value from application to hard-
ware. This is done by modifying the OS’s queue spinlock implementation. In our
case, we realize it in a state-of-the-art Linux OS, version 4.2.

Enhanced queue spinlock implementation. Algorithms 2 and 3 illustrate
the principles of the queue spinlock’s lock (denoted q_spinlock_lock) and unlock
(denoted q_spinlock_unlock) primitives in Linux 4.2, together with our enhance-
ments highlighted with bold text. Algorithm 2 shows that the q_spinlock_lock
function consists of a spinning phase and a sleeping phase. In the spinning phase,
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Algorithm 2 Enhanced q_spinlock_lock primitive
1: function q_spinlock_lock(shared_lock *lock) {
2: int c = 0;
3: /* Spinning phase begins */
4: for (i=0; i < MAX_SPIN_COUNT; i++) do { /* Spinning phase */
5: int RTR = MAX_SPIN_COUNT - i;
6: write_local_reg(RTR, get_thread_PCB()->PROG);
7: c = atomic_try_lock(lock); /* Atomic locking */
8: if (!c) return 0; /* Atomic locking succeeds, return */
9: cpu_relax(); /* Otherwise, delay and retry the locking */
10: }
11: /* Sleeping phase begins, call Linux kernel function sys_futex to send the locking

request to the lock queue, and put the thread into the sleep mode */
12: sys_futex(lock, FUTEX_WAIT);
13: }

Algorithm 3 Enhanced q_spinlock_unlock primitive
1: function q_spinlock_unlock(shared_lock *lock) {
2: atomic_release(lock);
3: get_thread_PCB()->PROG++;
4: write_local_reg(get_thread_PCB()->PROG);
5: /* Call Linux kernel function sys_futex to send wakeup request to the home node,

wake up a thread in the sleep mode */
6: sys_futex(lock, FUTEX_WAKE);
7: }

the queue spinlock spins for a period of time that is determined by the value
MAX_SPIN_COUNT. During the spin phase, the queue spinlock tries to get the ex-
clusive access to the shared lock variable through an atomic_try_lock function,
which can be implemented by a set of test_and_set like primitives in the hard-
ware. If a thread fails to get the critical section within MAX_SPIN_COUNT retries,
the thread will enter into the sleeping phase after registering its locking request to
the lock queue via the Linux system call sys_futex.

As shown in Line 5 of Algorithm 2, we utilize the RTR value to monitor the
remaining times of retry in a queue spinlock’s spinning phase, which can be dy-
namically computed by subtracting the already passed times of retry from the total
retry times. The RTR value together with a thread’s progress information (PROG,
which is used to avoid starvation for low-priority requests and associated threads, as
will be explained later) are then written into special local registers (shown in Line
6 of Algorithm 2) in the CPU that the thread runs on. Further, the CPU informs
the network interface (NI) to assign the RTR value and the progress information
to the network packets of atomic locking requests, before they are sent to the NoC.
In the sleeping phase, the sys_futex(lock, FUTEX_WAIT) system call provides a
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1: function
pthread mutex lock(shared lock
*lock) {

2: · · ·
3: q spinlock lock(lock);
4: · · ·
5: }

1: function
pthread mutex unlock(shared lock
*lock) {

2: · · ·
3: q spinlock unlock(lock);
4: · · ·
5: }

Figure 3.6: Modified pthread mutex lock/unlock functions.

method for a thread to register its locking request into the lock queue in the home
node where the lock variable locates. Then the thread goes into the sleep mode
and waits for wakeup until the lock variable is released.

Once a thread finishes the critical section, the q_spinlo-ck_unlock function
is called to release the lock variable and wake up one of the sleeping threads in
two steps. At first, an atomic_release function is called to release the shared lock
variable. Then the sys_futex(lock, FUTEX_WAKE) function is called to send a
WAKE_UP request to the request queue in the home node. In our mechanism, we
give the lowest priority to the WAKE_UP request to implement the “Wakeup Request
Last” rule in Table 3.1, Section 3.5.2.

Starvation avoidance. Although prioritizing packets with small RTR can
increase the opportunity of a thread entering into critical section in the low-overhead
spin phase, such prioritization may however cause starvation to higher RTR value
threads. To avoid the starvation, our mechanism tracks the progress of threads,
and packets belonging to slow progress threads are prioritized over packets from
fast progress ones. This ensures that locking requests from low progress threads
always get served first in the NoC routers.

As shown in Algorithm 2, our queue spinlock tracks the progress of a thread
and records its value to a local register in the core, which will further be integrated
into the locking request packet header for routers to do priority-based scheduling.
To this end, we add an additional field, denoted PROG, in the Linux thread handler
(called Process Control Block, PCB) to dynamically track the progress of a thread.
There are plenty of ways to determine per-thread progress information. For our
purpose, we use the progress value to specify the times that a thread has successfully
entered into critical sections. During thread initialization, the progress value PROG
of all threads is set to 0. Whenever a thread has successfully finished the jobs inside
a critical section, PROG is increased by 1 when the critical section is released (as
shown in Line 3 of Algorithm 3).

Compatibility with existing mutex synchronization. It is worth not-
ing that the new implementation of the queue spinlock in the OS remains the
underlying technique to implement user-space synchronization primitives such as
the pthread mutex [118] or OpenMP critical directives [23]. Figure 3.6 shows that
the proposed queue spinlock can be used to implement pthread_mutex_lock and
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Table 3.1: Priority rules of the NoC routers

Rules in priority-based NoC routers
1: Slow Progress First. Packets from a slower progress thread are prioritized

over packets from a faster progress thread.
2: Locking Request Packet First. Among threads with the same progress, both

locking request packets from the spinning phase and wakeup requests from the
sleeping phase are prioritized over normal data and cache coherence packets.

3: Least RTR First. Among threads with the same progress, locking request
packets that have smaller RTR values are prioritized over locking request packets
that have larger RTR values.

4: Wakeup Request Last. Locking requests from the spinning phase are priori-
tized over wakeup requests from the sleeping phase.

pthread_mutex_unlock functions in the pthread library. More importantly, there
is no need to modify the source code of programs that are already written with the
pthreads or OpenMP libraries to use our technique. Therefore our enhanced queue
spinlock is transparent to application programs.

3.5.2 Hardware support in NoC

Router micro-architecture. In hardware, after obtaining the RTR and progress
information from the OS, routers in the NoC prioritize locking request packets
with smaller RTR over locking request packets with larger RTR to maximize the
opportunity that a thread wins the critical section access right during the spinning
phase. To achieve this, we develop a router with priority-based virtual channel
(VC) and switch allocation, as shown in Figure 3.7. Our baseline router is a 2-
stage pipelined speculative router [134] in which the first stage performs Route
Computation (RC), VC Allocation (VA), and Switch Allocation (SA) in parallel
and the second stage is Switch Traversal (ST). Further, Table 3.1 summarizes the
prioritization rules that are applied to both VC and switch allocation for packet
scheduling.

Additional head fields in locking & wakeup request packets. To inte-
grate the RTR value as well as the thread progress information into the request
packet, we add three additional fields, priority check bit, priority bits, and progress
bits, to the request packet header. As shown in Figure 3.8, before a locking re-
quest packet is sent into the network, the network interface (NI) integrates these
additional fields into the request packet header. The priority check bit then differ-
entiates a lock/wakeup request packet from normal data and coherence packets. In
our scheme, we first prioritize packets from slow progress threads over fast progress
ones to avoid starvation. Then, among threads with the same progress, we priori-
tize both lock and wakeup request packets over normal data and cache coherence
packets. Further, we prioritize locking packets with small RTR values over packets
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with larger RTR values, and we set the priority of wakeup requests in the sleeping
phase to the lowest level to delay critical section grants to sleeping threads. The
packets prioritization rules are summarized in Table 3.1). As shown in Figure 3.8,
the priority bits reflect the priority level of a packet based on the RTR value. To
minimize the priority comparison overhead in routers, we use one-hot coding to
represent the priority of a packet as in [30], with one priority level mapped to one
bit in the priority bits, and the lowest priority level of the wakeup request packet
to one additional bit. However, such one-priority-level one-bit mapping may intro-
duce considerable hardware overhead. In state-of-the-art Linux 4.2 environment,
the maximum spinning times of a queue spinlock is 1282, thus 129 bits (128 RTR
priority bits + 1 additional bit) are required for the priority bits in one-hot coding.

2Based on the Linux 4.2 kernel from www.linux.com
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To achieve low-overhead design, instead of mapping one RTR value to one priority
bit (thus K RTR values K bits), we evenly divide the maximum spin time-span into
8 segments, with each segment containing 16 spin times. Further, we map one such
spin time segment into one priority bit, thus only 9 bits (8 RTR priority bits + 1
additional bit) are needed to cover all the priority levels. During packetization, only
when the RTR value shifts to another segment, the priority of the outgoing locking
request packets is updated. The same principle is applied to assign the progress
bits. As shown in [30], by adopting the one-hot priority mapping mechanism, there
is no need to use comparators in routers to achieve priority-based arbitration, en-
suring limited hardware overhead. For wakeup request packets, they have always
the lowest priority indicated by the additional bit.

Priority-based packet scheduling. Figure 3.8 shows the effects of the prior-
itization rules in Table 3.1 on the packet scheduling order in routers. For narration
convenience, we use Rij to denote the locking request and Wi the wake-up request
from a thread, where i denotes the progress value (PROG) of the issuing thread,
and j the RTR value carried by the packet header. Assume that threads θ1, θ2 and
θ3 with progress value a send three locking requests with RTR values of 1, 2, and
3 to the home node of the lock variable, respectively. Threads η1, η2 and η3 with
progress value b also send three locking requests with RTR values of 1, 2, and 3 to
the lock variable’s home node. The locations of the issuing threads and the home
node, and the routing path of the request packets are shown in the example NoC
in Figure 3.8. Further assume that a < b, which implies that threads η1, η2 and η3
have progressed faster than threads θ1, θ2 and θ3. Suppose that the previous criti-
cal section has been held by thread θp, which has finished the critical section access
and advances to progress b. After releasing the critical section, thread θp sends a
wake-up request (as denoted by Wb) to the lock queue in the home node to wake up
one of the sleeping threads. Figure 3.8 illustrates the arrival and departure order
of the above requests at the highlighted router R. In comparison with two possible
round-robin (the default scheduling policy in the baseline router) scheduling policy
results starting from the east VC and the west VC, Figure 3.8 gives an example
of our priority-based packet scheduling policy, where the request packets of smaller
RTR are prioritized over request packet with larger RTR, and the wake-up request
of a thread gets the lowest priority.

Fairness of the priority-based scheduling scheme. As shown in Figure
3.8, although our priority-based packet scheduling scheme is in favor of packets from
slow-progress threads, this priority is however not dominating the packet service
in the router, because within the same VC packets are served in FIFO order. As
the figure shows, the three packets (in green color, with superscript “a”) from slow
progress threads (θ1, θ2, θ3) indeed do not block the three packets (in blue color,
with superscript “b”) from fast progress threads (η1, η2, η3). Since the priority-
based packet scheduling scheme is built on top of FIFO fairness, our mechanism
achieves a balanced treatment on priority and fairness.

Design and overhead of low-cost LPA. To achieve low overhead in the
priority-based VC and switch allocation, we adopt a 2-stage arbitration approach,
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as sketched in Figure 3.7 and detailed in Figure 3.9. In the first stage, a Local
Priority Arbiter (LPA) logic is added to each input channel to select the highest
priority packets in the local VCs. As shown in Figure 3.9, the per-packet priority
check bit acts as the enable signal for checking priority bits in the arbitration
process. Only when a packet has the priority check bit of 1 (which means a locking
or wake-up request packet), its priority bits are compared. As the figure shows,
we exploit one-hot coding to implement different priorities. Each LPA generates
two outputs to the second stage where the local highest priority packets are further
compared with each other to win the global VC/switch allocation. The first output
is the highest priority level in the local VCs, and the second output is an index of
the packet(s) with the highest priority.

We exemplify the LPA operation with Figure 3.9. For narration convenience, we
assume three priority levels for locking & wake-up requests, and thus three priority
bits in each request packet. Assume that each input channel contains m VCs (here
m = 3). Three packets with priority bits “100” (highest priority), “100” (highest
priority) and “010” (middle priority), arrive at the VCs of input channel 1. The
first output of the LPA is thus “100”, indicating that the highest priority from input
channel 1 is “100”. Further, the index of the three packets in input channel 1 are
output in the bit combination of “110”, indicating the exact locations of the two
packets with the highest priority. The outputs of LPA are then input to the second
step for global VA and SA. After the allocation, the packet index is used to select
the winning packet. If there are more than one packet with the highest priority, a
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Table 3.2: Simulation platform configuration
Item Amount Description

Processor 64
cores

Alpha based 2.0 GHz out-of-order cores. 32-entry instruction queue, 64-entry
load queue, 64-entry store queue, 128-entry reorder buffer (ROB).

L1-
Cache

64
banks

Private, 32 KB per-core, 4-way set associative, 128 B block size, 2-cycles
latency, split I/D caches, 32 MSHRs.

L2-
Cache

64
banks

Chip-wide shared, 1 MB per-bank, 16-way set associative, 128 B block size,
6-cycles latency, 32 MSHRs.

Memory 8 ranks 4 GB DRAM, 512 MB per-rank, up to 16 outstanding requests for each pro-
cessor, 8 memory controllers.

NoC 64
nodes

8×8 mesh network. Each node consists of 1 router, 1 network interface (NI),
1 core, 1 private L1 cache, and 1 shared L2 cache. X-Y dimensional routing.
Router is 2-stage pipelined, 6 VCs per port, 4 flits per VC. 128-bit data path.
Directory based MOESI cache coherence protocol. One cache block consists
of 1 packet, which consists of 8 flits. One coherence control message consists
of 1 single-flit packet.

priority -
128 retry times in the spinning phase. 9 priority levels, 8 higher levels for
requests in the spinning phase, each priority level is mapped to 16 retry times;
1 lowest priority level for wakeup requests.

Benchmark-

PARSEC and SPEC OMP2012. To scale the benchmarks well to 64 cores,
we choose large input sets for all programs in PARSEC. For data validity, we
only report results obtained from the multi-threaded execution phase called
Region-of-Interest (ROI) in the experiments.

random selection is made.

3.6 Experiments

3.6.1 Methodology

We evaluate our Opportunistic Competition Overhead Reduction (OCOR) tech-
nique with timing-detailed full-system simulations using both PARSEC (11 pro-
grams) [13] and SPEC OMP2012 (14 programs) [121] benchmarks. We implement
and integrate our design in GEM5 [14], on which the OS kernel (Linux 4.2) and
the embedded network GARNET [2] are enhanced according to our technique. The
details of the simulation platform setup are shown in Table 3.2. As the table shows,
our CMP uses the Alpha based out-of-order cores, which supports Alpha-ev67 ISA.

At the software level, we enhance the default queue spinlock (mutex) implemen-
tation of Linux 4.2, as illustrated in Algorithm 2 and 3 in Section 3.5.1. For this
modification to be visible to user-space, we further revise the corresponding critical
section locking/unlocking functions in pthread and OpenMP libraries, which are
implemented on top of the Linux’s mutex. This involves integrating the enhanced
queue spinlock in Section 3.5.1 to the pthread_mutex_lock, pthread_mutex_unlock
functions in the pthread library and the #pragma omp critical directive in the
OpenMP library. At the hardware-level, we modify the default VA and SA (class
VCallocator and SWallocator) of the GARNET VC router in GEM5 to support our
priority based arbitration.

Unless otherwise specified, each PARSEC and OMP2012 program runs on 64
cores with one core running one thread. Moreover, eight priority levels are used for
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the execution profile of benchmark bodytrack without
and with our technique. In the figure, High/Low-COH denotes high/low competi-
tion overhead featured thread blocking time.

locking requests, and one level for wakeup requests. We compare results obtained
without OCOR (Original) and with OCOR. The platform without OCOR is the
baseline which uses the original Linux queue spinlock without any modification in
all programs.

3.6.2 Experimental results
Competition overhead reduction

Figure 3.10 illustrates the execution profile of a PARSEC benchmark bodytrack.
Due to space limitation and clarity concern, we select to report the first 3000 cycles
of execution time of the first 16 threads in Figure 3.10. The figure divides the thread
execution time into three parts: 1) parallel execution part, where threads perform
concurrent computation tasks, 2) thread blocking time which includes competition
overhead in the locking process (see Equation 1), and 3) critical section execution,
where threads execute the critical section code. Based on the figure, we can make
the following observations. First, each thread spends very little time in the critical
section. This is due to the fact that parallel programs optimize the critical section
code to small size in order to shorten the serial execution of the program. In the
above threads, the time spent in critical section is about 5.2% of total application
execution time. Second, in terms of the competition overhead each thread spends
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(a) Competition overhead improvement with OCOR
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(b) Fraction of critical section accesses in the spinning phase

Figure 3.11: Improvements in COH and the fraction of threads entering critical
section in the low-overhead spinning phase.

to wait for entering into the critical section, the time is much longer than the
execution time of the critical section itself. As Figure 3.10a shows, without OCOR,
high competition overhead featured thread blocking time consumes 33.2% of the
total application execution time. However, with OCOR, competition overhead
among threads is significantly reduced which decreases the thread blocking time to
18.7%, accelerating the execution of the bodytrack segment code by about 14.5%
(from 3000 to 2570 cycles).

Figure 3.11a shows the COH reduction across all 25 benchmarks, in which we
sort the percentage of improvement from most to least. After applying the proposed
technique, competition overhead is constantly reduced across all benchmarks. As
shown in the figure, benchmark botss achieves the maximum COH improvement
(61.8%) and imag the minimum (12.5%). The average COH improvement is 40.4%
for PARSEC and 39.3% for OMP2012 programs.

Figure 3.11b further illustrates that the proposed technique increases the chance
of a thread getting the critical section in the low-overhead spinning phase. For con-
sistency purpose, the benchmark order in Figure 3.11b remains the same as in
Figure 3.11a. The maximum improvement is also achieved by benchmark botss,
where without OCOR, only 25.7% of critical sections are obtained in the low-
overhead spinning phase. With OCOR, the percentage increases to 79.2%, where
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(b) Relative network utilization

Figure 3.12: Characteristics of all benchmarks in which we normalize the maximum
value in each case to 100%.

an improvement of 53.5% is achieved. Benchmark imag achieves the minimum im-
provement which is 9.5%. Overall, the average improvement across all benchmarks
is 33.1%.

Application-dependent improvement

The improvements in competition overhead and the chance that a thread gets the
critical section in the low-overhead spinning phase depends heavily on a bench-
mark’s characteristics. Figure 3.12 shows the characteristics of the PARSEC and
SPEC OMP2012 benchmarks in terms of critical section access rate and network
utilization. We keep the order of the benchmarks in both Figure 3.12a and Figure
3.12b the same as in Figure 3.11a. Figure 3.12a shows the normalized critical sec-
tion access rate, which is measured in the average critical section locking packet
injection rate, and reflects how often a thread needs to access a critical section. As
the figure shows, benchmark ilbdc has the maximum critical section access rate and
imag the minimum. For comparison convenience, we normalized the value obtained
from the maximum one ilbdc to 100%. Figure 3.12b shows the normalized network
utilization of all benchmarks, which is measured in the average network packet in-
jection rate, and reflects an application’s network communication demand. As the
figure shows, benchmark botss achieves the maximum network utilization and ketree
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the minimum. For comparison convenience, we normalized the value obtained from
botss to 100%.

From Figure 3.12, we can observe that the higher critical section access rate and
the higher network utilization of a benchmark, the higher competition overhead
reduction is achieved by our technique. This is in accordance to the intuition that
applications with higher network packet injection rate and higher critical section
access rate tend to overload the NoC heavier, creating more severe competition
among threads and increasing the occurrence likelihood of the slow scenarios in
Figure 3.5. Therefore it offers greater opportunity for our technique to achieve
larger improvement. For example, in benchmarks botss, ilbdc and botsa, both the
network injection rate and critical section access rate are high, and our technique
achieves 61.8%, 61.5%, and 58.2% competition overhead reduction, respectively. In
benchmark img, although both the network utilization and critical section access
rate are low, our technique still achieves 12.6% reduction in competition overhead.

To analyze the effect of critical section access rate and network utilization on
the COH improvement, we divide the benchmarks in Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.12
into 3 groups. In Group 1, critical section access rates across different benchmarks
remain quite stable, but network utilization decreases. The COH improvement thus
decreases accordingly, as shown in Figure 3.11a. In Group 2, both critical section
access rate and network utilization stay relatively stable, the improvements of COH
show small variations. The most interesting cases occur in Group 3, where both
critical section access rate and network utilization fluctuate largely. As Figure 3.12
shows, benchmarks (for example bodytrack and kdtree) that have higher critical
section access rate and lower network utilization achieve more COH improvements
than benchmarks (freqmine and applu) that have lower critical section access rate
and higher network utilization. This shows that critical section access rate exerts
a relatively heavier impact on the COH reduction. This makes sense because, only
when a thread issues more critical section locking requests into the network, the
network utilization starts to show its effects on COH reduction. Otherwise, even if
the network is overloaded, there are low competitions among threads to get access
to critical section, and thus there is little space in the COH improvement.

ROI finish time reduction

We first illustrate the influence of OCOR on critical section execution through
Figure 3.13, in which we report the percentage of ROI execution time spent in
critical sections across different benchmarks. As can be observed in the figure,
instead of reducing the execution of critical section itself, our OCOR aims to reduce
the competition overhead in which threads compete to enter into critical sections.
Thus, compared with the original design, applying OCOR negligibly effects critical
section execution time across all benchmark programs.

Figure 3.14a depicts the improvements in percentage of COH in ROI finish
time, and Figure 3.14b reports the improvements in ROI finish time across all
benchmarks. As shown in Figure 3.14a, the fraction of COH in the ROI finish
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Figure 3.13: Relative critical section execution time
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(a) Percentage of COH in ROI finish time
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(b) Comparison in ROI finish time

Figure 3.14: Improvement in COH leading to reducing ROI finish time.

time differs in different benchmarks. Benchmark kdtree in SPEC OMP2012 has
the most competition overhead fraction which is 39.8% of the program’s ROI finish
time, and benchmark ferret in PARSEC has the least fraction, which is 26.1%. The
fraction of competition overhead in the ROI execution directly influences the effects
of our technique on the overall ROI finish time improvement. The higher fraction
of competition overhead, the larger improvement achieved. As Figure 3.14b shows,
in benchmark ilbdc, the maximum improvement in ROI finish time achieved is
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the percentage of time spent in COH for all benchmarks
running in 4, 16, 32, 64 threads.

about 24.5% (61.5% COH reduction, where the COH is 39.7% of the ROI execution
time), and in benchmark imag, the least improvement is achieved, which is about
3.4% (12.5% COH reduction, where the COH is 27.4% of the ROI execution time).
Further, the average ROI finish time improvement is 13.7% for PARSEC and 15.1%
for OMP2012 benchmarks.

Scalability evaluation

To evaluate scalability, Figure 3.15 shows the results of our technique applied to
4, 16, 32, 64 threads running on 4, 16, 32, 64 cores, respectively. In all the cases,
we normalize the competition overhead without OCOR to 100%. As shown in
the figure, our mechanism constantly reduces the competition overhead across all
benchmarks. Further, the more threads spawned, the larger COH reduction.

In the case of 4 threads, improvements of the proposed mechanism are limited
across all benchmarks. This is because in the fewer threads situation, competition
among threads is low, thus little time has been spent in the competition overhead.
However, with the growing number of threads, competition among threads also
increase, thus the more improvement our technique achieves. As shown in Figure
3.15, the scalable improvement of our technique is also affected by the characteristics
of benchmarks. For example, in low network utilization and low critical section
access rate benchmark such as imag, the improvements in 4, 16, 32, 64 threads are
1.7%, 4.9%, 9.2% and 12.5%, respectively. However, in high network utilization
and high critical section access rate benchmark such as ilbdc, the corresponding
improvements are 5.0%, 18.3%, 43.5%, and 61.5%.
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Figure 3.16: COH improvements with different priority levels for two extreme cases

The number of priority levels for locking request packets is a design parameter,
which determines the prioritization granularity of our technique. In general, more
priority levels will enable finer scheduling accuracy and increase the performance.
However, adding more priority levels will also add more hardware overhead. There-
fore a proper priority level should be chosen. To investigate the impact of different
priority levels on the COH improvement, we look into the two extremes, one pro-
gram botss showing best improvement and the other program imag the minimum
improvement. Figure 3.16 shows their COH improvements as the number of prior-
ity levels grows. As can be observed, increasing the priority level increases the im-
provement, but the improvement acceleration decreases, meaning non-proportional
benefit increase until saturation. Program benefiting more from our technique has
a larger improvement potential. This figure also justifies the selection of the eight
priority levels as our default architecture configuration.

Summary of main results

We summarize the improvements in COH and ROI finish time for all benchmarks
in the 64-thread case in Table 3.3, where we also list their critical session access
rate (CS Rate) and network utilization characteristics. The results are ordered by
the ROI finish time improvement from up to down, with the lowest improvement on
the top line. As shown in the table, in the PARSEC benchmarks, the average COH
reduction reaches 40.4% and the average improvement in ROI finish time is 13.7%.
The maximum COH reduction reaches 50.5% and the maximum improvement in
ROI finish time is 19.5%, both for canneal. In SPEC OMP2012, the average COH
reduction reaches 39.3% and the average improvement in ROI finish time is 15.1%.
The maximum COH reduction reaches 61.8% for botss and the maximum improve-
ment in ROI finish time is 24.5% for ilbdc. Across all 25 benchmarks, the average
COH reduction reaches 39.9% and the average ROI finish time improvement is
14.4%.
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Table 3.3: Result summary for the 64-thread case

COH ROI COH ROI

CS Rate Net. Util. Impro. Impro. CS Rate Net. Util. Impro. Impro.

ferret low low 35.5% 9.3% imag low low 12.5% 3.4%

vips high low 36.7% 9.7% bt331 low low 20.8% 8.0%

fluid low low 32.0% 10.5% applu low high 26.8% 9.9%

body high low 33.0% 11.7% smith low low 29.4% 11.5%

freq low high 31.6% 13.1% fma3d high low 36.5% 12.5%

stream high high 43.1% 13.9% bwaves high low 33.9% 13.2%

x264 high high 44.8% 14.9% kdtree high low 33.4% 13.3%

swap high low 40.3% 15.7% md high low 35.6% 14.1%

face high high 46.9% 16.0% nab high low 39.7% 14.9%

dedup high high 50.3% 16.9% swim high low 43.8% 17.1%

can high high 50.5% 19.5% mgrid high high 55.7% 21.8%

botsa high high 58.1% 23.2%

botss high high 61.8% 24.4%

ilbdc high high 61.5% 24.5%

PARSEC average 40.4% 13.7% OMP2012 average 39.3% 15.1%

Overall average improvement in COH is 39.9%, in ROI finish time 14.4%.

Characteristics
PARSEC OMP2012

Characteristics





Chapter 4

In-network packet generation for
performance enhancement1

4.1 Introduction

As the core count grows quickly, there is a greater potential to speed up the
execution of parallel and concurrent programs. While this trend helps to

linearly expedite the concurrent execution part, the ultimate application speedup
is however limited by the sequential execution part of programs, as reflected in the
well-known Amdahl’s law [79].

CS2

CS1Thread θ1

Thread θ2
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Thread θ3 CS3
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Figure 4.1: Parallel program execution.

Figure 4.1 shows the typical execution of a multi-threaded program. After an
initialization phase, N threads start parallel executions and encounter a synchro-
nization point where each thread competes to access a critical section (CS). This
leads to serialized CS execution, and serialized CS access which incurs competi-
tion overhead (COH) due to locking retries in spin-lock primitives [139, 4, 63, 59]

1This section is based on the material from the paper: Yuan Yao and Zhonghai Lu, “iNPG:
Accelerating Critical Section Access with In-Network Packet Generation for NoC Based Many-
Cores”, in Proceedings of the 24nd IEEE International Symposium on High Performance Com-
puter Architecture (HPCA 2018), Vienna, Feb. 2018.

73
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and context switching & sleep overhead in queue spin-lock primitive (See details
in Section 4.3). To expedite parallel application execution, most previous works
emphasize on accelerating the CS parts shown in Figure 4.1 by exploiting vari-
ous mechanisms such as running the CS code on fat cores in asymmetric CMPs
[159, 160, 87, 119, 162, 161], or predicting and prioritizing threads that are exe-
cuting critical sections [45, 164, 100]. Recent research in [169] demonstrates that
COH may indeed exceed the time for CS execution in NoC-based many-cores, and
become the dominating factor limiting the performance of parallel applications.
By opportunistically avoiding the OS-level context switching & sleep overhead, the
proposed OCOR (Opportunistic Competition Overhead Reduction) technique in
[169] shows great COH reduction (over 30% on average for PARSEC and SPEC
OMP2012 benchmarks) and application acceleration up to 24.5%. This work is
however only applicable for queue spin-lock and has no effect on various popular
spin-lock primitives. Furthermore, without consideration of cache coherence for
lock spinning, they neglect the importance of cache coherence in influencing COH
in cache-coherent many-cores.

In this section, we show that the lock coherence overhead (LCO) in lock spinning
for both spin-lock primitives and the spinning phase of queue spin-lock primitive is
a major source of COH. This is because, in lock spinning, each competing thread
will generate an exclusive access request to the home node where the lock variable
is stored. However, only one of these exclusive accesses will succeed, and the home
node will then invalidate the CS lock copies in all the other threads’ L1 caches. Only
when the winning thread, which is the new owner of the lock variable, receives all
acknowledgements from the losing threads, it can proceed to execute the following
critical section. To reduce such high overhead coherence round-trip latency, we
propose an in-network packet generation (iNPG) technique that can perform early
cache invalidation to locking failure threads, thereby reducing LCO and accelerating
execution of multi-threaded applications. iNPG is enabled by active “big” routers,
which can not only transmit packets like normal routers but also generate packets in
the network as early invalidations to L1 caches of failing threads. The big routers
then wait for the acknowledgements from the losing threads, and then forward
the acknowledgements to the winning thread to send a valid lock copy to each
of the losing thread. In this way, the home node is largely freed from the lock
coherence maintenance burden, and the winning thread can move forward to the CS
more quickly. Focusing on lock spinning, iNPG is an orthogonal scheme to OCOR
suggested for queue spin-lock in [169]. As such, it can be combined seamlessly with
OCOR to achieve the highest COH reduction with both various spin-lock primitives
and the queue spin-lock primitive, as shown in experimental results.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss related work in
Chapter 4.2. Chapter 4.3 gives background and motivation. Chapter 4.4 illustrates
lock spinning in cache coherent architecture and describes our design principle.
Chapter 4.5 gives design and synthesis details of big router. In Chapter 4.6 we
report experiments and results.
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4.2 Related work

4.2.1 Analysis and identification of critical sections and threads

Eyerman and Eeckhout analyzed Amdahl’s law with the notion of critical section
in [51]. They developed an analytical model to show that mutual excluded critical
section execution imposes a fundamental limit on parallel programs’ performance.
In [24], Chen and Stenström proposed a critical lock analysis method for diagnos-
ing critical section bottlenecks in multi-threaded applications. This method can
reliably identify the critical sections that are critical for performance, and quantify
the impact of such critical sections on the overall performance. In [48], based on
the analysis of why multi-threaded workloads typically show sublinear speedup on
multi-core chips, the concept of speedup stack was develop to quantify the impact
of various scaling delimiters such as LLC and memory subsystem interference, lock
spinning & yielding, workload imbalance, cache coherency, etc. Due to synchroniza-
tion behavior, threads can be critical for program performance. In [42], the concept
of thread criticality was developed and the thread criticality metric was defined to
take into account both a thread’s execution time and the number of concurrent
waiting threads. Further, criticality stacks were designed to visually break down
the total execution time into criticality-related components, facilitating detailed
analysis of parallel imbalance.

4.2.2 Combining synchronization networks

There have been proposals for multi-stage interconnection networks that combine
concurrent accesses to the same memory location [61, 53, 140, 135], multi-stage
networks that have special synchronization variables embedded in each stage of the
network [28], and special purpose cache to maintain a queue of processors waiting
for the same lock [59, 101]. In [46], Eisley et al. proposes to implement cache
coherence protocols within the network via the MSI directory-based protocol which
allows in-transit optimizations of read and write delay. To reduce hot-spot con-
tention for synchronization variables, Yew, Tzeng, and Lawrie [170] have proposed
a data structure known as a software combining tree. Like hardware combining
in a multi-stage interconnection network [61], a software combining tree serves to
collect multiple references to the same shared variable into a single reference whose
effect is the same as the combined effect of the individual references. Recently,
[74] presents flat combining, a new synchronization paradigm based on the idea
that having a single thread holding a lock perform the combined access requests
of all others. [75] applies the flat-combining mechanism to a synchronous queue
algorithm. The algorithm first uses a single “combiner” thread acquires a global
lock and services other threads’ requests with very low synchronization overheads.

To accelerate multi-threaded applications, both iNPG and combining synchro-
nization networks exploit the opportunity that synchronization packets often pass
through the same router. However, iNPG is fundamentally different from the con-
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cept of combining network such as [61, 53, 140, 135, 28]. In a combining network,
the combining switches are able to recognize that two messages are directed to the
same memory location and in such cases they can combine the two messages into a
single one. However, iNPG seeks to invalidate shared cache copies of lock variables
in an early stage of cache coherence protocol by generating new packets rather than
combining the underlying synchronization operations. More importantly, combin-
ing network is invoked when two or more competing requests collide in-flight in the
router: they both try to arbitrate in the same cycle with one win and the others
fail. As investigated in [53], even in a large scale system such as a 512-node NYU’s
ultra-computer system, the occurrence of such scenario is still very low. However,
in our iNPG, we do not require that two locking requests arbitrate at the same cycle
at the same router. Instead, when the first locking request travels through a big
router, a temporary “barrier” is then set up to stop subsequent locking requests.

4.2.3 In-network techniques for collective communication
In the context of providing efficient 1-to-M and M-to-1 communications in NoCs,
in-network techniques for packet forking and aggregating were developed. In [99],
Krishna et al. proposed Flow Across Network Over Uncongested Trees (FANOUT)
and Flow AggregatioN In-Network (FANIN) to realize efficient 1-to-M forking
and M-to-1 aggregation, respectively. On-chip routers were customized to sup-
port FANOUT and FANIN. At most routers along flow path, packets incur only
single-cycle delays, thus approaching an ideal network with only wire delay/energy.
By leveraging clockless repetitive wires on the datapath, FANOUT and FANIN
were leveraged to SMART-FANOUT and SMART-FANIN [98] to enable forking
and reduction, respectively, across multiple routers in a network dimension in a
single cycle, thus providing a scalable collective communication scheme for NoCs.
The above in-network techniques aim to optimize collective communication via op-
timized routers, which perform efficient packet forking (like copy & paste) and
merging but never create new packets. In contrast, our big routers generate new
packets in the network, aiming to reduce COH.

4.3 Background and motivation

4.3.1 Different lock spinning mechanisms in many-core systems
In lock spinning, when a thread fails to lock a variable protecting a CS, it will keep
re-trying (after a short spin interval) until success. During the OS runtime quantum
(usually in the order of hundreds of milliseconds) of the spinning thread, no other
threads are allowed to use the core, leading to a waste of core processing time and
energy. However, by persistently polling on a lock variable, lock spinning can be
quickly successful once the lock is released. Modern OSes provide different lock
spinning mechanisms, including spin-locks and queue spin-lock, to support critical
section synchronization for concurrent programs.
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1) Test-and-set lock (TAS). The test-and-set lock is a spin-lock that employs a
polling loop to access a global boolean flag that indicates whether the critical section
is held. Each processor repeatedly executes an atomic test_and_set instruction
in an attempt to change the flag from false to true, thereby acquiring the lock.
The short of the test-and-set lock is the contention for the lock, as each waiting
processor accesses the single shared lock as frequently as possible.

2) The ticket lock (TTL). As proposed in [139], the ticket lock is a spin-lock that
consists of two counters, one request counter containing the number of processors
to acquire the lock, and one release counter recording the number of processors that
have released the lock. A processor competes for the lock by fetching a ticket from
the request counter, and waiting until its ticket is equal to the release counter. A
CPU releases the lock by incrementing the release counter.

3) Array-based queuing lock (ABQL). By having all competing cores spinning
on different lock variables, array-based queuing lock is a spin-lock that ensures
on a lock release only one core attempts to acquire the lock. In this way, ABQL
significantly decreases the number of lock contention when a lock is released. ABQL
has two versions, which are corespondingly proposed by Anderson [4] and Graunke
and Thakkar [63], in which the Anderson’s version further protects the ABQL with
an atomic test_and_set operation.

4) Mellor-Crummey and Scott (MCS) lock. As inspired by [59], Mellor-Crummey
and Scott [114] propose a per-core structured spin-lock, which is able to eliminate
much of the cache-line bouncing experienced by spin-locks. In MCS lock, when
a core attempts to secure a global lock variable, it will create an mcs_spin_lock
structure of its own. Using an atomic exchange operation (compare_and_swap), it
stores the address of its own mcs_spin_lock structure into the global lock’s “next
pointer” field. The atomic exchange operation will then return the previous value
of the next pointer. If that pointer was null, the acquiring core is successful in ac-
quiring the lock. Otherwise, the core is put into a queue waiting for its predecessor
to release the lock.

5) Queue spin-lock (QSL). QSL is a variant of spin-lock which is adopted in
most modern OSes such as Linux 4.22 and Unix BSD 4.43. It starts with a spin-lock
phase to secure a CS, and if not successful after a certain times of retry (by default
128 times in Linux 4.2), it yields to enter a sleep phase after context switching
(thus releasing the core for processing other tasks or in power-saving mode) and
the thread’s locking request is placed in a request queue. The thread continues
sleeping until waked up to secure the lock when the CS is unlocked by the holding
thread. The spin-lock phase of a queue spin-lock can be one of the four spin-
lock alternatives (TAS, TTL, ABQL, or MCS) discussed above. Because of its
advantages in both reducing synchronization traffic and OS overhead, we select
queue spin-lock with the spin-lock implemented as MCS lock.

2https://kernelnewbies.org/Linux_4.2
3http://www.unixdownload.net/
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4.3.2 Motivation
To show the criticality of lock coherence overhead (LCO) in different locking primi-
tives, we experimented on a 64-core architecture in GEM5 (See experimental setup
in Section 4.6), with each program running alone in 64 concurrent threads. Figure
4.2 reports the percentage of LCO in application running time under TAS, TTL,
ABQL, MCS and QSL in three applications: facesim, fliudanimate from PARSEC
and kdtree from SPEC OMP2012.
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Figure 4.2: Relative number of read-modify-write operations.

From Figure 4.2 we can observe that 1) across different benchmarks, the per-
centage of LCO in application running time differs. 2) TAS lock has the most
percentage of LCO, followed by TTL and ABQL locks; LCO percentage in MCS
and QSL locks are relatively the minimal among all locking primitives. As shown
in the figure, in benchmark ketree, TAS spends nearly 50% of application running
time synchronizing critical section lock among competing threads. With TTL and
ABQL, the percentage of LCO is reduced to 31% and 27%, correspondingly. In MCS
and QSL, because locking contention among threads is further minimized, the per-
centage of LCO reaches 14% and 17% application running time, correspondingly.
The same phenomenon has been consistently observed in fluidanimate and facesim,
where LCO occupies 65% and 90% application running time under TAS, 47% and
57% under TTL, 50% and 56% under ABQL, 20% and 30% under MCS, and 25%
and 32% under QSL. From the experiment we can conclude that LCO indeed lies
straightly on application execution critical path, causing heavy overhead for lock
spinning.

4.4 In-network packet generation

4.4.1 Target CMP architecture
Figure 4.3 shows a typical architecture for a 64-core 8×8 CMP, where the NoC
(routers and network interfaces) communicates messages among processor nodes
(a core with its private L1 cache), secondary on-chip shared L2 cache banks, and
on-chip memory controllers. Routers are organized in a popular mesh topology on
which the XY dimensional routing algorithm is implemented to achieve simplicity
and deadlock-free. Eight memory controllers are symmetrically connected to the
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Figure 4.3: A 64-core 8-by-8 CMP architecture.

middle nodes on the top and bottom rows. Due to its layout and packaging conve-
niences, this pattern has been used in academic and industrial CMP designs such
as MIT SCORPIO 36-core processor [35] and latest Intel Knights Landing 36-tile
processor [154]. To support cache coherency, a directory based MOESI cache co-
herence protocol is implemented. On the target CMP, once a core issues a memory
request, the private L1 is first checked for the presence of the requested data. If this
fails, depending on the location of the data block, the request is then forwarded to
the local shared L2 or via the NoC to remote shared L2/DRAM. Figure 4.3 also
depicts a big router deployment with 32 big routers interleaving with 32 normal
routers.

4.4.2 Lock spinning under cache coherency

We look into how lock spinning works and how its associated LCO is caused on
NoC based many-cores with cache coherence protocol.

Algorithm 4 shows an example assembly code [77] for a simple test-and-set spin-
lock implementation on many-cores. In the code, value 0 denotes a lock “available”
and value 1 “occupied”. In Line 1, a thread first spins to check on a local copy of
the lock variable (whose memory address is stored in local register R1 and the lock
itself is stored remotely at a home node) until it sees that the lock is available. Once
a thread finds that the lock is freed (by loading 0 into register R2), it then passes
Line 2. In Line 3, a thread first modifies the local lock copy from 0 to 1 to assert
its ownership for the lock (but the lock variable at the home node still remains as
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Figure 4.4: Spin-lock execution on an example 3×3 CMP under MOESI. In Step
1, the home node responds to read misses from θ1, θ2 and θ3 and sends a valid lock
copy to the local cache of each thread. In Step 2, each thread individually modifies
the lock to the “occupied” status (value 1) and competes with each other to get
the exclusive access right of the lock. In Step 3, the winning thread gets exclusive
access to the lock, with all losing threads’ lock copies invalidated. GetX requests
from θ2 and θ3 are further forwarded by the directory controller of the home node
to θ1. In Step 4, θ1 sends valid lock copies to θ2 and θ3 and then enters critical
section after collecting all acknowledgements from θ2 and θ3.
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Algorithm 4 Assembly code for lock spinning
1: Lock: LD R2, 0(R1) ;Load of lock to R2
2: BENZ R2, Lock ;Lock unavailable, spin
3: ADD R2, R0, #1 ;Change lock value to 1
4: SWAP R2, 0(R1) ;Swap
5: BENZ R2, Lock ;Loop to line 1 if seeing lock 1

0). Then, in Line 4, threads compete with each other to secure the lock by sending
an atomic swap request (SWAP) to the home node, which writes the locally modified
lock (with value 1) to the one in the home node (with value 0). The winning SWAP
request will then set the lock variable at the home node to 1 to assert its exclusive
access right to the lock. Consequently, all loser SWAP requests will only see 1 in the
lock variable which was set by the winner request. After the swap operation, the
winning thread passes Line 5 to execute the critical section, with all loser threads
spinning for the lock again from Line 1.

Figure 4.4 shows how Algorithm 4 is executed in three threads θ1, θ2 and θ3
on an example 3×3 CMP with MOESI cache coherence protocol. This procedure
operates in the following four steps, based on the behavior of the MOESI coherence
protocol introduced in [155], which is also the default MOESI protocol used in
GEM5. The lock variable in the home node is initialized to the “available” state
(value 0).

Step 1: When θ1, θ2 and θ3 execute Line 1 of Algorithm 4, because none of
them has a copy of the lock in their local cache, they all encounter a cold cache read
miss. Each thread then sends a data read request to the home node, which in-turn
sends a valid copy of the lock (value 0) back to the corresponding L1 cache of each
thread. At the same time, the home node marks θ1, θ2 and θ3 as data sharers of
the lock variable in its coherence directory.

Step 2: When the competing threads load 0 into their locally copied CS locks,
they pass Line 2. In Line 3, each thread locally modifies the lock to the occupied
state by changing its value to 1. Then, the three threads compete with each other
by executing the swap operation (SWAP in Line 4). At the hardware level, this is
done by each thread sending an atomic “read-for-modification” operation (GetX
request in GEM5), which tries to get the exclusive access right to the lock variable
in the home node. The winning thread will then execute the swap operation and
write 1 into the lock variable.

Step 3: In Figure 4.4, assuming that GetX from θ1 succeeds, and from θ2 and
θ3 fail. In this case, θ1 wins the exclusive access right to the lock. The directory
controller at the home node will perform three tasks. First, it notifies θ1 that it now
has the exclusive access right of the lock. Second, it searches its coherence directory
and sends invalidations to the lock copies in θ2’s and θ3’s caches. θ2 and θ3, upon
receiving the Invalidation, will then each sends an Invalidation-Acknowledgement
(InvAck in GEM5) to θ1, which is now the owner of the lock variable. Third, it
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forwards the GetX requests from θ2 and θ3 to θ1. Moreover, with the forwarded
GetX requests, the directory controller at the home node also forwards the total
number of data sharers (AckCount in GEM5) of the lock variable to θ1, so that θ1
can monitor the receiving of the InvAck messages.

Step 4: On receiving the forwarded GetX requests from θ2 and θ3, θ1 sends
a valid copy of the lock to the L1 caches of θ2 and θ3. Further, when θ1 receives
the acknowledgement from the home node and all of the InvAck messages from
θ2 and θ3, θ1 then knows that there are no longer any reader of the lock variable
and thus it may write to the lock without violating coherence. As a result, θ1 will
successfully execute the SWAP operation and executes the following critical section,
while θ2 and θ3 will again loop back to Line 1. After θ1 finishes its critical section,
it releases the lock by changing the lock value from occupied (value 1) to available
(value 0) in the home node.

4.4.3 Reduce lock coherence overhead with iNPG
Figure 4.5a depicts the transactional procedure for Step 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 4.4.
When the three competing threads θ1, θ2 and θ3 execute spin-lock, three atomic
swaps (corresponding to three GetX requests in GEM5) are issued, which are routed
through NoC routers (denoted R in Figure 4.5) to the home node. The winning
GetX will exclusively secure the lock. Directory controller in the home node then
invalidates the lock copies in θ2’s and θ3’s L1 caches, and forwards the GetX requests
from θ2 and θ3 to θ1, which is now the owner of the lock. When θ1 receives
the forwarded GetX requests it then sends valid lock copies to θ2’s and θ3’s L1
caches. Further, after θ1 receives all InvAcks from θ2 and θ3, it can move forward
to execute codes in the critical section. From Figure 4.5a, we can observe that the
coherence traffic between the home node and θ1, θ2, θ3 lies on the critical path
of program execution time. As shown in the motivational Figure 4.2, this lock
coherence overhead (LCO) is a significant part of application running time because
the home node is solely responsible for sending invalidations to all failing threads
and θ1 has to collect all the invalidation acknowledgements to move forward.

We aim to shorten the lock coherence latency, i.e., LCO, so as to reduce COH
in lock spinning. To this end, we propose in-network packet generation (iNPG)
enabled by “big” router (denoted BR in Figure 4.5b), a normal router enhanced
with active packet generation functionality for maintaining cache coherency. This
is possible because intermediate routers can be used to provide a temporary “bar-
rier” for a lock variable. Once an intermediate router transfers a GetX request for
lock variable ` (denoted GetX[`]) out, a temporary “barrier” is set up for lock
`, which will stop delivering failing GetX[`] requests that lose arbitration to the
delivered GetX[`], or subsequent GetX[`] requests that arrive later at the router.
Since the “barriers” are set up distributively at intermediate routers instead of ag-
gregated at the home node, multiple early invalidations can be generated and sent
by intermediate big routers to shorten LCO. More details are presented in Section
4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Big router enabled iNPG aiming to shorten lock coherence overhead
(LCO) in lock spinning.

The principle of iNPG can be illustrated in Figure 4.5b. When the losing or later
arriving GetX operations reach a big router, their further transmissions are stopped.
Instead, cache invalidations are immediately generated and sent by the big router
to their issuing threads (θ2 and θ3 in Figure 4.5). The big router then forwards the
GetX requests and the acknowledgements (InvAcks) from the failing threads to the
home node, which are then forwarded by the home node to the winning thread (θ1
in Figure 4.5). In this way, the invalidation and acknowledgement of the lock copy
is done on the way to the home node instead of being done after the GetX requests
of the losing threads reach the home node. Note that if the winning GetX request
is determined at the home node (e.g., two GetX requests arrive at the home node
at the same time but from different inports), the home node is then responsible for
sending invalidation to and waiting for acknowledgement from the thread that lost
the local arbitration at the home node, just as in the original operation.
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4.5 Design details

4.5.1 Big router micro-architecture

The idea of iNPG for early cache coherence completion is realized by “big” router,
which enhances a normal NoC router with packet-generation functionality. Figure
4.6 shows the micro-architecture of a big router, in which the packet generator is
added to maintain a locking barrier table and generates cache coherence packets
in the network. Our baseline router is a 2-stage pipelined speculative router [134]
in which the first stage performs Route Computation (RC), Virtual Channel (VC)
Allocation (VA), and Switch Allocation (SA) in parallel and the second stage is
Switch Traversal (ST).

In a big router, the VC allocator interacts with the packet generator as follows.
(1) On detecting the first GetX request targeting a lock is transferred out at a big
router, the VC allocator informs the packet generator to create an entry in the
locking barrier table for every stopped GetX request. (2) Once an entry is created,
it acts as a “barrier” for GetX requests aiming for the same lock, i.e., subsequent
or arbitration-failed GetX requests for the lock will be stopped. Whenever a GetX
is stopped, an Inv packet will be generated, stored to a separate VC, and sent to
the corresponding thread. Meanwhile, the VC allocator changes the failed GetX
request to a FwdGetX request, which is forwarded to the home node. (3) Once
receiving the InvAck packet for an early Inv packet that have been sent out by the
big router, the big router forwards the received InvAck to the home node, which
further sends it to the lock owner. In implementation, packet generation is realized
in the same pipeline stage as ST.

Figure 4.6 also sketches the packet generator design, where each locking barrier
table entry records (1) the message issuing core’s ID, (2) the memory address of the
CS lock in the home node, and (3) the phase of the entry: GetX forwarded (denoted
GetXFwd), Inv generated (denoted Inv), InvAck for an early Inv received (denoted
InvAck), and InvAck forwarded (denoted AckFwd). Figure 4.6 also shows the
format of generated packets. We omit the information fields that are used for flow
control in all network packets (such as credits number, VC identifier, etc.), and focus
on the additional information fields that are generated. As shown in the figure, the
packet generator generates packet in the Inv phase (generates invalidation packet)
and the Ack phase (changes the destination of the received InvAck message to the
ID of the home node). One locking barrier table entry is freed when the entry has
finished all four phases. However, when the locking barrier table is full, following
GetX requests will pass through as in a normal router.

4.5.2 Synthesis and chip floorplan & layout

Methodology. We have made RTL implementations of the normal and big routers.
We perform RTL synthesis in Synopsys Design Compiler and physical floorplanning
& layout in Cadence SoC Encounter at the module and chip levels using TSMC’s 40
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nm low power library (typical case). During RTL synthesis, the core/un-core volt-
age is set to 1.1V (the default voltage in TSMC’s 40nm technology) and frequency
to 2.0GHz. During floorplanning, we use 1.7V as the chip input voltage, which
drives all I/O pins of the chip and then is scaled down to 1.1V for core/un-core
voltage. We select OpenRISC 12004 (OR1200) open source CPU as the core model,
whose configurations are adjusted according to our architectural setup in Table 4.1.
Integrating 32 normal and 32 big routers to 64 OpenRISC cores, we build a 64-core
chip following Figure 4.3.

Synthesis results. As shown in Figure 4.7a, a normal router consumes 19.9K
(equivalent NAND) gates while a big router consumes 22.4K gates. A packet gener-
ator consumes 2.5K gates with the majority coming from the locking barrier table
which has 16 entries by default and 40 bits (6 bits for Core ID, 32 bits for MemAddr
and 2 bits for State) per entry. The table is synthesized into registers. Moreover,
the added packet generator does not significantly increase the critical path inside
a big router. Under 2.0GHz timing constraint, we observed 2.9% of all end-to-end
paths violating the endpoint slack, which are all eliminated via placement optimiza-
tion during floorplanning. A packet generator consumes 8.4 mW dynamic power,
adding 9.9% overhead to a normal router. On the target architecture, one big

4https://openrisc.io/implementations
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Core Big router Router
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Figure 4.7: Synthesis and physical floorplan & layout results for one big/normal
router and the whole 64-core chip.

tile (1 core plus 1 big router) consumes 716.1 mW dynamic power, with the core
consuming 623.5 mW and the big router 92.6 mW. One normal tile (1 core plus 1
normal router) consumes 707.7 mW dynamic power, with the core power the same
as in a big tile but the router power decreasing to 84.2 mW.

Floorplan & layout results. As summarized in Figure 4.7a, the number of
floorplan layers is 28, which includes 10 metal routing layers, 11 via layers, 5 implant
layers, 1 master-slice layer and 1 AP layer. In the 10 metal layers, the top 2 layers
(layers M10 and M9) are dedicated for power mesh, which are featured with ultra
thick wires. As shown in Figure 4.7b, on the target architecture, each tile (both big
tile and normal tile) consumes equal chip area, with the distance between neighbour
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Table 4.1: Simulation platform configuration
Item Amount Description

Core 64
cores

Alpha 2.0 GHz out-of-order cores. 32-entry instruction queue, 64-entry load
queue, 64-entry store queue, 128-entry reorder buffer.

L1-
Cache

64
banks

Private, 32 KB per-core, 4-way set associative, 128 B block size, 2-cycle la-
tency, split I/D caches, 32 MSHRs.

L2-
Cache

64
banks

Chip-wide shared, 1 MB per-bank, 16-way set associative, 128 B block size,
6-cycle latency, 32 MSHRs.

Memory 8 ranks 4 GB DRAM, 512 MB per-rank, up to 16 outstanding requests for each pro-
cessor, 8 memory controllers.

NoC 64
nodes

8×8 mesh network. Each node consists of 1 router, 1 network interface (NI),
1 core, 1 private L1 cache, and 1 shared L2 cache. X-Y dimensional order
routing. Router is 2-stage pipelined, 6 VCs per port, 4 flits per VC, 4 virtual
networks. 128-bit data path. Directory based MOESI. One cache block con-
sists of 1 8-flit packet. One coherence control message consists of 1 single-flit
packet.

OCOR
[169]

-
128 retry times in the spinning phase. 9 priority levels, 8 higher levels for
requests in the spinning phase; each priority level is mapped to 16 retry times;
1 lowest priority level for wakeup requests.

iNPG -
Unless otherwise specified, 32 normal routers and 32 big routers, where one
big router is deployed between every two normal routers. 16-entry locking
barrier table in a big router.

tiles being 1.8 um to accommodate the 256-bit bi-directional wires between routers
(128-bit per direction with 1-bit wire width 0.007 um). Further, to implement
both big and normal routers with practical physical layout, we manipulate the
standard cell (SC) density to accommodate both big and normal router with the
same dimension, which is 460 um by 460 um (0.21 mm2) as shown in Figure 4.7c.
The cell density (before filler insertion) is 66.67% in a big router while 61.90% in
normal router, as reported in Figure 4.7a.

4.6 Experiments

4.6.1 Methodology
We evaluate iNPG with timing-detailed full-system simulations using both PAR-
SEC (10 programs 5,6 with all large input sets) [13] and SPEC OMP2012 (all
14 programs) [121] benchmarks. For data validity, results are obtained from the
multi-threaded execution phase called Region-of-Interest (ROI). We implement and
integrate our design in GEM5 [14], in which the embedded network GARNET [2]
is enhanced according to our technique. The key configurations of the simulation
platform are listed in Table 4.1. Each application runs on 64 cores with one core
running one thread. The operating system is Linux 4.2. Unless otherwise specified,
the synchronization primitive is the default queue spin-lock in Linux 4.2 with the

5We excluded blackscholes and swaptions, as the former contains merely barrier synchroniza-
tion and the latter only one CS.

6For legibility, we use short names to denote applications with long names, in which body is
short for bodytrack, can for canneal, face for facesim, fluid for fluidanimate, freq for freqmine, and
stream for streamcluster.
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spin-lock phase implemented as MCS lock. We set up four comparative cases as
follows.

Case 1 is Original, the baseline architecture that GEM5 simulates according
to the configurations in Table 4.1.

Case 2 is OCOR (Opportunistic Competition Overhead Reduction), the tech-
nique proposed for queue spin-lock in [169], which maximizes the chance that a
thread gets CS in low-overhead lock-spinning phase and minimizes the chance that
a thread gets CS during the high-overhead sleep phase.

OCOR is realized by software and hardware codesign. In software, OCOR
monitors the remaining times of retry (RTR) in a thread’s spinning phase, which
reflects in how long the thread must enter the high-overhead sleep phase. In hard-
ware, OCOR integrates the RTR information into the packets of SWAP requests,
and let the NoC routers prioritize SWAP request packets according to the RTR in-
formation. The principle is that the smaller RTR a SWAP request packet carries, the
higher priority it gets and thus quicker delivery. However, when a thread is already
in the sleep mode, it should access CS at a later time, since waking the thread up
will introduce considerable overhead. It is thus preferable to allow threads in the
low-overhead spinning phase to win. Besides, program progress information is em-
bedded in request packets to avoid starvation for low-priority requests. Following
[169], OCOR configuration is shown in Table 4.1.

Case 3 is our iNPG. In iNPG, we follow the NoC architecture introduced in
Figure 4.3, in which a big router interleaves with a normal router.

Case 4 is iNPG+OCOR, which combines iNPG with OCOR. In this case,
all routers support OCOR.

4.6.2 Experimental results

Benchmark CS characteristics

Figure 4.8 reports the CS characteristics of the 10 PARSEC and the 14 OMP2012
programs on the target 64-core CMP. Figure 4.8a gives the total CS access times
and average CPU cycles per CS for each program. Since tasks in each program
vary, both metrics differ from program to program. For example, in application
fluid of PARSEC, critical sections (secured by pthread_mutex_lock) are used to
synchronize indexes of liquid particles. Although each CS takes limited CPU cycles
to finish (average 81.47 CPU cycles), the total number of critical sections is however
high (10,240 times in total). In contrast, in application imag of OMP2012, critical
sections (secured by #pragma omp critical) are used to atomically modify an
image. Although the total number of critical sections is smaller (4,000 times in
total), each CS performs relatively heavy tasks and thus takes more CPU cycles
(average 179 CPU cycles) to finish.

Figure 4.8b breaks the total CS execution time (CS times × average cycles per
CS) of each application into competition overhead (COH) and the CS execution
time itself (CSE). It is evident that compared to CSE, COH contributes more
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Figure 4.8: Total CS times, average CPU cycle of each CS, and total CS execution
time breakdown.

significantly to application runtime. In the figure, we sort applications according
to the total CS execution time (COH+CSE) in the ascending order and divide
them into three groups, with Group 1 (6 programs) featuring lower, Group 2 (12
programs) medium, and Group 3 (6 programs) higher total CS execution time.

Application execution timing profile

To look into the details and impact of CS entry and access, we profile the program
execution timing in Figure 4.9 with program freqmine for the four comparative
cases. For clarity, we show the execution results of 30,000 CPU cycles of the first
8 threads in freqmine, where we divide the program execution timing diagram into
three phases. (1) Parallel phase, where threads perform concurrent computation
tasks; (2) COH phase, where threads compete with each other to enter the next
critical section; (3) CSE phase, where threads execute code in critical sections.

The Original application execution timing profile is shown in Figure 4.9a. As
illustrated, 62.1% of the CPU cycles are spent in the parallel phase, with 28.2%
in COH and 9.6% in CSE. Moreover, 78 critical sections are completed during the
reported 30,000 CPU cycles. However, with OCOR, COH across different threads is
significantly reduced. As shown in Figure 4.9b, 69.9% of the CPU cycles are spent
in the parallel phase, with 19.8% in COH and 10.4% in CSE. Moreover, 92 critical
sections are completed during the reported 30,000 CPU cycles, achieving 17.9%
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the execution timing profiles of program freqmine with
the four comparison mechanisms. Each thread execution is divided into three
phases: parallel phase, COH phase, and CSE phase.

application progress improvement than Original. This is because more threads
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secure the critical section in the low-overhead spinning phase instead of the high
overhead sleep phase.

Further, with iNPG, COH is also remarkably reduced. As shown in Figure 4.9c,
73.0% of the CPU cycles are spent in the parallel phase, with 17.1% in COH and
10.0% in CSE. Moreover, 96 critical sections are completed during the reported
30,000 CPU cycles, achieving 23.0% application progress improvement than Origi-
nal. This is because invalidations to failing or later arriving SWAP requests are sent
from big routers instead of from the home node. In this way, the losing threads get
early invalidations so that the application avoids heavy coherence traffic latency.
Finally, with iNPG+OCOR in which both CS grant order and the coherence traffic
latency are optimized, COH is further reduced than with iNPG or OCOR alone. As
drawn in Figure 4.9d, 80.1% of the CPU cycles are spent in the parallel phase, with
9.0% in COH and 10.9% in CSE. Moreover, 104 critical sections are completed dur-
ing the reported 30,000 CPU cycles, achieving 33.3% progress improvement than
Original.

Analysis on LCO reduction

To reveal the effects of iNPG on reducing lock coherence overhead (LCO), Figure
4.10 compares the average and histogram of coherence packet round-trip delay for
Original and iNPG in benchmark freqmine. The results are obtained for a scenario
where all 64 threads compete for the lock variable that is hosted at the shared L2
cache of core (5,6). The measurement starts at the time when all threads begin to
compete for the critical section and ends at the time when the last thread gets its
critical section.

Figure 4.10a shows the average coherence Invalidation-Ack-nowledgement (Inv-
Ack) round-trip delay between the home node and all competing threads inOriginal.
Without iNPG, the home node holding the critical section lock is solely responsible
for all the coherence invalidations, with the winning thread responsible for collect-
ing the acknowledgements from failing threads. Thus, depending on the distance
between a core and the home node, cores near the home node enjoy low coherence
overhead (since it can be invalidated at an early time), while cores that are farther
away from the home node suffers from higher coherence overhead. Figure 4.10b fur-
ther shows the corresponding coherence Inv-Ack round-trip delay histogram. The
maximum coherence packet round-trip delay reaches 97 CPU cycles, exhibiting
a “long tail” on the delay histogram, dominating the coherence completion time
among the home node and competing threads.

Figure 4.10c shows the effects of iNPG in reducing the average coherence Inv-
Ack round-trip delay. Applying iNPG, the coherence Inv-Ack round-trip delay has
less dependence on the distance between the home node and the competing threads.
This is because in iNPG, invalidation and the corresponding acknowledgement can
be done with distributed big routers instead of aggregately at the home node.
In this way, when a GetX request loses arbitration, the L1 cache in its issuing
thread will be invalidated by the nearest big router instead of by the home node.
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Figure 4.10: Average coherence packet round-trip delay and coherence packet
round-trip delay histogram comparisons for Original (Figure (a), (b)) and iNPG
(Figure (c), (d)) with benchmark freqmine.

Figure 4.10d further shows the corresponding coherence Inv-Ack round-trip delay
histogram. Compared to Figure 4.10b, the maximum coherence packet round-trip
delay is reduced to 15 CPU cycles, where the “long tail” delay is eliminated. The
average coherence packet round-trip delay is decreased from 39.3 to 9.5 cycles.

CS and application finish time reduction

Figure 4.11 shows the overall critical section (including both COH and CSE) ex-
pedition results of the four mechanisms. We normalize the results obtained from
Original to 1 in each benchmark. We can observe that the critical section expedi-
tion results are proportional to the total CPU cycles that an application spends in
critical sections as illustrated in Figure 4.8b. This is because the more CPU cycles
that a program spends in critical sections, the more opportunity is opened for iNPG
and OCOR to achieve higher competition overhead reduction. As shown in Figure
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Figure 4.11: Critical section execution results achieved by the four comparison
mechanisms.
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Figure 4.12: Application ROI finish time achieved by the four comparison mecha-
nisms.

4.11, across Group 1 applications, critical sections are averagely expedited by 1.2×
in OCOR, 1.4× in iNPG, and 1.8× in iNPG+OCOR. Across Group 2 applications,
average critical section expedition is further increased to 1.5× in OCOR, 1.9× in
iNPG, and 2.5× in iNPG+OCOR. Across Group 3 applications, critical sections
are further expedited by 1.6× in OCOR, 2.7× in iNPG, and 4.0× in iNPG+OCOR,
respectively. Across all 24 programs, OCOR expedites critical sections averagely
by 1.45× and maximumly by 1.90× (with program dedup). Further, iNPG aver-
agely expedites critical section by 1.98× and maximumly by 3.48× (with program
nab). In iNPG+OCOR, the average and maximum critical section completion is
expedited to 2.71× and 5.45× (with program nab), respectively.

Figure 4.12 shows the relative application ROI finish time of the four comparison
mechanisms, in which we normalize the results obtained from Original to 100%.
We can observe that all the four techniques have negligible effects on application
parallel execution phase, where each thread executes parallel computation tasks and
encounters no critical section. The ROI finish time reduction achieved by OCOR,
iNPG and iNPG+OCOR correlates to the CS characteristics of each application.
In Group 1 applications, compared with Original, the average ROI finish time is
reduced by 6.5% with OCOR, 10.6% with iNPG, and 16.3% with iNPG+OCOR.
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Across Group 2 applications, the average ROI finish time is reduced by 12.6% with
OCOR, 19.5% with iNPG, and 25.2% with iNPG+OCOR. In Group 3, the average
ROI finish time is reduced by 17.3% in OCOR, 27.1% in iNPG, and 32.4% in
iNPG+OCOR. Across all 24 programs, OCOR reduces the average ROI finish time
to 87.7% by 12.3% compared to Original. iNPG decreases the average ROI finish
time to 80.1% by 19.9%. Finally, iNPG+OCOR reduces the average ROI finish
time to 75.3% by 24.7%, exhibiting the highest ROI finish time reduction.

We can observe from Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 that the overall benefit of
iNPG+OCOR is not an accumulation of benefits from stand-alone iNPG and
OCOR. This is because in iNPG, LCO in the spinning phase is significantly re-
duced, thus more threads can gain CS access without entering into the sleep phase.
Since OCOR also aims to have more threads enter CS in their spinning phase, when
combined with iNPG, the opportunity for OCOR is reduced.

iNPG’s effectiveness with other locking primitives

In previous experiments we examine LCO and application expedition brought by
iNPG with the queue spin-lock (QSL) primitive of Linux 4.2. We now explain and
show the effectiveness of iNPG in reducing application ROI finish time with other
locking primitives, including test-and-set (TAS) lock, the ticket lock (TTL) [139],
array-based queuing lock (ABQL) [4, 63] and the MCS lock [59].

In TAS, each competing thread keeps spinning on the local CS lock variable
until it successfully enters the critical section. Thus, TAS generates extensive read-
modify-write operations because every time the lock is freed, each thread generates
an exclusive access request among which only one will success, with all failed ones
invalidated by the coherence protocol. The number of read-modify-write operation
is significantly reduced in TTL and ABQL. In both primitives, competing threads
are served in the FIFO order. Whenever a critical section is released, only one
thread can issue a read-modify-write operation to enter the next critical section.
The thread then takes the CS lock, and invalidates all CS locks in other threads’
caches. In the MCS lock, the lock contention traffic is further reduced. Instead of
polling on one unique lock variable, in the MCS lock, different threads poll on its
previous thread to access the next critical section. That is, each thread (except for
the first one) does not poll on a CS lock, but checks to see if its previous thread
has finished its critical section execution. In this way, when a thread finishes the
critical section, it directly notifies its successor to enter the next critical section.

Our experimental results are in accordance with the above analysis. Figure 4.13
compares the ROI finish time reduction achieved by iNPG with TAS, TTL, ABQL,
QSL and the MCS lock. From the figure we can observe that 1) with different
locking primitives, iNPG consistently reduces application ROI finish time across
all benchmark programs. 2) The benefits of iNPG differ with different locking
primitives. In average, after applying iNPG, ROI finish time is reduced by 68.6%
in TAS, by 43.6% in TTL, by 42.5% in ABQL, by 24.8% in QSL and by 21.5% in
the MCS lock. This shows that with TAS, TTL and ABQL, iNPG achieves more
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Figure 4.13: Application ROI finish time improvements with different locking prim-
itives.
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Figure 4.14: CS improvements with different big router deployments.

effective results than with QSL and MCS, which persist less lock competition traffic
in the NoC.

Sensitivity to big router deployment

Since iNPG relies on big routers to function, we investigate its sensitivity to big
router deployment by varying the number of big routers from 0 to 4, 16, 32 and 64.
We distribute all big routers evenly on the chip, where 0 big router is the Original
setup and 32 big routers represent the case illustrated in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.14
reports CS execution time results (including both CSE and COH) normalized to
the CS execution time of Original. We can make the following two observations.
First, as expected, across different benchmarks, iNPG significantly expedites COH,
with the CSE results remaining the same as in Original. Second, as the number
of big routers increases, COH is decreased accordingly. However, the further COH
expedition gains from 32 to 64 routers are marginal. Therefore for the 64-core
CMP, 32 big routers achieve a “sweet spot” between big router number and COH
expedition, and is thus used as the default big router deployment for experiments.
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Figure 4.15: iNPG’s effectiveness with different NoC dimensions and number of
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Sensitivity to NoC dimension and number of entries in locking barrier
table

Figure 4.15 shows iNPG’s effectiveness on reducing application ROI finish time
across all benchmark programs with different NoC dimensions, ranging from 2×2,
4×4, to 8×8 (default setup), 16×16 cores. From the figure we can observe that
with the NoC dimension increasing, iNPG brings more effectiveness on reducing
application ROI finish time. This is because as the number of cores scales, more
threads are involved in competing for the same critical section, and thus more
critical LCO becomes. For example, in the 2×2 NoC, iNPG averagely reduces
application ROI finish time by 4.7%, which is increased to 24.8% in the 8×8 NoC
and 57.5% in the 16×16 NoC.

Figure 4.15 also shows iNPG’s effectiveness with 4, 16 (default number) and 64
entries locking barrier table within a big router. From the figure we can observe
that in 2×2 and 4×4 NoC, different number of locking barrier table entries brings
marginal performance difference. However, in the 8×8, 10×10, and 16×16 NoC,
4 entries locking barrier table severely downgrades iNPG’s performance. This is
because as the NoC dimension scales up, reducing entries in the locking barrier
table directly limits the capability of big routers in sending early invalidations,
thus reduces the benefit of iNPG. However, increasing the number of entries more
than 16 does not proportionally increase iNPG’s performance. This is because each
router in the NoC can only transfer a limited number of lock competing threads.
Based on these observations, we choose 16 as the default number of locking barrier
table entries in our big routers.



Chapter 5

NoC bandwidth allocation for performance
fairness1

5.1 Introduction

Network-on-Chip is emerging as a critical shared architecture for CMPs (Chip
Multi/Many-core Processors) running parallel and concurrent applications. As

the core count grows quickly, efficient and fair sharing of communication resources
becomes even more urgent in order to provide high application performance and
Quality-of-Service (QoS) in exploiting application-level parallelism. Broadly speak-
ing, QoS refers to the overall quality or performance of a system offered to clients
with possibly different requirements. It is a collective attribute offered to all appli-
cations. In general-purpose CMPs, QoS means fairness, i.e., no application should
be privileged for performance when sharing resources because all applications are
of equal importance. As the NoC in CMPs is typically a best-effort network with-
out specialized often costly interference management schemes based on exclusive
time slots [60] or separate physical/virtual channels [113] etc., implementing QoS
in CMPs calls for fair and efficient management of aggregately shared resources.

Supplementing previous QoS studies (see details in Section 5.2 Related Work)
with our own observations, we draw the following two insights towards a satisfac-
tory performance fairness scheme in CMP architectures. (1) Since traffic initiated
from an application is equitable, it is desirable that packets or packet batches be-
longing to the same class, thread or application should be handled similarly by
the routers end-to-end from source to destination. Such consistent packet han-
dling can leverage network resource allocation from being locally fair to globally
fair and avoid starvation [32]. (2) Since CMP applications produce heterogeneous
traffic with variable characteristics over time, it is opportunistic for resource alloca-

1This section is based on the material from the paper: Zhonghai Lu and Yuan Yao, “Aggregate
Flow-Based Performance Fairness in CMPs”, in ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code
Optimization (TACO, Volume 13 Issue 4), Dec. 2016.
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tion methods to exploit application dynamism to be efficient and facilitate fairness.
For example, application-level measures such as stall-time criticality and program
slowdown are used in [32] and [44], respectively; Network-level metrics such as con-
sumed bandwidth per interval and packet latency slack are used in [66] and [33],
respectively.

Combining the two insights, our performance fairness technique aims to perform
consistent handling of packets using their runtime characteristics in order to be both
fair and efficient. This triggers a few questions: (1) what and how to effectively
profile traffic characteristics at runtime? (2) how to propagate the runtime traffic
characteristics for consistent resource allocation, particulary, when traffic request-
reply causality under cache coherency should be respected? (3) how to exploit
the runtime information in routers to achieve efficient and fair channel bandwidth
allocation?

While addressing the three logically related questions, we seek for a systematic
approach. We first introduce the concept of aggregate flow as sequences of request-
reply messages directly or indirectly generated from the same thread. This concept
leverages the notion of flow with runtime profiled collective traffic characteristics so
that packets from the same source are handled by routers in a similar fashion. More
significantly, it allows us to conveniently take traffic causality into consideration. In
on-chip architectures, communication is bi-directional, with one way being requests
and the other way being replies. Also, requests may further trigger next-level
requests through the memory hierarchy. Since replies and next-level requests are
consequences of initial requests, it is desirable that fair resource allocation respects
the causality relationship, offering consistent service to both request and reply
packets at different levels.

Based on the aggregate flow concept, we develop three coherent mechanisms
which answer the three respective questions. Specifically, (1) Rate profiling esti-
mates a thread’s message generation rate (ρ) from an L1/L2 cache, which, together
with packet size (`), captures the program runtime network access demand using a
shifting window based characterization and prediction. (2) Rate inheritance allows
a data or coherence reply flow to inherit the rate characteristics of its associated
request flow for achieving consistent network resource allocation in the presence of
cache coherency through memory hierarchy; (3) Flow arbitration directs towards
our hardware efficient rate-proportional scheduling policy Self-clocked Limited Fair
Queueing (SLFQ), adapted from SCFQ [57] by replacing per-flow buffering with
shared buffering, to fairly schedule flows in the best-effort NoC in proportion to
their runtime rates.

In the rest of the chapter, Related work is discussed in Chapter 5.2. Chapter 5.3
exemplifies application and thread runtime dynamism. In Chapter 5.4, we present
the aggregate flow concept in multicores. Chapter 5.5 first gives an overview and
then describes the three mechanisms of our technique. In Chapter 5.5.4, we detail
the SLFQ-supported flow router. Chapter 5.6 reports experiments and results.
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5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 QoS proposals for multicore systems

According to targeted degree of strength, multi-core QoS techniques may be roughly
classified as firm, strong, and fair ones.

Firm performance isolation techniques aim to provide guaranteed performance
isolation by reserving or partitioning resources in spatial and/or time domains ei-
ther statically or dynamically for exclusive use. In [125], the multicore system is
partitioned as virtual private machines (VPMs), each of which includes partitioned
cores, a slice of cache space and a portion of main memory. Each application has
minimum-maximum number of VPMs and own time slots for execution. In [102],
the guaranteed-service NoC hosts globally synchronized time frames (GSF) to ac-
cept a limited quota of traffic at each frame. In [168], a dynamic bank partitioning
mechanism is proposed, which dynamically partitions memory banks according to
applications’ requirements. To reduce inter-application interference in the memory
system, [122] maps the data of applications that are likely to severely interfere with
each other to different memory channels. In [85], an online bandwidth shifting
mechanism is developed to dynamically assign bandwidth to applications accord-
ing to their prefetch efficiency. To jointly manage cache, NoC and off-chip memory
resources simultaneously, a class-of-service based unified framework advocates the
necessity of coordinated management, and a QoS policy in favor of high-priority
applications is used to statically allocate resources at the beginning of application
runtime to guarantee their performance [106].

Strong QoS schemes intend to provide a certain level of guaranteed performance
isolation by aggregately sharing resources with often interferences controlled by ad-
mission or prioritization. To enhance resource utilization, resource re-allocation
is often needed to exploit application’s resource demand fluctuation. In [67], the
excessive resources can be re-allocated by other jobs to optimize system through-
put, while an admission control was incorporated to accept jobs only when their
QoS targets can be met. Based on the architecture of [106], Li et al. [105] devel-
oped a dynamic QoS co-management technique that monitors the resource usage
of applications at runtime and then conditionally steal resources from the high-
priority applications for lower-priority ones. The goal is to maintain the targeted
level of performance for high-priority applications while improving the performance
of lower-priority applications. In METE [145], multi-level resources (core, cache,
off-chip memory) are holistically managed in a coordinated fashion through a multi-
level feedback control system according to a potential performance target set by
each application. In [44], a hardware-based source throttling solution enables sys-
tem software-specified fairness goals to be achieved in the entire memory system.
If the runtime unfairness, which is measured as the ratio of the largest slowdown
to the smallest slowdown of co-running programs, is above a threshold set by the
system software, the source cores causing unfairness are throttled, limiting the
number and the frequency of requests being injected into the system. In [66], a
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preemptive virtual clock (PVC) mechanism is proposed to offer fairness guarantees
requiring neither per-flow buffering (like WFQ, Virtual Clock [171]) in routers nor
large queues at source nodes (like GSF). It tracks each application’s bandwidth
consumption over a time interval and prioritizes packets based on the consumed
bandwidth. Moreover, preempting lower-priority messages is introduced to avoid
priority inversion. However, PVC requires a dedicated ACK/NACK network and
a window of outstanding transactions at each node to support the preemption.
To address the scalability in performance isolation provisioning to thousand-core
chips, the Kilo-NoC [65] proposes a heterogenous low-diameter topology network
with QoS support using per-flow virtual channel only in portions of the die so as
to reduce QoS overheads.

Fair QoS approaches seek to provide impartial performance slowdowns for mul-
tiple applications of equal importance by dynamically sharing resources. To accel-
erate network-sensitive applications and improve fairness, Das et al. [32] proposed
to rank applications using their stall-time criticality at regular intervals and thus
prioritize their packets. Additionally packet batching is used to avoid starvation for
low-priority packets. In [33], the same authors proposed a complementary packet
slack-aware scheme which evaluates application’s sensitivity to network delay, and
prioritizes delay-sensitive applications against insensitive ones by exploiting con-
tention packets’ available slack to improve overall system performance and fairness.
In [166], the CMP architecture functions as a “market” where each core bids for
“priced” shared resources with its “budget”. By allocating resources proportion-
ally to the bids, the system avoids unfairness and treats each core in an unbiased
manner.

Targeting performance fairness provisioning to multiple applications in a best-
effort NoC based CMP, STC [32] has a closest relationship to our proposal. Both
techniques exploit application dynamism to achieve performance efficiency and fair-
ness. While STC uses traffic priority levels as indications of performance criti-
cality to realize priority-based resource allocation, we use traffic rate to enable
proportionality-based resource allocation. STC does not take traffic causality into
consideration when ranking applications. This means that traffic initiated from the
same application but generated from other nodes (e.g. reply traffic from a remote
L2 or memory node) may be ranked and thus serviced differently. Our proposal
suggests the importance of rate inheritance through the memory hierarchy and
cache coherency for consistent servicing. The third difference is that STC relies on
a global centralized controller to perform on-line application ranking, which may
potentially become a single point of failure and is thus not scalable. In contrast,
our technique aims for a distributed solution by which each core profiles its own
rate characteristics to be distributed to the network via request/reply packets and
the network utilizes such information to make equitable resource allocation.
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5.2.2 Slowdown estimation based QoS in multicore systems

While most QoS provisioning works in multicore systems focus on mitigating per-
formance degradation due to inter-application interference at shared resources, a
few of them have paid attention to develop slowdown estimation models to en-
able effective mechanisms that can provide predictable performance and fairness
to individual applications. This is notably reflected in recent endeavours dealing
with the main memory system. In [158], Subramanian et al. presented a sim-
ple Memory-Interference induced Slowdown Estimation (MISE) model to estimate
slowdowns of applications caused by memory interference in a multi-programmed
environment. The slowdown of an application is estimated as the ratio of its un-
interfered and interfered request service rates. Then two new main memory request
scheduling mechanisms exploiting MISE, MISE-QoS and MISE-Fair, are developed
to provide soft QoS guarantees to one or more applications without compromising
system performance and to minimize maximum slowdown to improve overall sys-
tem fairness, respectively. Very recently, an accurate Application Slowdown Model
(ASM) was proposed in [157] by estimating the shared cache access rate of the
application running alone on the system. A few use cases of the accurate ASM,
namely, slowdown-aware cache partitioning, slowdown-aware memory bandwidth
partitioning and a soft slowdown guarantee scheme are then presented to improve
fairness, performance and provide slowdown guarantees over state-of-the-art cache
partitioning and memory scheduling schemes. Both works use the rate based slow-
down proportional memory bandwidth allocation, which shares the same insight as
our rate-proportional channel bandwidth allocation.

5.2.3 Other factors affecting QoS in multicore systems

In multicore systems, QoS provisioning to concurrent applications depends on a
number of factors. In the above, we have focused on resource allocation. In the
following we review a few representatives on the influences of application-to-core
mapping, memory controller placement, and network congestion control on multi-
core QoS.

Das et al. [31] studied application-to-core mapping policies to reduce memory
system interference in multi-core processors. To reduce inter-application interfer-
ence, application characteristics should be taken into first considerations. Based
on application differentiation, the lessons learnt from this study include (1) Sep-
aration: mapping network-latency-sensitive applications to separate node clusters
in the network from network-bandwidth-intensive applications such that the for-
mer makes fast progress without heavy interference from the latter, (2) Locality:
map those applications beneficial more from being closer to the memory controllers
close to these resources. All their experiments use multi-programmed workloads,
where each core runs a separate benchmark. In facing the limited pin bandwidth for
integrating memory controllers on many-core chips, Abts et al. investigated the im-
pact of memory controller placement and explored the design space to demonstrate
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potential improvements in performance and predictability [1].
To achieve sustainable performance and support QoS in multicores, network

congestion must be controlled and network saturation be avoided. To improve
load balance in adapting routing, a light-weight Regional Congestion Awareness
(RCA) technique is proposed for NoCs to enhance performance through improved
global network balance [62]. Instead of network-centric congestion control, source
throttling is a common congestion-control approach in which nodes injecting exces-
sive traffic are temporarily throttled to help the network recover from congestion.
In this regard, a self-tuned congestion control technique using hill-climbing algo-
rithm is developed to avoid network saturation. It uses global knowledge of buffer
occupancy to estimate network congestion and control packet injection when the
number of full buffers exceeds a dynamic threshold which is automatically tuned
according to delivered network throughput [163]. While network-load information
is used to guide source throttling in [163], application knowledge is also considered
necessary to guide effective source throttling. Nychis et al. proposed an application-
aware throttling mechanism to mitigate the effect of congestion in bufferless NoCs
[127]. Combing both network load and application knowledge in network intensity,
Chang et al. proposed for the first time a heterogenous adaptive throttling (HAT)
technique to achieve best system performance and fairness in NoC-based multicore
systems [22].

5.2.4 Fair queuing for QoS and fairness
SLFQ is adapted from SCFQ [57] with limited buffering, in order to achieve cost-
effective hardware implementation. By itself SCFQ is an approximation of WFQ.
WFQ [38], in another name, PGPS (Packet-wise Generalized Processor Sharing)
[132] is an approximation of GPS. In a GPS node, link bandwidth is allocated to
multiple backlogged flows in proportion to their allocated weights. GPS is however
defined in an idealized fluid system in which the traffic is infinitely divisible and
multiple traffic flows can be served simultaneously. Despite being an ideal theoretic
model, GPS has two desirable properties. One is to provide performance guaran-
tees and the other in fair bandwidth allocation for best-effort services. To make
GPS implementable in packet systems where one packet from one queue is served
at any given time, WFQ (PGPS) gives a packet approximation of GPS by serv-
ing packets in the increasing order of their finish times in the fluid GPS system.
WFQ is however complex to implement since it depends on virtual time to emulate
fluid GPS and has to keep track of the number of active flows at any time. SCFQ
introduces an approximation algorithm by estimating the system’s virtual time at
any moment from the virtual finish time of the packet currently being serviced. As
such, it greatly reduces the implementation complexity of WFQ while maintaining
accuracy. WFQ and SCFQ can promise maximum packet delay through ensuring
minimum bandwidth allocation per flow. To support multiple service classes such
as guaranteed real-time, rate-adaptive best-effort, and controlled link-sharing ser-
vices, GPS is extended to hierarchical GPS (H-GPS) to address resource sharing at
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Figure 5.1: An 8× 8 mesh CMP with flow-supported FNI and FR

different levels [12]. H-GPS can be viewed as a hierarchical integration of one-level
GPS servers. Similarly, to make H-GPS implementable in packet systems, Hierar-
chical Packet Fair Queueing (H-PFQ) algorithms are designed for approximation.
Instead of explicitly guaranteeing a specific QoS measure such as maximum delay,
the notion of service curve guarantee was developed and used to design a Service
Curve based Earliest Deadline first (SCED) scheduling policy to provide perfor-
mance guarantees to connections in packet-switched networks with larger flexibil-
ity and schedulability [144]. SCED serves packets in the increasing order of their
deadlines calculated by flow burstiness constraint and per-flow guaranteed service
curve. To design a memory scheduler with fairness and performance isolation to
applications, Nestbit et al. designed fair queueing memory systems based on the
network fair-queuing algorithms [124].

5.3 Motivation

5.3.1 Target architecture
Figure 5.1 shows a typical 64-node CMP. Each node has a private L1 cache and
a portion of L2 cache, which is distributed and shared across all nodes. Main
memory ranks are connected to the four central nodes in the first and last rows for
structural symmetry. Each node consists of a Flow Network Interface (FNI) and a
Flow Router (FR)2 to support our aggregate flow rate profiling, rate inheritance,
and flow arbitration. The routers are interconnected in a popular mesh topology

2If no flow concept is supported, each node comprises an ordinary NI and router.
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on which the XY routing algorithm is used for simplicity and deadlock avoidance.
We consider multi-threaded applications with one core executing one thread. The
CMPmay run either applications individually or multiple applications concurrently.
When running an application stand-alone, the cores are exclusively used by the
application, generating as many threads as the number of cores. When running
multiple applications together, the cores are equally shared.

5.3.2 Application dynamism

To expose the importance of exploiting dynamic application characterization, we
investigate the communication dynamism of multi-threaded workloads from PAR-
SEC [13] under the GEM5 default full-system simulation. We select two represen-
tative programs – bodytrack for memory non-intensive application and freqmine for
memory intensive application – to run stand-alone on the 64-node 8×8 mesh CMP
without flow concept. See configuration details in Table 5.1 of Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.2: Injection rate variations in (a) different applications and (b) different
threads of the same application.

Figure 5.2a shows the average request packet injection rates over all cores for
bodytrack and freqmine programs in the first 80 simulation windows, with each
window consisting of one-million simulation cycles. For long-term per-core average
injection rate, freqmine (0.61 packets/cycle) gives a 50% of increase than bodytrack
(0.41 packets/cycle). This is due to the fact that being more memory-intensive,
freqmine encounters more frequent cache misses, thus more requests are issued to
the caches and main memories via the on-chip network. However, when we track the
injection rate through the time line, we do observe that during some internals, for
example from cycles 55×106 to 75×106, the injection rate of bodytrack exceeds that
of freqmine. This shows that application’s communication demand, with respect to
cache/memory usage and packet injection rate, varies significantly during program
runtime.
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5.3.3 Thread dynamism

The program runtime dynamism varies not only in different applications, but also
in different threads of the same application. To illustrate this phenomenon, we look
into the request packet injection rates of two threads, thread0 on node 0 (coordinate
(0, 0) on the mesh) and thread2 on node 2 (coordinate (2, 0) on the mesh), from
freqmine in Figure 5.2b. Since each thread in freqmine has largely the same long-
term behavior, the overall injection rates of the two threads do not have much
difference. However, when examining in finer-grained time internals, the injection
rates of the two threads vary. For example, from cycles 25 × 106 to 40 × 106, the
injection rate of thread0 falls behind thread2. However, in the succeeding cycles
40 × 106 to 50 × 106, the injection rate of thread0 exceeds that of thread2. This
shows that different threads in the same parallel program also have difference in
network access behaviors.

Both examples above exhibit that, as an application program executes, its net-
work packet injection rate typically varies from phase to phase, from time to time.
A memory intensive application has a higher packet rate than a compute intensive
application in the long run, but often not at each time window. The injection rate
variation occurs not only for applications but also for threads of the same applica-
tion. Such variations will be profiled at runtime and used to guide the fair efficient
network resource allocation. Before presenting the injection rate profiling in Section
5.5.2, we explain the aggregate flow notion in cache-coherent CMPs.

5.4 Aggregate flow concept in cache-coherent CMPs

5.4.1 Message causality in CMPs

To motivate aggregate flow based fair resource management in a cache-coherent
context, we first look into message generation causality in response to thread be-
havior and cache actions. As an example, we assume write-allocate write-back
caches and cache coherency maintained for L1 caches using the directory-based
MOESI protocol.

In cache-based CMPs, message production of a thread is triggered by either
cache write hit or read/write miss. Suppose L1 write miss to a block being
shared with m copies, as shown in Figure 5.3. The actions due to the L1 write
miss have two phases: (1) Write allocate: Upon L1 write miss, an L2RdEx is
sent to the corresponding L2 cache bank (home node). Supposing that the home
node also encounters a read miss, a memory data request MemRd is then sent to the
memory rank, bringing a valid data copy back via MemData, and causing a write-
back (MemWB) to the memory. (2) Cache coherency phase: After receiving the
valid data copy, the home node sends Invalidations (Invs) to other data-sharer L1
caches (remote L1s) in parallel. Upon receiving the Inv requests, L1(R1), L1(R2)
to L1(Rm) send acknowledgements (Acks) back to the home L2 cache. Notation
L1(Rm) stands for L1 of a remote node Rm. After receiving all Acks, the home
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node forwards the data block L2Data to the requesting L1 for write, which further
triggers an L2WB write-back to the home L2 and concludes the transaction.

The timeline of the above transactions is also shown in Figure 5.3. We can ob-
serve that the requesting thread generates one initial data request message (L2RdEx),
which in turn generates another request message (MemRd) and other subsequence
(MemData, MemWB, Invs and Acks, L2Data, L2WB) for data updates and coherency
maintenance. During a program’s execution, these 2m+6 messages are continuously
generated and transferred as sequences of packets from their sources to destinations
via the NoC. Although these messages are generated at different times to differ-
ent destinations through different paths, they have one thing in common: All of
them are either directly originated or indirectly rooted from the same thread, with
causality between a message and its successor (as illustrated by the dashed lines in
Figure 5.3).

While these messages are delivered in the network, conventional NoC routers al-
locate resources (buffers and channel bandwidth) to these messages independently
to each other, and obliviously to the communication demand of their issuing thread.
To avoid unfairness in the demand-oblivious treatment, it is necessary that mes-
sages from the same thread or serving the same cache action receive consistent
on-demand service both temporally (no mater when the messages are generated)
and spatially (no mater which router serves these messages). Further, because of
the message causality, it is also necessary that succeeding messages (e.g. reply
messages) enjoy consistent service as their preceding messages (e.g. request mes-
sages). This motivates us to extend previous flow concepts [171][124] in pursuing
end-to-end packet scheduling that are both temporally and spatially consistent.

5.4.2 Notions of flow and aggregate flow
Figure 5.4 shows the concept of flow as a sequence of messages directly or indirectly
generated from the same thread or cache action. Figure 5.4a shows three example
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flows, one for L1 read miss then L2 read hit, one for L1/L2 read miss to a non-
shared data block, and one for L1/L2 write miss to a shared data block. In each
case, we omit the write-back messages for clarity concern. As shown in Figure 5.4,
a flow associates causal messages serving the same thread or cache action together,
sharing the issuing thread’s runtime communication characteristics among them,
and facilitating consistent scheduling for all messages in the same flow.

To support the flow concept and the flow communication demand based schedul-
ing, we need only small modifications to the traditional packet header. For simplic-
ity, we show only the case that one message is encapsulated into one packet, which
may contain one or multiple flits. Besides the common information fields such as
packet source, destination, and type (indicating if the packet is either a data or
a coherence control), we attach three new fields to each packet header as shown in
Figure 5.4a, which carry the thread’s runtime communication characteristics:

• FID: unique flow identifier, which records the ID of a flow’s issuing thread,
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denoting to which thread the messages in a flow belong. FID keeps the same
value for all messages in a flow.

• `: packet size in flits, denoting how much service each packet in a flow needs
to receive per router. Typically short messages (without data, for coherence
control) can be contained in single-flit packets and long messages (with data)
in multi-flit packets. See Table 5.1 in Section 5.6 for example.

• ρ: network request message injection rate of an issuing thread in messages
per cycle, denoting how frequently a thread injects packets into the network.
Because not every L1 request message will cause an L2 request message (e.g.,
L2 read hit does not cause an L2 request message), for L1/L2 request messages
in a flow, their ρ values are separately profiled at L1/L2 during program
runtime (Section 5.5.2). As shown in Figure 5.4a, all messages associated with
L1 cache requests (L2Rd, L2RdEx, L2Data) are featured with the L1 message
injection rate ρ1, and all messages associated with L2 cache requests (MemRd,
MemData, etc.) are featured with the L2 message injection rate ρ2. Further,
for L1/L2 reply messages in a flow, for consistent service, their ρ values are
inherited from corresponding L1/L2 request messages (Section 5.5.3).

However, if each data request produces an individual flow, the total number
of flows in the CMP can be large. This is because by allocating an entry in the
Miss Status Holding Register (MSHR), each core can execute multiple outgoing
data transactions, issuing multiple flows in parallel instead of waiting for one flow
to finish. For example, suppose that each core has an MSHR consisting of 32
entries, thus there are maximally 32× 64 = 2048 possible flows in a 64-core CMP.
To reduce the number of flows, we propose the concept of aggregate flow, which
further associates flows issued from the same thread together. In this way, one
aggregate flow consists of multiple flows, and the maximum number of aggregate
flows in a CMP is restricted to the number of cores. Figure 5.4b shows an example
aggregate flow, in which we simplify the presentation of flow for clarity concern.
As shown in Figure 5.4b, suppose that a core encounters two L1/L2 write misses to
two shared data blocks, one L1/L2 read miss to a non-shared data block, and three
L1 read misses then L2 read hits. In total, the core issues 6 flows, which however
belong to the same aggregate flow.

To clarify our flow notions, Figure 5.5 shows the relationships of four packet flow
concepts, highlighting the evolvement. Figure 5.5a is the basic packet flow concept
used in open macro-networks [132][144][171][12]. In offering guaranteed network
services to timing-sensitive applications such as audio/video and multimedia, the
concept of packet is leveraged to that of flow as a stream of continuous packets
such that consistent service can be provided to all packets in the flow and the
maximum packet delay/jitter can be reasoned about. Since the macro-network
is an open system, the traffic characteristics of open flows is independent from
the service characteristics. For example, the bit rate of a multimedia stream is
not influenced by service latency. In Figure 5.5a, the flow rate ρ only depends
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on its source. In multicore systems, Nesbit et al. studied fair-queuing scheduling
for thread-level flows to provide performance isolation to multiple applications in
a shared SDRAM system in which the flow injection from a thread is influenced
by the memory service [124]. We call it round-trip flow, as drawn in Figure 5.5b
where the request flow rate ρ is subject to the reply rate ρ′. Our flow concept
shown in Figure 5.5c enriches the round-trip flow with propagation semantics by
considering request propagation, i.e., a request may trigger next-level request(s)
via intermediate node(s) down to destination through memory hierarchy and cache
coherence. As illustrated in Figure 5.5d, our aggregate flow concept further takes
all propagation flows from the same source as an aggregate to share the flow ID
and corresponding rate information.

5.5 Flow-Oriented Mechanisms

5.5.1 Overview
After introducing the flow and aggregate flow concepts, we give an overview of our
flow-based framework comprising three coherent mechanisms, namely, rate pro-
filing, rate inheritance and rate-proportional arbitration. Figure 5.1 sketches its
architectural support in the NI and router. Since the NI is enhanced to support
rate profiling and inheritance, we re-name it Flow NI (FNI). As the router realizes
a rate-proportional channel allocation, we re-name it Flow Router (FR).

1. Rate profiling: profiling a traffic source’s network access rate ρ at run time
per epoch by the FNI. For the target CMP, it is profiled per L1/L2 cache and
all packets from the L1/L2 cache carry the profiled ρ1/ρ2, respectively.

2. Rate inheritance: At the FNI, a reply flow inherits its corresponding request
flow’s rate to achieve consistent network scheduling through its transmission.

3. Rate-proportional arbitration: The FR uses the flow information (both ` and
ρ) to realize our Self-clocked Limited Fair Queuing (SLFQ) scheduling policy
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which achieves fair and consistent rate-proportional scheduling in a best-effort
network without per-flow buffering.

Next, we detail rate profiling, rate inheritance and explain the principle of SLFQ.

5.5.2 Rate profiling
Rate characterization: In typical CMPs, ρ indicates how frequently a thread
exchanges data with shared on-chip L2 caches and memory ranks via the NoC.
Since each core has its own L1 cache, both an L1 read hit and an L1 read miss
followed by a local L2 read hit incur only local actions and thus do not produce
packets to the network. Network request packets are generated from other three
types of cache actions, i.e. write hit to a shared data block (cause of coherent
Inv/Ack messages), read miss and write miss, from either L1 or L2 cache.

To get the ρ value, we record the total number of MSHR entries of the L1/L2
cache each sampling time window (epoch) with length Lsw. This can accurately re-
flect a source’s communication workload because, in state-of-the-art non-blocking/lock-
up-free caches, when an L1/L2 cache miss occurs, an access request to the L2/DRAM
is created by firstly allocating an MSHR entry [77]. Similarly, in the case of write hit
to a shared data block with a coherency requirement, an MSHR entry is allocated
to track the status of Inv/Ack for transaction completion. The number of MSHR
entries allocated to a thread directly represents the total number of outstanding
requests issued by that thread to the L2 cache or the DRAM. At each sampling
window Lsw, two counters, namely C1 and C2, which are initialized to 0 at the
beginning of each sampling window, are maintained to record the total number of
MSHR entries for L1/L2 cache, respectively. When a new L1/L2 MSHR entry is
allocated, C1 or C2 is increased by 1. An existing entry is de-allocated when a
corresponding transaction completes. At the end of each sampling window, ρ1 is
computed for L1 cache request flows by C1/Lsw and ρ2 for L2 cache request flows
by C2/Lsw.

To continuously sample ρ, the window is shifted forward with an epoch T after
each characterization. We set T to be Lsw/N , where N is a natural number and
called overlapping factor. If N = 1, two consecutive sampling windows have no
overlapping; If N = 2, two consecutive sampling windows overlap with a length of
Lsw/2. The overlapping of consecutive sampling windows (when N ≥ 2) ensures
that the window-by-window characterization results enjoy high continuity. Due to
using the shifting window mechanism, the valid period for each characterized ρ
value is one epoch T .

Rate prediction: While the flow characterization can profile a thread’s net-
work access rate continuously, it can only measure past events. To guide future
packet delivery, we need however a flow’s future characteristics. To address the
dilemma, as inspired by [111], we use a simple yet effective state-aware prediction
mechanism. Taking as input the rate output from the rate characterization, the
task of the rate prediction is to speculate ρ(Tn+1) based on previously calculated
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results ρ′(Tn), ρ′(Tn−1), · · · , where n is the sequence number of epoch. Specifically,
ρ′(Tn−1) and ρ′(Tn) represent the resource access rate in the previous (n−1)th and
current nth epoch, and the speculated ρ(Tn+1) predicts the network access rate
during the next (n+ 1)th epoch. The prediction is done as follows:

ρ(Tn+1) =
{
ρ′(Tn) + ∆ρ′(Tn) : ρ′(Tn) + ∆ρ′(Tn) > 0

ρ′(Tn) : ρ′(Tn) + ∆ρ′(Tn) ≤ 0 , (5.1)

The predicted ρ(Tn+1) is composed of a base value ρ′(Tn) and an offset value
∆ρ′(Tn) = ρ′(Tn)− ρ′(Tn−1), which captures possible rate variation and is used to
avoid abrupt change in ρ(Tn+1). This approach has low implementation overhead
and is thus suitable for hardware implementation. In Figure 5.1, the rate profiling
is implemented by the characterizer for rate characterization and the predictor for
rate prediction at the source FNI.

5.5.3 Rate inheritance
Rate inheritance is a process in which a reply message inherits the rate charac-
teristics of its corresponding request message. After network access rate ρ1/ρ2 of
L1/L2 cache3 is obtained, the data and coherency request messages will carry this
information in their packet headers. For example, upon write hit to a coherent
L1/L2 cache, generated Inv(s) packets will carry the corresponding ρ1/ρ2. When
the request packets are received, their ρ1/ρ2 will be extracted and inherited by their
associated Ack(s) packets.

Corresponding to data and coherency messages, there are two kinds of inheri-
tance (“→”) relationship, namely, data request → data reply, and coherence request
→ coherence reply. In a two-level cache architecture, depending on whether a
request message is produced as a result of L1 or L2 action, the data request →
data reply inheritance can be further divided into L1 to L2 data request → L2 to
L1 data reply, and L2 to Memory data request → Memory to L2 data reply in-
heritance. Similarly, the coherence request-reply inheritance (Inv → Ack) can be
expanded to different levels of caches with coherency requirement. In the case of
write-back, the write-back data packet inherits the rate of its respective triggering
packet, i.e., L2Data/MemData → L2WB/MemWB.

Using the write miss example in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.6 shows the inheritance re-
lationship between different messages. Since the L1 to L2 data request is due to the
L1 action, the request message follows the network access rate of L1, ρ1. Similarly,
the L2 to memory request message uses the network access rate of L2, ρ2. The fig-
ure also illustrates how the rate information of the request messages including both
data request and coherency request is propagated and inherited by their associated
reply messages. Such inheritance maintains a consistent relation between a request
and its reply, ensuring the end-to-end (not only source-destination wise, but also
round-trip protocol wise at multiple levels) resource allocation to be consistent.

3Strictly speaking, it is L1/L2 associated MSHR.
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Figure 5.6: Request-Reply rate inheritance at multiple levels

5.5.4 Flow arbitration with SLFQ
Our flow-based rate-proportional resource allocation aims to fairly allocate channel
bandwidth to contending flows according to their dynamically profiled message in-
jection rates. Among many service disciplines in the literature [171][66][102][130],
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [38] excels in providing fairness, limiting inter-
ference and being adaptive to dynamic traffic scenarios. When multiplexing flows
onto a shared channel, WFQ is work-conserving and allocates a weighted portion
of channel bandwidth according to e.g., each flow’s rate. Specifically, the principle
is to divide the channel bandwidth B among a set of backlogged flows4 G(t), with
each flow fi ∈ G(t) getting a share in proportion to its rate ρi. Hence, a backlogged
flow fi receives service rate ri:

ri = ρi∑
j∈G(t) ρj

B. (5.2)

Since G(t) is varying, ri also varies over time and could be larger or smaller than
ρi, showing WFQ’s adaptivity to different traffic contention scenarios.

While offering adaptive rate-proportional fairness, WFQ incurs high complex-
ity in implementation since it depends on virtual time to keep track of the service
progress [171]. To reduce the implementation complexity, Self-Clocked Fair Queue-
ing (SCFQ) approximates WFQ by recording only the finish time of the packet
currently being serviced without maintaining the service progress [57]. Neverthe-
less implementing SCFQ in hardware is still too expensive as it requires per-flow
buffering.

To make SCFQ amenable for cost-effective on-chip implementation, we adapt
SCFQ from exclusive per-flow buffering (N flowsN buffers) to shared limited buffer-
ing (N flows M buffers, where M < N), which we call Self-clocked Limited Fair

4A flow is backlogged at time t if it has flits queued at time t.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of FCFS, RR and SLFQ scheduling policies.

Queuing (SLFQ). This adaptation can greatly reduce router complexity while bring-
ing about two consequences: (1) Buffer allocation: A flow needs to be allocated to a
downstream buffer before advancement. (2) Buffer sharing: Packets from multiple
flows may interleave in a buffer. Although losing guaranteed service to each flow in
SCFQ, SLFQ is intended for fairness in a best-effort NoC. As both consequences
are typical features of best-effort on-chip routers, SLFQ is suitable for CMP NoCs.
Limited buffering also means limited fair queuing, because the maximum number
of active flows ready for bandwidth allocation is limited to that of buffers.

Figure 5.7 gives an example to illustrate how SLFQ achieves fair bandwidth
allocation and interference containment. For comparison purpose, we also examine
two other widely used work-conserving scheduling policies: first-come-first-serve
(FCFS) and round robin (RR). Figure 5.7a qualitatively illustrates the difference
between the three scheduling policies and Figure 5.7b quantitatively compares the
corresponding average/maximum packet delay and flow transmission finish time.

As shown in Figure 5.7a, four flows share an output link. For simplicity, we as-
sume single-packet messages, single-flit packets, and transmitting one packet takes
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one cycle. Packets in the three higher injection rate flows fH1 , fH2 , and fH3 have the
same (`, ρ) values of (1, 0.2), indicating packet size of 1 flit and average injection
rate of 0.2 packet/cycle. Packets in flow fL have (`, ρ) values of (1, 0.1), repre-
senting a lower injection rate flow. Flow fH1 , fH2 , and fH3 injects 8 packets via the
east, south and west input link, respectively, and flow fL 4 packets via the north
input link. The packet arrival and departure of the four flows are shown in Figure
5.7a. Realizing FIFO fairness, FCFS allocates bandwidth only on packet arrival
order, leading the lower rate flow fL completing at cycle 23 due to intensive ar-
rivals of higher injection flows. Moreover, although RR achieves certain interference
isolation among flows, it however ignores per-flow packet rate and service history,
attaining an equal but unfair share of the total bandwidth to each competing flow.
For example, in Figure 5.7a, albeit the three higher injection rate flows fH1 , fH2 ,
and fH3 receive service earlier than fL, when the lower injection rate flow fL arrives
at cycle 12, both the higher and lower rate flows are equally served with rate r of
0.25 packet/cycle, delaying fL’s finish time to cycle 26.

Being different from FCFS and RR, SLFQ proportionally allocates bandwidth to
each flow according to 1) the per-flow characterized packet injection rate, and 2) the
service history of each flow. Counting from its arrival by a self-clock (as illustrated
by � in Figure 5.7a), every competing flow is served with a bandwidth share that
is proportional to its characterized injection rate. In SLFQ, an early arrival higher
injection rate flow does not affect the service of a later but lower injection rate flow.
This is because by intensively injecting packets, the early arrival higher rate flow
receives a service rate that exceeds its rate-proportional bandwidth share. In this
case, when the lower rate flow arrives, the higher rate flow postpones its next service
to ensure that the lower rate flow also enjoys its rate-proportional bandwidth share.
For example, at cycle 12 in Figure 5.7a, because the router has transmitted 3 of
fH1 ’s, 3 of fH2 ’s, and 5 of fH3 ’s packets, the first two packets (denoted α and β) of
flow fL are scheduled next. As such, SLFQ benefits the lower rate flow fL to finish
at cycle 18, greatly accelerating its transmission without significantly delaying the
other higher rate flows.

The effectiveness of SLFQ is further confirmed by the quantification results in
terms of average/maximum packet delay and flow transmission finish time shown
in Figure 5.7b. For clarity concern, we use fH1,2,3 to denote the averaged results
over the three higher injection rate flows fH1 , fH2 , and fH3 . Across the figures,
we consistently observe that SLFQ effectively expedites packets from the lower
injection rate flow fL, largely reducing its average/maximum packet delay and the
flow transmission time compared to FCFS and RR, without significantly impacting
the higher rate flows.

5.5.5 Flow router architecture
We develop a new flow router to serve flows with the proposed SLFQ scheduling
policy. Our flow router is based on the classic input-buffering virtual channel (VC)
router. Figure 5.8a sketches its architecture partitioned into data path and control
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path. On the data path, there are mainly multiple VCs per input channel and a
crossbar. On the control path, there are Route Compute (RC), VC Allocation (VA),
virtual Finish time (fv) Computation (FC, details in Section 5.5.6) and SLFQ-based
Switch Allocation (SA). As highlighted in Figure 5.8a, a flow router uses the flow
state table, the fv computation logic, and the SLFQ-based switch allocator to work
cooperatively to realize SLFQ.

When a packet header reaches a VC, the flow router records the flow’s charac-
teristics (FID, `, ρ) into a flow state table entry. Both parameters (`, ρ) are used
to compute fv for each packet. After completing the VA, SA compares the fv of
contending packets and determines their delivery order by switching a packet with
lower fv first.

5.5.6 Router pipeline and pipeline stages

Like the speculative router [134], our flow router has a two-stage pipeline in which
the first stage performs RC, VA and SA in parallel and the second stage ST (Switch
Traversal), as shown in Figure 5.9. To realize SLFQ without increasing the pipeline,
we include FC in the first pipeline stage in parallel with RC, VA and SA.

RC

1

FC

VA

SA

ST

2 3

SA ST

4

SA ST

Head flit

Body flit 1

Body flit 2

Cycle

Figure 5.9: 2-stage
pipeline

Virtual finish time computation (FC): Like
WFQ/SCFQ, SLFQ can be realized by a sorted priority
queue mechanism [171][141]. In such a mechanism, each flow
computes a virtual finish time, fv, representing a dynamic
priority to determine its service order. Upon arrival of each
packet, a flow’s fv is updated according to 1) the flow’s own
traffic characteristics, 2) the system virtual time, Fv, esti-
mated from the fv value of the packet currently in service.
Competing flows are then served in the order of increasing
fv values. Specifically, fv is calculated by:

f i,kv = max{f i,k−1
v , Fv(ti,ka )}+ `i,k/ri, (5.3)

where f i,kv is the fv value of flow i when the kth packet arrives, ti,ka the arrival time of
the kth packet of flow i, ri the bandwidth (flit/cycle) allocated to flow i in the rate-
proportional fashion (Equation 5.2) and `i,k is the packet length in flits. As shown
in Equation 5.3, the fv of a flow is the service start time (max{f i,k−1

v , Fv(ti,ka )})
plus the service time (`i,k/ri). The service start time is usually the fv of the last
served packet in the same flow (f i,k−1

v ); If no packets in the flow were served in
the last busy period, the service start time is then the system virtual time Fv(ti,ka )
at the kth packet arrival moment ti,ka estimated from the virtual finish time of the
packet currently being serviced. Initially, Fv(ti,ka ) equals 0.

Lookahead RC: The FC may result in a new pipeline stage if no proper
measure is taken, since fv computation depends on the results of RC to know the
competing flows and get their characteristics. To remove fv computation from the
critical path, we perform look-ahead RC as detailed in [134]. To do this, while a
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flow header is traversing through a router, the RC is not performed for this router
but for the next, and the result is passed along with the header flit. Thus, when
a flow reaches the next router, it has already selected the output port, so that RC
and FC can begin in parallel.

Flow-aware VA: Similar to the base packet router, the flow router conducts
VC flow control at the network level. VCs are allocated in round-robin. At the link
level, it uses credit-based flow control to avoid buffer overflow in the downstream
router and propagate back-pressure to the upstream router. Being different from
packet routers, the flow router allocates VC in awareness of flows. It maintains the
states of buffered flows using additional flow state tables. There is one such table
associated with each input port, and in each table, one entry corresponds to one
flow, recording the flow’s (`, ρ, fv) states. The number of entries equals the VC
number.

SLFQ-based SA: In the SA stage, any VC that contains buffered flits and
has allocated downstream VC available bids for the switch traversal. As shown
in Figure 5.8b, the SLFQ-based switch allocator maintains a sorted priority queue
using a circular buffer for each output port to record the service order of flows. Each
priority queue consists of an fv comparison logic, a circular buffer, and a selection
signal decoder. When a packet of a flow enters the SA stage, the allocator first
consults the flow state table to find the associated fv value of the corresponding
flow. It then determines the service order of the packets inside the priority queue
by comparing the fv value with that of all other contending flows. As the VA and
SA are conducted at the packet level, our flow router performs virtual cut-through.

To reduce complexity, we adopt the low-latency priority comparator in [66],
which uses a binary comparison tree based on fast adder circuits. The comparison
results are then recorded into the circular buffer. To reduce storage expenses, the
circular buffer stores only pointers to the flits of packets, but not the flits themselves.
When a flit reaches the head of the priority queue, selection signals are generated
by the selection signal decoder, driving the switch to transmit the flit out.

5.5.7 Avoid per-flow buffering and deadlock
Per-flow VC avoidance: As buffers consume a significant portion of area and
power in on-chip routers [133], it is important to minimize the buffering cost. In
the best-effort CMP environment, our flow router utilizes a small number of VCs
instead of per-flow VC, i.e., no exclusive VCs for all active flows passing through
a router. The question is, what happens when there is no available VC for a flow?
Similar to packet routers which do not need per-packet VC, when all VCs in a
router are busy, back-pressure is propagated backward to the upstream routers,
where flows keep waiting until the downstream router has free buffers. If the back-
pressure reaches the source of a flow, the packet injection temporally stops so as to
help the network recover from resource insufficiency.

At this point we make notes on the flow rate ρ, which is used as a reference
to indicate estimated flow communication intensity. In the best-effort network,
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it might neither reflect real flow arrival rate nor flow service rate, because flow
injection is affected by back-pressure and flow service depends on contending flows.
It does however represent a weight for dynamic fair allocation of channel bandwidth.
As such, the actual rate value carried in packet headers may even be amplified in
accordance with the criticality of memory access, thread and application in order
to provide differentiated services to expedite particular flows. This aspect may be
investigated in future work.

Deadlock avoidance: Network deadlock occurs when two or more flows wait
on one another to release their occupied resources. In the 2D mesh NoC, the
XY dimension-order routing ensures the network free from deadlock. To avoid
protocol deadlock in the multicore architecture, it is necessary not to mix read/write
request messages, read/write reply messages, and protocol messages (invalidate,
acknowledgement) in one VC to avoid potential mutual blocking. For this purpose,
our network is organized as three logical networks with each logical network owning
an exclusive subset of VCs but sharing physical channels. One logical network is
only used by read/write requests, another one by read/write replies while the third
one only by coherence messages.

5.5.8 RTL implementation of SLFQ scheduler

To evaluate hardware complexity of a SLFQ router, we focus on SLFQ-related func-
tions. Since the router structure follows the normal input-buffering router, the rest
functions are pretty normalized. To give accurate estimation, we made an RTL
implementation of an SLFQ scheduler including the FC, the circular buffers and
the SLFQ arbiter. We use Synopsis Design Compiler for synthesis and moreover,
to accurately estimate the area of circular buffers, we use CACTI 6.0 [123] to ded-
icatedly evaluate circular buffers as on-chip SRAM and replace the corresponding
results obtained via Design Compiler. In both Design Compiler and CACTI, the
technology is set to 45 nm and the operation temperature 350 K.

We first look into FC, since it is critical for the router speed due to running
in parallel with RC, VA and SA stages. FC computes virtual finish time, fv, of
packets using Equation 5.3, which is relatively computation intensive. Although the
equation contains division, it can be implemented efficiently using shift operation.

Bringing Equation 5.2 into Equation 5.3, we have 1
ri

=
∑

j∈G(t)
ρj

ρiB
. Let B = 1,

we set valid ρ values as a set of 2−n, where n is a natural, to replace division
with shift. To prevent overflow when storing fv in width-limited registers but still
follow the SLFQ principle, the FC logic keeps track of relative rather than absolute
virtual finish times of packets in service. Considering an SLFQ-scheduler with 5
circular buffers and fv stored in 32 bits, after synthesized under 45 nm technology,
each SLFQ-scheduler can operate up to 2.2 GHz, occupying 0.0225 mm2 area,
with 0.0125 mm2 dedicated to circular buffers and 0.01 mm2 to combination logics
including FC and SCFQ arbiter.

In comparison with SLFQ, both SCFQ and SLFQ schedulers have the same
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Table 5.1: Simulation platform configuration

Item Amount Description

Processor 64 cores
Alpha based 2.0 GHz processors with out-of-order execution. 32-
entry instruction queue, 64-entry load queue, 64-entry store queue,
128-entry reorder buffer.

L1-Cache 64 banks Private, 32 KB per-core, 4-way set associative, 128 B block size,
2-cycle latency, split I/D caches, 32 MSHRs.

L2-Cache 64 banks Chip-wide shared, 1 MB per-bank, 16-way set associative, 128 B
block size, 6-cycle latency, 32 MSHRs.

Memory 8 ranks 4 GB DRAM, 512 MB per-rank, up to 16 outstanding requests for
each processor, 8 memory controllers.

NoC 64 node

8×8 mesh network. X-Y dimension routing. 128-bit datapath.
Each node consists of 1 core, 1 private L1 cache, and 1 shared L2
cache, 1 flow router and 1 flow network interface. 2-stage pipeline
flow router, 6 VCs per port, 16 flits per VC.

Coherency
Directory-based MOESI cache coherency protocol. One cache
block consists of 1 packet with 8 flits. One coherence control mes-
sage consists of 1 single-flit packet.

Characterizer 1/node 10,000 cycles sampling window, overlapping factor N = 4.

STC –
8 ranking levels. Refresh all applications’ ranks every 10,000 cycles
(ranking interval: 10,000 cycles). Packets issued in each successive
1250 cycles form a batch (batching interval: 1250 cycles).

algorithm complexity. They differ only in the number of circular buffers and asso-
ciated control logic, which determine the exact area/cost difference. Suppose that
16 flows pass a router. An SCFQ scheduler thus requires 16 circular buffers to im-
plement per-flow buffering while an SLFQ scheduler keeps constant-number, e.g.,
5, circular buffers. Our evaluation results show that the SCFQ scheduler consumes
0.08 mm2 area, with the area for circular buffers increasing to 0.04 mm2 and for
combination logics 0.04 mm2. This means that a SLFQ scheduler achieves 3.6×
area reduction than a SCFQ scheduler.

5.6 Experiments and Results

5.6.1 Evaluation methodology

Experimental platform and benchmark setup. We implemented and inte-
grated our framework with full-system simulator GEM5 [14], in which the built-in
network GARNET [2] was revised with the flow network interface and the flow
router. More simulation platform configurations are listed in Table 5.1. For bench-
marking, we use the PARSEC suite [13], which includes emerging applications in
recognition, data mining as well as system applications mimicking large-scale multi-
threaded commercial programs. To scale the PARSEC benchmarks well to 64 cores,
we choose large input sets (simlarge) for all programs. For data validity, we only
report results obtained from the parallel execution phase called Region-Of-Interest
(ROI) in the experiments. Based on the data in [13], we divide all 12 PARSEC pro-
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grams into two halves, with the first half consisting six applications (blackscholes,
bodytrack, facesim, ferret, swaptions, vips) exhibiting low network packet injection
rate and the other half (canneal, dedup, fluidanimate, freqmine, streamcluster, x264 )
high network packet injection rate.

Comparison studies. During evaluation, we made incremental comparisons
from a baseline to a representative ideal case in order to better understand the
benefits of the valid combinations of our three mechanisms in rate profiling, rate
inheritance and SLFQ scheduling. We also compared against a state-of-the-art
technique STC which utilizes application-sensitive dynamic Stall Time Criticality
for network resource allocation to achieve high performance and performance fair-
ness [32]. In total, we realized and experimented the following five comparative
cases5 in GEM5:

(A) p-RR (packet based Round Robin scheduling): As the baseline, the CMP
uses the classic packet-based NoC with round robin (RR) channel scheduling. RR
is a popular fair policy widely used in industrial practices, for example, in the NoC
of the latest MPPA many-core processor from Kalray [37].

(B) STC (STC based application ranking with packet batching): STC com-
bines two mechanisms, application ranking plus packet batching, to realize priority-
based resource allocation in routers. At first, packets are prioritized by application
ranking according to runtime profiled private L1 misses per instruction (MPI).
Packets from an application with lower MPI implying lower network access rate
are considered more stall-time critical and thus enjoy higher priority. To avoid
starvation for low-priority packets, packet batching by which packets are grouped
into periodical batches is employed to prioritize older batches over younger batches.
Packets in the same batch and with the same rank are scheduled with a round-robin
policy. The parameters used for STC in our experiments are listed in Table 5.1.

(C) f-SLFQ (rate profiling and SLFQ scheduling): The CMP realizes the rate
profiling and SLFQ channel scheduling features but without rate inheritance. When
no rate inheritance, request and reply packet injection rate are separately profiled.

(D) f-SLFQ+IHT (rate profiling, SLFQ scheduling, rate inheritance): The
CMP is fully-featured with rate profiling, SLFQ scheduling and rate inheritance.
This is the design proposal of our approach.

(E) f-WFQ+IHT (rate profiling, WFQ scheduling, rate inheritance). The
CMP mimics WFQ channel scheduling with rate profiling and inheritance. Al-
though WFQ may not suit on-chip networks due to high complexity, it somewhat
represents an ideal fair resource allocation scheme and thus serves as a yard-stick
for our evaluations.

5Note that we did not make p-SLFQ and p-RR cases. As SLFQ requires rate information in
flows to operate, p-SLFQ is invalid. Since RR ignores the rate information, p-RR is meaningless.
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Figure 5.10: System IPCs of PARSEC

5.6.2 Single-application performance

Before presenting multi-application performance, we report single-application per-
formance, i.e., one application is executed stand-alone with 64 threads executing
on the 64 cores, one thread per core. The purpose is to show that our technique
will not slow down single-application performance but improve it.

Application IPC. Figure 5.10 reports system IPCs (sum of IPCs of all threads)
of all benchmark programs. The figure shows that our scheme increases system IPCs
for all programs. Specifically, f-SLFQ raises the system IPCs of p-RR and STC by
9.8% and 7.5% on average and 12.1% and 10.7% at maximum, respectively. As a
pure gain from rate inheritance, f-SLFQ+IHT further leverages the system IPCs of
f-SLFQ by 4.8% on average and 7.0% at maximum. The ideal case of f-WFQ+IHT
shows the possibility of further increasing the system IPCs of f-SLFQ+IHT only by
3.9% on average and 5.1% at maximum. In the single application case for STC, by
sharing the same application rank, packets of the same batch are scheduled with the
round robin policy. In this way, as shown in Figure 5.10, STC only enjoys limited
performance gains brought by packet batching, achieving less IPC improvements
than f-SLFQ.

Packet delay distribution. To give insights for the IPC improvements, we
look into network packet delay histograms of both low and high packet injection
rate programs. Figure 5.11a shows the delay distribution of benchmark bodytrack,
which has low packet injection rate and thus low NoC utilization. We can see
that the average delay of p-RR, STC, f-SLFQ and f-SLFQ+IHT is 24, 24, 21 and
19, respectively. Also, p-RR has the longest tail while f-SLFQ+IHT the shortest
tail. Figure 5.11b shows the delay distribution of benchmark canneal, which has
high packet injection rate and is thus of high NoC utilization. Since the network
becomes more loaded, the average delay of p-RR, STC, f-SLFQ and f-SLFQ+IHT
becomes 51, 51, 47 and 41, respectively. Likewise, p-RR results in longest tail while
f-SLFQ+IHT the shortest. Both cases exhibit that both improved latency fairness
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Figure 5.11: Packet delay histograms

of SLFQ over RR and consistent service allocation contribute to sharpen the latency
distribution envelops. The delay histograms can indeed explain the improved IPCs
due to reducing the CPU stall time. For both programs, the delay histogram shape
of STC is slightly different from but resembles to that of p-RR, thus STC and p-RR
have the same average packet delay values.

5.6.3 Multi-application performance

Figure of Merit. To quantify multi-application performance, we consider both
throughput and fairness. We adopt a commonly used metric, weighted speedup
[49][152] denoted Θ, to measure system throughput. Θ computes the sum of IPC
slowdowns of all co-running applications. Let IPCalone be the IPC of an application
when it is run alone, and IPCshared its IPC when it is run together with others.
The relative IPC, Xi = IPCshared

i

IPCalone
i

, is defined as IPC slowdown of application i,
i ∈ [1,M ], where M is the number of co-running applications. Θ is then calculated
as follows:

Θ =
M∑
i

Xi. (5.4)

While Θ can reflect the influence of resource sharing on IPCs, it cannot quantify the
variation of IPC slowdowns of individual applications, which indicates the even-
ness of IPC slowdowns. This is important because a system could achieve high
throughput (i.e., weighted speedup) by unfairly starving one or two applications
while benefiting all the others.

To complement Θ, we introduce the standard deviation of IPC slowdowns de-
noted Ω as a metric of fairness. Let X be the average of Xi, X =

∑
iXi/M . Ω is

defined as:

Ω =

√∑
i
(Xi −X)2

M
. (5.5)
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Figure 5.13: Per-node IPC for jointly executing a mixture of 2 programs: bodytrack
and canneal (Mixture-1)

By this metric, the smaller the Ω, the better the fairness. Ω = 0 means an ideal
performance fairness.

Two co-running applications. In the two-application experiments, we set
up six comparative mixtures, with each mixture containing 1 high-injection and
1 low-injection applications. In each application mixture, we compare the differ-
ence between p-RR (denoted A), STC (B), f-SLFQ (C), f-SLFQ+IHT (D), and
f-WFQ+IHT (E).

Figure 5.12 shows the average packet delay achieved by the five schemes, which
consistently illustrates that across different application mixtures, f-SLFQ slightly
sacrifices the average delay of high-injection applications, but attains remarkable
average packet delay reduction among low-injection applications, confirming the
benefits of low-injection rate flow acceleration exhibited in Figure 5.7b. The flow-
inheritance mechanism further strengthens the effectiveness of f-SLFQ, making f-
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Figure 5.14: Performance and fairness of 6 two-program mixtures

SLFQ+IHT closely approaching the results of the ideal case f-WFQ+IHT.
In STC, because packets from low-injection threads are prioritized over packets

from high-injection threads, Figure 5.12 shows that STC achieves similar effects as
f-SLFQ in average delay increment/decrement among the benchmark applications.
However, as can be observed, STC is less effective than f-SLFQ+IHT, because STC
targeting multi-programmed applications does not take causality of cache coherence
related messages into account. In this regard, consider a scenario when a low-
injection thread modifies a shared data block in the last level L2 cache and sends
invalidations to multiple high-injection threads. Since STC separately determines
the priorities for invalidates and corresponding replies, acknowledgements from the
high-injection threads pertain lower priorities, which may in turn delay the service
of the original low-injection thread. The benefits of low-injection applications are
thus hampered, leading to STC’s less efficiency than f-SLFQ+IHT in handling
multi-threaded applications.

Figure 5.13 shows the IPC results for an example benchmark mixture, bodytrack
(low injection rate program) and canneal (high injection rate program). Each
program consists of 32 threads which are evenly distributed on half of the 64-core
CMP. In Figure 5.13a, by unfairly providing the same service rate to both high
and low injection applications, p-RR benefits canneal with higher IPCs, leaving
bodytrack suffering lower results. With STC in Figure 5.13b, canneal’s average IPC
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Figure 5.15: Per-node IPC for jointly executing a mixture of 4 programs: bodytrack,
canneal, vips and freqmine (Mixture-4)

is reduced from 1.03 to 0.70 (33% degradation), and bodytrack’s average IPC raises
from 0.14 to 0.35 (2.5× improvement). With f-SLFQ in Figure 5.13c, canneal’s
average IPC is reduced from 1.03 to 0.81 (18.4% degradation), but bodytrack’s
average IPC raises from 0.14 to 0.46 (3.3× improvement). In Figure 5.13d, f-
SLFQ+IHT consistently improves the average IPCs for both cannel and bodytrack
to 0.87 and 0.49, respectively. Finally, Figure 5.13e shows the average IPC of
f-WFQ+IHT to be 0.92 and 0.51 for canneal and bodytrack, correspondingly.

Figure 5.14a summarizes the weighted speedup (denoted Θ, see Equation 5.4)
results. For the 6 two-program mixtures, weighted speedup is averagely improved
from 1× to 1.6×. More significantly we observe that low injection rate programs
are much improved by STC and f-SLFQ over p-RR, and further by f-SLFQ+IHT
over STC and f-SLFQ. We also quantify the fairness (denoted Ω, see Equation 5.5)
results in Figure 5.14b. Clearly we can see that STC and f-SLFQ greatly reduce
the average standard deviation for all combinations of p-RR from 0.34 to 0.19 and
0.17, respectively, and f-SLFQ+IHT further reduces the deviation to 0.02, which is
very close to 0.01 of f-WFQ+IHT.

Four co-running applications. We executed nine mixtures of four programs,
with each program occupying 16 cores. We form three kinds of mixtures: 3-low
1-high, 2-low 2-high and 1-low 3-high injection rate programs. Each kind has three
mixtures.

Figure 5.15 shows IPCs of one mixture running two high injection rate programs,
canneal and freqmine, and two low injection rate programs, bodytrack and vips.
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Figure 5.16: Performance and fairness of 9 four-program mixtures

Compared to p-RR in Figure 5.15a, STC and f-SLFQ in Figure 5.15b and Figure
5.15c increase the IPCs of both low injection rate programs at the expense of both
high injection rate programs. With p-RR, the average IPCs of canneal, freqmine
and bodytrack, vips are 0.94, 0.87 and 0.15, 0.14, respectively. With STC and f-
SLFQ, the corresponding values become 0.64, 0.62, 0.32, 0.33 and 0.77, 0.76, 0.39,
0.38, respectively. f-SLFQ+IHT in Figure 5.15d further improves the respective
values to 0.82, 0.78 and 0.44, 0.43, approaching to the best values of 0.87, 0.83,
0.47, and 0.47 with f-WFQ+IHT in Figure 5.15e.

Figure 5.16a gives weighted speedup of the nine mixtures of four applications
each. The average speedup of p-RR, STC, f-SLFQ, f-SLFQ+IHT and f-WFQ+IHT
is 1.84, 2.31, 2.46, 2.67, 2.88, respectively. The average improvement of STC and
f-SLFQ over p-RR are 26% and 34%, respectively, and f-SLFQ+IHT over p-RR
is 45%. The speedup difference between f-SLFQ+IHT and f-WFQ+IHT is only
0.21. Consistently we see that low injection rate programs benefit most from our
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Figure 5.17: Performance and fairness of 8 eight-program mixtures

approach. Their relative IPCs become comparative to those of high injection rate
programs. Figure 5.16b quantifies performance fairness. Clearly we can see that
STC and f-SLFQ greatly reduce the average fairness for all combinations with p-
RR from 0.30 to 0.14 and 0.13, respectively, and in turn f-SLFQ+IHT reduces the
fairness to 0.02, which is very close to 0.01 of f-WFQ+IHT.

Eight co-running applications. We further executed eight mixtures of eight
programs, with each program symmetrically running on eight cores. Each mixture
contains 4-high and 4-low injection rate programs. The weighted speedup results
for the eight mixtures are shown in Figure 5.17a. The average speedup of p-RR,
STC, f-SLFQ, f-SLFQ+IHT and f-WFQ+IHT is 1.92, 2.35 (22% increase), 2.48
(29% increase), 2.60 (35% of increase), 2.74 (43% of increase), respectively. As
expected, we see again that (1) all mixtures gain improvement in weighted speedup;
(2) low injection rate programs contribute most to the improvements. As shown in
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Figure 5.18: Accuracy of the rate characterization and prediction

Figure 5.17b, the performance fairness of p-RR, STC, f-SLFQ, f-SLFQ+IHT and
f-WFQ+IHT equals to 0.12, 0.065, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.007, respectively.

5.6.4 Evaluation of rate profiling
We evaluated the shifting window based rate characterization and the state-based
rate prediction mechanism. Figure 5.18a illustrates the difference between the ac-
tual resource access rate and the prediction value (both in terms of L1 cache miss
rate) for the canneal and bodytrack programs. The figure manifests that, for both
programs, the rate characterization mechanism achieves high fidelity in prediction
within each program phase. Figure 5.18b further shows the prediction error and
the standard deviation (using canneal as an example) to illustrate the dispersion
of the predicted values. With standard deviation equaling only 2.5% of the mean,
the rate profiling mechanism precisely characterizes application dynamism. Finally,
Figure 5.18c summarizes the standard deviations of all the 12 PARSEC programs.
As these deviations are insensitive to programs’ injection rates, we confirm that our
rate profiling scheme is valid and very effective.



Chapter 6

Concluding remark

6.1 Summary

Performance characteristics based NoC power management

In Chapter 2, we have introduced a novel on-chip DVFS strategy that improves
energy efficacy in CMP systems. To address the problems of power over/under
provisioning in network metric based approaches, our DVFS technique adjusts NoC
V/F levels according to per thread’s direct performance indicatives in terms of
message generation rate and data sharing metrics. The proposed DVFS adopts a
light-weight voting based approach in which each thread votes a preferred V/F level
according to its own performance indicatives. The V/F votes are then encapsulated
into packet headers and propagated into the network. With a few routers composing
a V/F sharing region, a region-based V/F controller collects all votes of passing
packets and makes the final V/F decision by the majority vote in a “democratic”
way.

By realizing and evaluating our technique with a 64-core CMP architecture
simulated in GEM5 running all PARSEC benchmarks, we find that the workload-
sensitive improvements in energy efficacy correlate consistently with the network
utilization and data-sharing characteristics of the benchmarks. There are no or
marginal improvements in four programs (blackscholes, canneal, ferret and x264 ),
because these programs have the same tendency in network utilization and data-
sharing, being either both low or both high, and thus providing little opportunity
to improve network-metric based DVFS mechanism. However for the other eight
programs, our technique gives significant boost in energy efficacy, because these
programs have inconsistent tendency in network utilization and data-sharing, being
one low and the other high or vice versa, and thus offer salient opportunities for
our technique to win over pure network-metric based DVFS approach. Indeed,
compared to a router buffer occupancy based DVFS mechanism, our technique
enhances the network energy efficacy in MPPJ by 9.7% on average and 21% in
maximum as well as the system energy efficacy in MIPJ by 17.1% on average
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and 35% in maximum. We therefore believe that our technique gives a new insight
(necessity of jointly considering message generation rate and data sharing property)
and opens a viable approach (light-weight threading V/F voting with region-based
DVFS) to designing highly efficient DVFS schemes for many-core networks.

NoC HW/SW co-design for performance enhancement

In Chapter 3, we have shown that competition overhead as a major source of
thread’s blocking time can largely exceed the execution time of critical section
itself and becomes the dominating factor that limits the performance of parallel
programs. After analyzing the behavior of queue spinlock, we have proposed a
software-hardware cooperative technique with implementation simplicity to effec-
tively reduce the competition overhead of threads accessing critical sections. The
basic idea is to opportunistically maximize the chance that a thread wins the crit-
ical section access right in the low-overhead spinning phase. This is achieved by
embedding a thread’s remaining times of retry (RTR) before being switched into
the high-overhead sleeping phase as a priority parameter into the locking requests,
and routers use the priority level to resolve physical/virtual channel contention so
as to expedite the locking request packets with smaller RTR. As such, threads with
a smaller RTR have a higher chance of reaching the lock variable earlier and hence
can secure the lock earlier, thus reducing the thread blocking time.

With extensive full-system experiments in GEM5 running both PARSEC and
SPEC OMP2012 benchmarks, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of our tech-
nique in reducing the competition overhead without influencing the critical section
execution itself and thus improving the ROI finish time for all benchmark programs.
We have also shown the scalable gains of our technique and how a proper prior-
ity level has been chosen for high performance improvements with low hardware
overheads.

In-network packet generation for performance enhancement

In Chapter 4, we have presented an iNPG technique to reduce serialized critical sec-
tion access time (called completion overhead, COH in short) so as to expedite multi-
threaded applications running on NoC-based cache-coherent many-cores. Based on
the observation that the lock coherence latency lies straightly on the critical path
dominating the overhead for lock spinning, iNPG intends to shorten the lock co-
herence latency by turning long-range centralized coherence traffic into short-range
distributed coherence traffic. iNPG is enabled by “big” router which is a conven-
tional router enhanced with active cache-coherence packet generation capability.
Extensive full-system simulation results in GEM5 running PARSEC and SPEC
OMP2012 show that iNPG achieves significant improvements in COH reduction
and program runtime reduction in both spin-lock and queue spin-lock while the
latest counterpart OCOR technique [169] is only effective for queue spin-lock. Due
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to the nature of orthogonality, iNPG can be combined with OCOR, achieving the
best improvements for both spin-lock and queue spin-lock primitives.

NoC bandwidth allocation for performance fairness

In Chapter 5, we have presented a new flow-centric approach to address the per-
formance fairness problem in NoC-based CMPs. Our rationale is that efficient
and fair resource sharing in a best-effort network must continuously, proportionally
and consistently respect a program’s runtime resource access demand at finer time
granularity. To this end, we have introduced the notion of aggregate flow on which
we build up three coherent mechanisms. The rate profiling characterizes packet
generation rates from L1/L2 caches, which are inserted into the packets of request
messages. The rate inheritance allows causal reply packets to inherit the rates of
corresponding initial request or next-level request messages. Finally the routers
implement SLFQ scheduling adapted from SCFQ [57] using each flow’s runtime
rate information for proportional channel bandwidth allocation without per-flow
queuing.

We have realized and evaluated our mechanisms in GEM5 with the PARSEC
benchmarks running on a 64-node CMP. Compared to two CMPs, one with round-
robin packet scheduling (p-RR) and the other with stall-time criticality (STC) based
application-aware packet prioritization [32], our proposed approach (f-SCFQ+IHT)
improves system IPCs of all benchmark programs running stand-alone by 14.6% and
12.3% on average, respectively. When co-running two-, four- and eight-program
mixtures, we observe that (1) the respective average weighted speedup is enhanced
by 47%, 45% and 35% against p-RR and 19%, 16% and 11% against STC; (2)
the respective average standard deviation of IPC slowdowns (i.e., IPC fairness) is
improved by 17×, 15× and 12× against p-RR and 10×, 7× and 6.5× against STC;
(3) the respective IPC fairness is minimized to 0.02, 0.02 and 0.007, approaching
to ideal fairness (zero standard deviation).

6.2 Future work

The ideas in the thesis can be extended as the following future work.

Temperature-aware DVFS mechanism for tiled-based many-cores

As the benefits of tile-based architecture have been highlighted in building highly
scalable many-cores [10, 65, 35, 84, 154, 8], two significant features are highlighted:
(1) A tile comprises a core (processing core and private cache) and an uncore
(shared cache and network-on-chip router). The performance characteristics of the
core and the un-core may not be aligned. (2) A many-core has dozens or more of
tiles organized on the same chip. These two features make designing a satisfactory
temperature-aware DVFS mechanism for tile-based many-cores much more compli-
cated, because multiple design objectives need to be fulfilled. First, by grouping
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adjacent tiles into a V/F region, the temperature-aware V/F decision should reflect
the performance interests of the resident tiles. Otherwise, the DVFS policy can be
costly which may sacrifice considerable application performance for limited power
consumption and thermal gains. Second, as technology scales and the physical
distance between different V/F regions shrinks rapidly, the local temperature of a
region significantly affects the temperatures of its neighbors. This requires that a
temperature-aware DVFS policy should consider the thermal interaction between
neighbor V/F regions. As such, temperature-aware DVFS control for tile-based
many-cores is by nature a multiple-objective decision making problem, in which
the V/F decision depends on the multilateral relations between core/un-core per-
formance, which may often have different characteristics, and the temperatures of
both local and neighbor V/F regions. Furthermore, the temperature-aware DVFS
controller should have a HW-/SW-efficient implementation to avoid large overhead
to on-chip power and area.

In the future, we can develop a light-weight temperature-aware DVFS mecha-
nism for tile-based many-cores. The idea is to dynamically adjust the V/F level
of a V/F region according to 1) program characteristics running on each core, 2)
communication characteristics of the uncore, and 3) temperatures of both local
and neighbor regions. Compared to previous temperature-aware DVFS techniques,
our mechanism should demonstrate the necessity of jointly considering core/un-
core performance plus local/neighbour regions’ temperatures and develop a viable
approach for on-chip thermal-safe DVFS strategy.

Collective critical path based performance enhancement for many-cores

In the thesis, we have examined and reduced competition overhead (COH) in criti-
cal section based multi-threaded applications. One direct way to extend the work is
to investigate overheads in other shared memory synchronization mechanisms such
as barriers, condition variables, and pipelined parallelism. We can define collective
critical path as the sequence of consecutive sync-events across peer threads. The
collective critical path reflects the longest execution path of a multi-threaded pro-
gram in the parallel execution phase. To reduce the collective critical path, we can
propose a mechanism implementing collective critical path aware performance tun-
ing. For example, the mechanism accelerates sync-events on the collective critical
path to shorten application execution time, and slows down non-sync phases not
on the collective critical path for power saving.

NoC-Aided Acceleration of Software Transactional Memory Programs

Transactional memory enables speculative execution of atomic blocks. A transac-
tion can execute optimistically but needs to abort and retry if it conflicts with other
transactions on the same shared variable. As concurrency goes high, abort penalty,
the time that aborted transactions repeat previous work dominates software trans-
actional memory (STM) programs on many core systems.
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The idea of upgrading NoC router functionality from passive packet transmission
to active LCO reduction can directly be extended to reduce abort penalty in STM.
The overall idea is that a fetch-then-repair policy can be exploited to resolve data
inconsistency between failing transactions’ local data sets and the global last-level-
cache (LLC). Since STM version control messages are delivered by NoC routers,
we can use NoC routers to collect such transaction intelligence and later apply the
intelligence to reduce transaction abort ratio. To do so, transaction-aware router
(TAR) can be developed to record the up-to-date STM version control number
and the corresponding LLC address to which a winning transaction has commit-
ted. When later the version control Acks from failing transactions arrive at TARs,
TARs actively generate auxiliary data load messages using the collected transaction
intelligence to fetch the up-to-date data from the corresponding LLC and update
the failing transactions’ local data sets. After data fetching is done, failing trans-
actions execute special callback functions to repair local data sets using the newly
fetched data. In this way, because data consistency is actively maintained by the
TARs, failing transactions do not need to abort and thus avoid abort penalty.
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